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Executive Summary
Overview
AECOM has been commissioned by Aberdeen City Council to undertake a STAG Part 1 appraisal to define and assess
options for improving strategic transport connections and active travel along the Wellington Road Corridor.
This study has been undertaken in line with Scottish Transport Appraisal Guidance (STAG) and builds upon a previous
1
Pre-Appraisal study undertaken in 2014-2015 which generated a long list of preliminary options consistent with the
of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route (AWPR).
the
aims and
This study reaffirms the principal problems, issues,
opportunities and constraints associated with the
Wellington Road Corridor identified at the Pre-Appraisal
stage. These have been further validated through an
extensive engagement exercise involving stakeholders
and the public.
Building on the updated evidence base, the study
considers a series of options and packages for
assessment within the STAG Part 1 assessment
framework. Based on the initial appraisal findings, a
shortlist of improvement options is recommended for
more detailed assessment at future STAG Part 2 stage.

The Wellington Road Corridor
The A956 Wellington Road is a strategic corridor which
links Aberdeen City centre and the wider southern extents
of Aberdeen City to the A90 (South) trunk road. The
corridor stretches for approximately three miles from the
Charleston Interchange at the A90 (South) junction to the
Queen Elizabeth Bridge, which crosses the River Dee
close to Aberdeen City centre.

Problems & Opportunities
Based on a review of traffic and socio-economic trends in the study area, the local policy context, and the results from a
wide-ranging public and stakeholder engagement programme, a list of problems, issues, opportunities and constraints
for the study corridor has been consolidated.
Problems:
Traffic congestion across the route, particularly during peak periods impacting on journey time reliability.
The corridor is generally regarded as unfriendly for walking and cycling with a lack of segregation between
motorised and non-motorised users.
High levels of right-turning traffic have a negative effect on through traffic.
Severance of communities and difficulties crossing Wellington Road for non-motorised users.
Lack of public transport access into Altens Industrial Estate.
Lane access issues for buses dues to traffic congestion and queued back traffic.

1

-

-

Opportunities:
l benefits afforded by the AWPR, particularly in the northern
Opportunities to
section of the Corridor (based on previous transport modelling).
Opportunities to rationalise access from side roads onto the main route, particularly where right turn
manoeuvres are involved.
Wider proposals including improvements at South College Street and Bridge of Dee, as well as the proposed
Park & Ride on the A90 north of Portlethen could strengthen the case for introducing greater priority for
sustainable travel modes on the corridor.
Previous work has examined the potential of dualling the section of carriageway next to the former Craiginches
Prison site, which would provide additional capacity and remove a current pinch-point on the network.
Issues:
Wellington Road is an important freight corridor with a high volume of HGVs, and this will continue in the future.
The AWPR may result in increased HGV traffic on the corridor associated with vehicles accessing the existing
harbour and the new Bay of Nigg development.
Concerns have been raised about the use of Wellington Road as a walking route to school for the new Loirston
Academy.
Journey times are forecast to reduce on the northern section of Welling Road once the AWPR opens, but are
forecast to increase on the southern section.
High volumes of traffic on side roads is considered a key contributor to congestion.
There is growing demand in the future from key areas such as Loirston.
Constraints:
There are a number of environmental constraints, most notably the Wellington Road Air Quality Management
Area.
Plentiful car parking for employment areas makes it more challenging to promote modal shift.
Constraints on traffic flow posed by the operation of the bus lane at the northern end of the corridor. Road
narrowing past the former Craiginches Prison site also acts as a pinch-point, constraining traffic flow.
Geography poses engineering challenges and carriageway space is limited in some parts of the Corridor,
therefore most on road cycling is not segregated from vehicular traffic.
There is lack of connectivity/integration between local bus services and industrial estates.

Public and Stakeholder Engagement
To inform the identification of problems and opportunities on Wellington Road, an extensive engagement exercise with
stakeholders and the public was undertaken in 2017. An overview of engagement approaches used is set out below.
Engagement Approach

Detail

Stakeholder Workshop

Workshop held with key officers from Nestrans, relevant ACC departments (Transport
Strategy, Traffic Management, Road Projects and ITS) and Aberdeenshire Council
(Transportation department), with briefing notes circulated in advance to aid discussion.

Face to Face Meetings

Meetings with key stakeholders to obtain detailed input to the study. Meetings held with
Aberdeen Harbour, bus operators (First and Stagecoach), the Local Authority Bus
Operator Forum (LABOF), Nestrans (Freight), the Shell Bike User Group and Aberdeen
Cycle Forum. Briefing notes circulated in advance to aid discussion.

Community Council
Engagement

Attendance at Cove & Altens, Kincorth and Leggart, Nigg and Torry Community Council
meetings, providing a direct opportunity for groups representing local residents in the
study area to have their say. Briefing notes circulated in advance to aid discussion.

Stakeholder

Emails/letters sent to over 30 individuals and organisations. Groups targeted included

Engagement Approach

Detail

Correspondence

officers within ACC and Aberdeenshire Councils, Transport Scotland, business bodies,
freight groups, active travel stakeholders, emergency services, statutory bodies and
vulnerable groups. Briefing notes circulated to engage and aid stakeholder response.

Business Engagement

Contact made, via the Aberdeen and Grampian Chamber of Commerce (AGCC), with
AGCC members located on Wellington Road and who use the corridor on a regular
basis, with comments made direct to AECOM.

Online Survey

Online survey carried out between 3 April and 7 May 2017 targeting members of the
public who live and work on the corridor. The survey was promoted widely in the press
and social media channels, with hard copy surveys also available at key locations along
the Wellington Road corridor. Approximately 200 responses were received in total.

Public Exhibition

Public exhibition held at the Aberdeen Altens Hotel on 29 November 2017 to validate
the emerging appraisal findings. The session comprised an open, evening drop-in
session for members of the public. Attendees were also invited to complete a feedback
survey on the day. Following the event, a three-week window was opened to allow
further feedback on the exhibition materials hosted by ACC on Citizen Space, including
an electronic version of the feedback form to encourage additional responses from those
stakeholders unable to attend the event.
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A separate Consultation Report has been produced and provides full details of the findings from the public and
stakeholder activities undertaken on this study.

Transport Planning Objectives
Based on the identified problems and opportunities and informed through the consultation programme, the following
Transport Planning Objectives (TPOs) have been developed for the study.
Transport Planning Objective
TPO1 Provide greater priority to sustainable modes of transport on the Corridor and facilitate locking in of the
benefits of the AWPR
TPO2

Facilitate efficient movement of freight on the Corridor.

TPO3 Reduce and manage traffic demands at key pinch points on the Corridor, taking cognisance of the
framework provided by the Roads Hierarchy.
TPO4

Improve accessibility to employment and education areas on the Corridor.

TPO5

Promote a Corridor which is safe for all users.

TPO6

Promote a transport corridor which supports air quality improvement strategies and improves public health.

Option Sifting and Development Process
The preliminary long options list developed at the Pre-Appraisal stage was further reviewed and refined to identify a
shorter list of options for appraisal at STAG Part 1.
In order to sift this list into a more manageable list for the STAG 1 appraisal, further option development and sifting work
was carried out focused on a review of option feasibility and deliverability, alongside a compatibility assessment of the
alternative options. This was supported by an on-site audit of existing corridor infrastructure. As a result, some options
were sifted out and/or packaged with other options. Options for all modes were considered; active travel, freight and
road-based.

Option Appraisal
On the back of the option sifting and development process, eight retained options were taken forward for assessment in
line with the requirements of STAG Part 1. Options were appraised against:
The TPOs developed for the study;
The five STAG criteria (Environment, Safety, Economy, Integration and Accessibility and Social Inclusion); and
Implementability (Technical feasibility, Operational feasibility, Affordability and Public Acceptability).
A Do-Minimum scenario for the Wellington Road MMCS study area was developed, used as the basis for comparing the
performance of the improvement options assessed. In line with STAG, the Do-Minimum scenario comprised all schemes
and proposals under construction or for which statutory powers exist and funding is available. A summary of the
performance of the improvement options against the Do-Minimum is provided below.
Option 1: Strategic Cycle Improvements
Part 1 appraisal identified that the delivery of strategic cycle improvements has the potential to support several of the
study TPOs offering benefits in terms of enhancing sustainable travel opportunities (consistent with the principle of
active travel), improving safety for all users of the corridor and
supporting air quality and public health objectives. While no significant implementability issues were identified in terms
of providing off-road dual use cycleways, certain sections of the corridor may require carriageway space to be reduced
or reconfigured to accommodate segregated cycle lanes, which would be the preferred approach given the composition
of traffic on the route, including high HGV volumes. Generally, stakeholder consultation highlighted a desire for
improved cycling conditions on the Wellington Road Corridor with exclusive use lanes considered to be more attractive
relative to dual use paths. Concerns would be expected, however, from drivers should segregation require a reduction
of carriageway space for road vehicles.
Option 2: Shared Bus / HGV Priority Lane
The provision of a shared bus / HGV priority lane to provide greater priority for public transport and freight has been
considered at two alternative levels: Alternative i) considers introduction of a shared lane between Queen Elizabeth
Bridge and Souterhead Roundabout (in both directions) while Alternative ii) considers a reduced scale intervention of
allowing HGVs to access existing Wellington Road bus lane. Both alternatives would support the Roads Hierarchy to
some extent by prioritising active and sustainable travel (public transport). Options are considered to improve the
efficiency of movement for both public transport and freight, with accompanying economic and accessibility benefits.
However, in the case of providing a shared lane along the whole corridor, there are concerns that this could potentially
exacerbate existing problems experienced at key pinch points associated with negative impacts on overall traffic flows
due to the allocation of lanes exclusively for public transport and freight. There are also concerns about the safety of
cyclists sharing space with HGVs. In terms of implementability, with the exception of the section of single-carriageway
road adjacent to the former HM Craiginches Prison site (which would require to be dualled), it is considered to
technically feasible to form a shared bus and freight lane in both directions. This would however result in a reduction of
general traffic space to one lane in either direction. The consultation exercise identified support for this option from bus
operators and freight industry bodies, however limited support for this option emerged from the public consultation.
Option 3: Souterhead Roundabout Improvements + More/Better Crossings at Souterhead Roundabout
The removal of Souterhead Roundabout to provide a fully signalised junction, including realignment works and provision
of crossing points to aid the movement of non-motorised users at the junction supports a number of the TPOs identified
in this study. This intervention would be expected to improve traffic flows through this key junction which currently
experiences congestion, most notably at peak times. Upgrading this junction will complement the Roads Hierarchy by
facilitating the movement of traffic to and from the major AWPR junction at Charleston. The Part 1 appraisal identified a
number of other potential benefits including enhanced opportunities for active travel modes on the corridor and
improved safety for non-motorised users, improved accessibility to the new Lochside Academy for school pupils, and
potentially some positive impacts on local air quality if accompanied by improved traffic flows. There are no significant

implementability issues, however further option development would be required. This option was identified to perform
positively against the public acceptability criteria, with the online survey revealing almost 40% of respondents indicated
that Souterhead/Hareness improvements (collectively) was the most important option they would like to see introduced
to address issues on the corridor.
Option 4: Hareness Roundabout Improvements + More/Better Crossings at Hareness Roundabout
Option 4 involves the reconfiguration of Hareness Roundabout (removal of roundabout) to include full signalisation,
junction realignment and provision of crossing points to aid the movement of non-motorised users at the junction.
Similar to Option 3, this option has the potential to support several of the TPOs for this study, including improving traffic
flows through this key junction which currently experiences congestion. Upgrading this junction will complement the
Roads Hierarchy by facilitating the movement of traffic to and from the major AWPR junction at Charleston and the Bay
of Nigg Harbour development. The option would also have beneficial impacts in terms of enhancing sustainable travel
opportunities and improving safety by providing more and better crossing points at Hareness Roundabout. There are no
significant implementability issues, however further option development would be required. Similar to Option 3, results
from the consultation exercise indicated high levels of support for measures to address pinch points on the corridor and
this option, therefore, performs positively against the public acceptability criteria.
Option 5: Additional capacity between Souterhead and Hareness Roundabouts
This option, which involves the provision of additional capacity between Souterhead and Hareness emerged from a
previous concept considered by ACC and has been introduced for consideration since the Pre-Appraisal study. The
initial appraisal has assessed two alternatives; Alternative i) involves an additional road lane between Charleston Road
North and Hareness Roundabout (northbound) with Alternative ii) based on the option above plus the introduction of an
additional road lane between Hareness Roundabout and Souterhead Roundabout (southbound). Both variants have the
potential to support a number of the TPOs for this study particularly associated with increased accessibility through
improving traffic flows between key interchanges on the corridor, although careful consideration would be required to
ensure increased road capacity leading to the roundabout junctions does not lead to greater queuing at the junctions
themselves. Providing
the additional capacity was restricted to sustainable modes, beneficial impacts could be anticipated. No significant
technical or engineering challenges have been identified for this option and it performs strongly against public
acceptability criteria, with 47% of online survey respondents ranking additional road capacity as the most important
option to take forward to deliver improvements on the corridor.
Option 6: Upgrade to dual carriageway at former HM Craiginches Prison Site
This option involves upgrading the current single carriageway section of Wellington Road to provide a higher capacity
route by removing this current pinch-point on the network and supporting wider programmed improvements across the
city. For the purposes of appraisal, this option assumes that the additional capacity between Craig Place and Polwarth
Road would be available to use by all road users. Initial appraisal suggests this intervention performs positively against
a number of the TPOs for this study. This option would improve traffic flow at this key pinch point on the network,
supporting increased accessibility and the efficiency of movements, including freight movements. At this initial stage of
assessment, no significant technical or engineering challenges associated with the provision of the additional lane have
been identified however it would be recommended that further option development is undertaken at the next stage of the
STAG process. Consultation revealed this option performed strongly in terms of public acceptability, with 47% of survey
respondents ranking additional road capacity as the most important option to delivering improvements on the corridor,
however some user groups would expect to see additional capacity assigned for sustainable modes specifically.
Option 7: Wellington Road Bus Quality Package
The Bus Quality Package comprises an extension of the existing bus lane south prior to the signals at Balnagask road,
a new southbound bus lane from the existing bus lay-by north of Grampian Place to the signalised Balnagask /
Wellington Road junction (based on allocation of additional road capacity next to the former Craiginches prison site) and
complementary bus service and infrastructure enhancements. Initial appraisal findings suggest this option supports

many of the study TPOs. This option provides greater priority to public transport, thus improving journey times and
increasing the attractiveness of this mode of travel, consistent with the aims of locking in the benefits of the AWPR. In
terms of traffic flow, there would be clear benefits to public transport users, allowing buses to bypass current pinch
points on the network and improving accessibility by bus to the city centre and employment/education areas in the south
of the corridor. Furthermore, this option could have positive impacts on air quality in the study area if supported by mode
shift towards public transport. This option would result in a reduction of general traffic space in some areas of the
corridor and aspects of the Bus Quality Package would require coordination with bus operators. However, the provision
of greater bus priority along Wellington Road was not identified as a key option by public consultees (albeit bus users
were under-represented in the profile of respondents in the online public consultation), though the elements within this
option were generally supported by public transport stakeholders.
Option 8: Wellington Road Corridor Right-turn / Traffic Signals Priorities Review Package
Option 8 involves the prohibition of right-turns to/from Wellington Road with review of existing signal arrangements to
alleviate congestion and potential road safety issues (with specific consideration given to rationalisation of right turn
manoeuvres at Abbotswell Road and Girdleness Road in particular). The initial appraisal identified that this option has
the potential to support several of the study TPOs by improving traffic flows on the Wellington Road mainline and
improving safety along the corridor by reducing the potential for vehicle conflicts associated with right-turn movements.
However, it was identified that this option may adversely impact on accessibility to employment areas, and the efficiency
of freight movements, by reducing the capability for vehicles to make cross-corridor movements. This in turn may
negatively impact other junctions on the corridor e.g. Hareness Roundabout. There are no significant implementability
issues associated with this option, albeit further consideration would need to be given to the impact of rerouting on other
junctions, and the implications for bus routing if right turn movements at Girdleness Road were banned with it
understood that some residential streets within Torry are unsuitable for large vehicles. Right-turn issues (e.g. impeding
on traffic flows on Wellington Road itself) were cited across several consultation responses and discussions but, in
terms of public acceptability, reducing/banning the number of right turn movements from/onto Wellington Road was not
regarded as a high priority by respondents to the online survey.

Options Recommended for Further Assessment
Based on the initial appraisal of the options taken forward for assessment within the STAG Part 1 framework, it is
recommended that each of the options are considered further at the STAG Part 2 stage, as summarised below.
Option/Option Alternative
1 Strategic Cycle
Improvements
2 Shared Bus / HGV
Priority Lane
3 Souterhead Roundabout
Improvements +
More/Better Crossings at
Souterhead Roundabout
4 Hareness Roundabout
Improvements +
More/Better Crossings at
Hareness Roundabout
5 Additional capacity
between Souterhead and
Hareness Roundabouts
6 Upgrade to dual
carriageway at former HM

Rationale for Selection

Option/Option Alternative

Rationale for Selection

Craiginches Prison Site

7 Wellington Road
Bus Quality Package
8 Wellington Road Corridor
Right-turn / Traffic Signals
Priorities Review Package

Next Steps
Going forward, it is recommended that further appraisal work is undertaken on the above options as the project moves
forward to a STAG Part 2 (detailed) Appraisal stage. The following actions should be considered to facilitate this:
Detailed transport modelling to quantify option impacts At an early stage of the STAG Part 2 process, it is
recommended that further option sifting is undertaken based on a more detailed understanding of the relative
performance of the options using a modelling platform that reflects travel conditions on the post-AWPR network.
Transport modelling will also assist in quantifying the scale of benefit of the interventions and their relative
performance in terms of transport economic terms, which is central to appraisal at STAG Part 2 stage.
Design / Engineering of interventions Design work should be undertaken for those options involving
alterations / additions to infrastructure on the Corridor. This will be necessary to better understand the potential
impacts of options considered at STAG Part 2 stage
Confirmation of proposals for land at former HM Craiginches Prison Site As has been noted in this study,
some options / option alternatives are predicated on the provision of additional road capacity at the former HM
Craiginches Prison Site. The deliverability of additional capacity in this area would support further option
appraisal work in terms of how this capacity could be utilised.
Assessment of AWPR impacts It is considered that there will be a need to understand how the AWPR affects
Wellington Road when it opens in 2018. Cognisance of AWPR impacts will form part of setting the
context for more detailed appraisal work on this corridor.
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Overview

AECOM has been commissioned by Aberdeen City Council (hereafter ‘ACC’) to undertake a STAG Part 1
appraisal to define and assess the options for improving strategic transport connections and active travel along
the Wellington Road Corridor in Aberdeen.
This work has been undertaken in line with Scottish Transport Appraisal Guidance (STAG) and builds upon the
work undertaken as part of a Pre-Appraisal study1 in 2014-2015 which generated and assessed options which
were consistent with the aims and objectives of a previous ‘locking in the benefits’ study in relation to the
Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route (AWPR). It also considered the potential effects of current and future
planned developments on the corridor that will be implemented alongside the completion of the AWPR in 2018.
This study reaffirms the principal problems, issues, opportunities and constraints associated with the Wellington
Road Corridor identified at the Pre-Appraisal stage. These have been further validated through an extensive
engagement exercise involving stakeholders and the public.
Building on the updated evidence base, the study considers a series of options and packages which have been
appraised against the five STAG Criteria, Implementability Criteria and Transport Planning Objectives (TPOs) for
the study and sets out a shortlist of improvement options for more detailed assessment as part of future STAG
Part 2 appraisal.

1.2

The Wellington Road Corridor

The A956 Wellington Road Corridor (Figure 1.1) is a strategic corridor which links Aberdeen City centre and the
wider southern extents of Aberdeen City to the A90 (South) trunk road. The corridor stretches for approximately
three miles from the Charleston Interchange at the A90 (South) junction to the Queen Elizabeth Bridge (QE
Bridge), which crosses the River Dee close to Aberdeen City centre. The characteristics of the corridor vary from
south to north as follows:
The southern section of the corridor
typically comprises a mix of
commercial and residential
developments. The Souterhead
Roundabout supports movements to
and from the A90 (T) – which runs in
parallel to the study corridor to the
Bridge of Dee roundabout. A 40mph
speed limit applies from Greenwell
Road to the A90 Charleston
Interchange.
Upon opening of the AWPR in 2018,
the A956 will be extended for five
miles from the new Charleston
junction, to join the new A90 (T) at
Cleanhill. This section of the A956 will
have trunk road designation, and will
provide a direct link into the Wellington
Road Corridor from the AWPR.
The northern section of the corridor is
characterised by car dealerships, retail
units and some housing. Compared
with the southern section of the
corridor, the northern end is more

Figure 1.1: Wellington Road Corridor – Study Area

1

Wellington Road Pre-Appraisal Study Final Report, Nestrans 2015. Available at http://www.nestrans.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2017/02/2015_01_21_WR_Multimodal_Corridor_Study_Final_Report.pdf
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constrained with a higher number of junctions associated with side roads. Between Craigshaw Road and
the QE Bridge, a 30mph speed limit is in force.
The central section of the corridor from Girdleness Road to Souterhead Roundabout is heavily influenced
by the East Tullos, West Tullos and Altens Industrial Estates. The demands on the transport network from
these attractors are a key focal point of this study.

1.3

Structure of Report

The remainder of this report is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 – Background
Chapter 3 – Problems and Opportunities Review
Chapter 4 – Public and Stakeholder Engagement
Chapter 5 – Transport Planning Objectives
Chapter 6 – Option Refinement and Packaging
Chapter 7 – Option Appraisal
Chapter 8 – Summary and Next Steps.
The report is also supported by a number of appendices:
Appendix A –
Appendix B – Proposed LDP Opportunit
Appendix C –
Appendix D –
Appendix E –
Appendix F –

and

Appendix G – Appraisal Summary Tables (AST1s).
In addition, a supporting Consultation Report has been prepared which presents the outcomes of stakeholder
discussions and public engagement exercises. This has been provided separately to the client group.
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2.

Background

2.1

Introduction

This chapter sets the context for the study by summarising information contained within the Pre-Appraisal report.
Where available, updates utilising more recent data and information have been made. This section also outlines
findings from the Pre-Appraisal report and how this information has been used to inform the development of this
STAG Part 1 report.

2.2

Pre-Appraisal Summary

The Pre-Appraisal study completed in 2015 provides a large quantity of information which continues to be
relevant in the context of this STAG Part 1 appraisal. A summary of findings from the Pre-Appraisal stage is
outlined below:
Wellington Road has been subject to a number of studies in recent years which have identified key
issues relating to congestion on a Corridor which has a range of competing transport demands for car
drivers, public transport users, pedestrians and cyclists.
The Corridor is an important route for freight traffic.
Delivery of the AWPR is predicted to relieve traffic levels on the northern section of Wellington Road
against future year forecasts and opportunities should be taken to implement a series of integrated
measures that aim to lock in the benefits of the project for sustainable modes.
There are a number of key movements between Wellington Road and side road accesses on the
corridor, particularly to/from the Altens and Tullos industrial estates.
Although most accidents on the corridor are recorded as “damage only”, a number occur when vehicles
are performing a right-turn manoeuvre between Wellington Road and side road accesses.
There are a number of development proposals which may affect traffic flows and patterns on the corridor
in the future including the allocations within the Local Development Plan, the extension of Aberdeen
Harbour into Nigg Bay, and the new build Lochside Academy at Loirston.
Drawing on the above issues, and a detailed analysis of problems, issues, opportunities and constraints on the
study corridor, an initial set of Transport Planning Objectives (TPOs) were developed for the study at PreAppraisal stage.
A long list of multi-modal options to address the TPOs was developed and subject to a high level assessment in
line with STAG. The outcome from this exercise was a sifted list of options which were considered suitable for
more detailed appraisal as part of this STAG 1 appraisal.

2.3

Setting the Context

Understanding the existing socio-economic characteristics of the Wellington Road corridor is an important
element in setting the context for the study.

2.3.1

Socio-Economic Context

Analysis of 2011 census data indicates that the areas comprising of Wellington Corridor (for the purposes of this
ds2. Parts of the Corridor,
particularly in the north around Torry are ranked amongst the most deprived areas in Scotland according to the
Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD) 20163.
2011 Census data provides a wide range of data which can be used to provide the socio-economic context for
the study, including a comparison of how the Wellington Road Corridor compares to Aberdeen City and Scotland
as a whole.

2
3

2011 census, http://www.scotlandscensus.gov.uk/ods-web/data-warehouse.html
http://simd.scot/2016
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The Wellington Road Corridor has a lower level of car ownership than both Scotland and Aberdeen City
as a whole.
A greater proportion of Wellington Road residents travel to work by bus or coach than Aberdeen City
and Scotland averages. However, travelling by car/van remains the most common mode of travel to
work by residents on the corridor and is comparable with figures for Aberdeen City as a whole.
Economic activity if focussed at locations in the central area of the corridor around Tullos and Altens Industrial
Estates, and south of Souterhead Roundabout at Balmoral and Gateway Business Park (off Old Wellington
Road).
Table 2.1 shows the number of individuals that travel from the A90 South to the Wellington Road Corridor. It
includes values for the number of individuals travelling to other parts of the city for comparison. Figures
demonstrate that Cove, which includes the large industrial estates of Altens and Tullos, is the greatest attractor of
trips from the A90 South. Wellington Road provides the most direct route to these destinations from the south. It
is noted that other trip origins north and west of Aberdeen commute to these destinations using part of Wellington
Road.
Table 2.1: Commuter Flow Destinations from A90 South4 (2011 census)
Destination
Cove (Incl. Altens
& Tullos Ind. Est.)

Torry

Kincorth, Leggart &
Nigg North

City Centre

Dyce

1,579

216

200

1,238

630

Origin:
A90 South

2.3.2

Policy Context

This section summarises the review of key policy and study documents relevant to this study. It has been
updated to reflect the development of new and emerging policy since its initial development during the PreAppraisal study stage.
Table 2.2: Review of Previous Studies and Relevant Documents
Document
Aberdeen City
Local
Development Plan

Bridge of Dee
STAG Part 2
Appraisal

Aberdeen City
Local Transport
Strategy

4

Date

Comment

2017

ACC adopted its second Local Development Plan in January 2017. In the
study area, the LDP includes allocations for housing, business and industrial
land and additionally identifies a number of opportunity (OP) sites. Further
details are provided in Section 2.3.3.

2017

Report detailing the appraisal of options carried forward from a STAG Part 1
study in 2013. Options considered include: 1) a new upstream crossing with
additional Non-Motorised User (NMU) crossing adjacent to a reconfigured
existing Bridge of Dee 2) as previous option, with additional link from
Garthdee Road/Inchgarth Road to A93 North Deeside Road and 3) a new
crossing adjacent to the existing Bridge of Dee, which is reconfigured for NMU
use only. The Council agreed that the plans should be reviewed six months
after the AWPR opens to assess changes to traffic patterns.

2016

Wellington Road is referenced in relation to the AWPR and how key junctions
along the corridor should be improved to allow easier manoeuvring of HGVs.
This represents one of the key actions for implementation. Other measures
emerging should support delivery of LTS objectives.

A90 South is defined as Stonehaven, Newtonhill, Portlethen and surrounding rural areas.
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Document

Aberdeen City Active
Travel Action Plan

Aberdeen City
Centre Masterplan
and Delivery
Programme

Date

Comment

2017

The Aberdeen Active Travel Action Plan identifies the interventions that
Aberdeen City Council will pursue to increase the proportion of journeys in the
city undertaken by active modes over the period 2017-2021. Wellington
Road/A90 South (Aberdeen to Stonehaven) and access to Cove/Altens are
identified as action areas in the Plan, with the Wellington Road MMCS
referenced in the document.

2015

Report outlines a 20 year development strategy for Aberdeen City Centre and
identifies projects that will support future economic growth and secure benefits
and opportunities. Amongst the proposals within the masterplan is to reduce
the number of private vehicle trips that travel into the city centre.
Identified as a nationally important facility in Scottish Government National
Planning Framework (3), the proposals represent expansion of Aberdeen
Harbour operations into Nigg Bay. Both Wellington Road and the Coast Road
have been identified as the principal roads in the study area. Wellington Road
is noted as being at capacity. All HGV traffic to and from the harbour during
construction would use the Coast Road via Hareness Road from Wellington
Road. Reverse trips will be made via the same route.

Bay of Nigg
Development
Framework

2016

Improvements to the Wellington Road / East Tullos Industrial Estate
(Greenbank Road) junction and Wellington Road / Greenwell Road junction
are outlined within the Framework. As a result of harbour expansion,
developer interest at Altens is anticipated to intensify, thus improvements to
Wellington Road and east-west connections such as Hareness Road and
Souterhead Road are outlined in the Framework. In terms of impacts on the
Wellington Road MMCS study area, the Framework notes that “The movement
patterns associated with the new harbour development are unlikely to result in
an increase in city centre traffic. Some freight traffic would distribute to the
nearby Altens and East Tullos industrial estates with remaining freight traffic
able to distribute easily to the Trunk Road network via Hareness Road /
Wellington Road. Traffic would be able to make use of the AWPR to access
industrial areas to the west and north of Aberdeen.”
ACC recently (November 2017) commissioned a separate STAG Study to
consider options for improving strategic transport connections to the Harbour
development. While the outcomes of this study are not yet known, it will be
important to ensure that the options emerging from the Wellington Road
MMCS complement any options in the Bay of Nigg STAG.

Nestrans Regional
Transport Strategy
Refresh

2014

The RTS highlights the importance of addressing air quality issues in
Aberdeen’s Air Quality Management Areas, including Wellington Road.
Outcomes from the Wellington Road Corridor study should complement and
help support delivery of the strategic and sub-objectives of the RTS.

Aberdeen City
Freight Flows
Study

2013

Notes that previous surveys have highlighted the key role of Wellington Road
as the principal freight route into and out of Aberdeen from the south and a key
link into Aberdeen Harbour.

2011

Analysis of journey time data demonstrated that for the targeted traffic flows
(southbound freight vehicles in the off peak period), measurable journey time
savings were achieved following the introduction of the signals re-timing
project.

Wellington Road
Revised Traffic
Signal Timings
Study
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Document

Southern
Approach
Segregation and
Prioritisation

Optimising the
Benefits of the
AWPR

Aberdeen Access
from the South
Core Document:
Transport Report

Aberdeen City and
Shire Strategic
Development Plan

Date

Comment

2009

A Large Vehicle Lane (LVL) could help large and heavy vehicles to make the
southbound journey along Wellington Road with more ease than at present.
Noted that potential safety implications of vehicles changing lanes and the
difficulty in enforcing the access to the lane mean that the scheme would likely
be difficult to implement. As such, alternatives to the LVLs were suggested,
including banning of turns, adjusted signal timings and extended green times.

2008

Highlighted that the benefits of the AWPR align with national, regional and
local transport policy objectives, with complementary measures necessary to
capture and “lock in” these benefits. Improvements specific to the Wellington
Road include integrating measures with Park & Ride sites and providing bus
priority or trial bus/trial HOV routes from north to south.

2008

Notes that rising gradients on southbound carriageways on the A90 and A956
cause problems for freight and that there are concerns regarding pedestrian
crossing facilities, cyclist safety and motorcyclist safety at most roundabouts in
the south (including Souterhead and Hareness). Also noted that a lack of
public transport linkages between employment areas in Altens/Tullos and
residential centres across Aberdeen. Two suggested options were the
signalisation at Hareness Road / Wellington Road and Park & Ride options.

2014

The Strategic Development Plan for Aberdeen City and Shire identifies the
Aberdeen-Laurencekirk corridor as a Strategic Growth Area, highlighting a
significant allowance for new housing and employment allocations south of
Aberdeen. 3,400 housing units are allocated between Portlethen and
Stonehaven between 2017 and 2035 (much of which is associated with the
new town of Chapelton of Elsick) and 42 hectares of employment land are
allocated between Portlethen and Laurencekirk between 2017 and 2035.

In addition, there is a committed scheme for the South College Street improvement identified in the ACC Capital
Plan. This has Committee approval, but now requires further work to be undertaken by the Roads Projects Team
to progress the project.
The Council is also currently developing a new Roads Hierarchy to provide a policy context for future transport
planning in the City that will facilitate the identification of future transport projects after completion of the AWPR.
The Roads Hierarchy is based on a three zone City centre system based on promoting access to ‘City centre
centre South’. Wider work being undertaken by ACC to prepare directional road signage in the City in preparation
for the AWPR will contribute to future changes in how people access the corridor in the future.
Transport authorities in the North East are also currently involved in CIVITAS PORTIS Programme – a four-year
project funded by the European Commission to support projects which show that “sustainable urban mobility can
increase functional and social cohesion between city centres and ports, while pushing the economy forward and
boosting the allure of modern urban environments.”5 A number of work packages are currently underway as part
of this project, and there may be interactions with the Wellington Road Corridor as some of these (such as freight
interventions) are taken forward in the period to 2021.

2.3.3

Development Context

ACC adopted its second Local Development Plan (LDP) in January 20176, with main proposals for the Wellington
Road MMCS study area shown in Figure 2.1. Appendix B provides further detail of the opportunity sites included
in the LDP.

5
6

https://www.nestrans.org.uk/projects/civitas-portis/
http://www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/planning_environment/planning/local_development_plan/pla_local_development_plan.asp
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Figure 2.1: Wellington Road Corridor Proposals Map, Aberdeen LDP 2017
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A number of proposed developments in the study area currently have approval. These are shown in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3: Approved Developments, Wellington Road Corridor
Site/Reference

Description

Greenwell Road
East Tullos Aberdeen- 151587

Energy from waste facility.

Erection of football stand (circa 312 capacity) with ancillary club and community changing facilities,
Calder Park, Altens, Nigg- 160246

formation of synthetic 3G football pitch, floodlighting and car parking (circa 110 space) with
associated landscaping and infrastructure.

Balmoral Park Site 1, Wellington

Business park comprising business and industrial development, associated storage, car

Circle, Lochside/Newlands Industrial
Estate, 080489

showroom/workshop, hotel, strategic landscaping, and formation of new vehicular access from
Wellington Road.

Site 4 Crawpeel Road- 140411

Redevelopment of existing office and industrial site for new office (23,468 sq.m), ancillary
leisure/conferencing and childcare nursery uses and associated infrastructure.

Land To The South West Of Doonies
Farm and North Of Hareness Place150432

Lochside Academy- 150217

Erection of materials recycling facility (MRF) and refuse derived fuel plant (RDF) with associated
car parking and landscaping.

New secondary school serving Cove, Kincorth and Torry areas (opening August 2018). Located
between Wellington Circle and Redmoss Road.
Erection of single storey building for use as a coffee shop (Class 1 / Class 3 use) and 'drive-thru'

Abbotswell Road- 161680

facility with associated outdoor tables and chairs, car parking, landscaping and alterations to site
access and engineering works.
Erection of Class 1 Retail Store with Associated Parking (Change of Use from Car Dealership to

Greenwell Road- 171294/S42

Class 1 Shops) Without Compliance with Condition 8 (Mixed Recycling Area) of Planning
Application Ref: 160546. This development involves the relocation of the existing Lidl store on
Wellington Road (off the northbound carriageway) to this new site at Greenwell Road.

Gateway Business Park- 110501

Extension to Aberdeen Gateway Business Park.

Cove/Charleston housing- 110064

Erection of 456 no. residential units, associated garages and car parking, public open space and
SUDS basin.

Cove/Charleston mixed use- 110065

Mixed use development consisting of residential development of 229 no. units, and
commercial/retail development of 18 units.

Former Craiginches Prison Site151210

Erection of 124 no. residential units on former Craiginches Prison Site.

Mains of Cairnrobin, various

Various applications associated with Mains of Cairnrobin business park at Marywell in
Aberdeenshire (south of Wellington Road).

Chapelton of Elsick- APP/2011/3100

Application associated with Chapelton of Elsick development in Aberdeenshire.
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2.3.4

Environmental Context

The Air Quality Strategy for Scotland, England and Northern Ireland 20077
sets out the government’s air quality objectives and policy options to improve
air quality across the UK. To ensure national air quality objectives are
achieved in all areas, a system of Local Air Quality Management was
implemented. This system requires local authorities to undertake periodic
reviews of current and future air quality in their areas. If a local authority
finds any location where the national objectives for eight pollutants are
unlikely to be achieved, it must declare the affected area an Air Quality
Management Area (AQMA). It must then put together a Local Air Quality
Action Plan to reduce pollution levels and improve air quality.
The pollutants that require to be assessed by ACC are:

1,3-

Fine particles.
There are three AQMAs in Aberdeen City located in (i) the city centre, (ii) the
Anderson Drive/Haudagain Roundabout/Auchmill Road Corridor and (iii) the
Wellington Road corridor.
Figure 2.2: Wellington Road AQMA1
The Wellington Road AQMA was declared in 2008 due to exceedances of
the nitrogen dioxide and PM10 objectives and covers Wellington Road between the Queen Elizabeth Bridge and
Balnagask Road. The parameters of the AQMA are shown in Figure 2.2. There is a continuous monitoring station
on Wellington Road on the grass verge at the end of Menzies Road just before Grampian Place as well as
several diffusion tubes in the area that monitor NO2 trends.
Since the Pre-Appraisal study, air quality issues on Wellington Road have continued to feature in research and in
the media. Aberdeen City Council’s latest Air Quality Annual Progress Report (2017)8 highlighted that the annual
mean NO2 level (for 2016) continues to exceed the national air quality objective across the Wellington Road
AQMA. The challenges involving air quality thus continue to be a key focus of this study.
As part of the consultation for this study, SEPA and SNH were approached to understand any wider
environmental issues that require considered in this study. Wellington Road runs in parallel to the River Dee
which is a designated Special Area of Conservation. Due to the urban nature of the corridor, other environmental
issues of note are limited.

2.4

Existing Transport Network

This section provides an overview of the key transport characteristics of the Wellington Road Corridor.

2.4.1

Pedestrian and Cycle Network

Pedestrian crossing points are generally located at interchanges and junctions on Wellington Road, and at the
key side roads in the northern section of the corridor. However in places along the route the pedestrian network is
limited and characterised by guardrails, street furniture and bus stops which have the effect of reducing footway
width. Pedestrians are also less likely to use the full extent of paths where traffic is passing close to the
carriageway. In addition, some key junctions on the route, including the Hareness Roundabout, have no clear
dedicated crossing provision for pedestrians.
Concerns related to pedestrian safety have also been raised in the context of school pupils from the Torry and
Cove/Charleston communities requiring to use the corridor to access the new Lochside Academy at Loirston, with
specific concerns being raised about inadequate crossing facilities, particularly given the volume of traffic on the
7

The Air Quality Strategy for England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland
http://www.gov.scot/Resource/Doc/1052/0051687.pdf
8
https://www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/sites/aberdeen-cms/files/Air%20Quality%20Annual%20Progress%20Report%202017_0.pdf
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route, including heavy goods vehicles. In this regard, following a Transport Assessment for the new school, a
planning condition for a controlled toucan crossing just south of Souterhead Roundabout was stipulated. Further
to this, on the back of concerns raised by community groups, a feasibility study9 has been undertaken to consider
alternative provision in the form of a pedestrian underpass or overbridge. Following review, it was concluded that
the toucan crossing remained the most feasible option and is to be implemented in line with the planning
condition.
The City Council’s Core Paths Plan does not designate any parts of Wellington Road itself as a core path,
although the network extends through the residential areas of Cove/Charleston, sections of the main industrial
areas, and along the Coast Road.
Figure 2.3: Core Path Network10 on Wellington Road

Aberdeen is linked to the National Cycle Network via National Cycle Route (NCR) 1. NCR1 enters Aberdeen via
Cove Road and the Coast Road (routeing via the fringe of Wellington Road). NCR1 also crosses Wellington
Road to reach the Wellington Suspension Bridge at the north end of the study area. Figure 2.4 highlights the
extent of the cycle network in the study corridor.

9

https://committees.aberdeencity.gov.uk/documents/s73138/CHI.17.192%20Feasibility%20Study%20on%20Safe%20Route%20
for%20Children%20going%20to%20Lochside%20Academy.pdf
10
http://www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/corepathsplan/
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Figure 2.4: Wellington Road Corridor Cycle Network11

As shown in Figure 2.4, the southern section of Wellington Road offers cycle provision via dual use paths
although there is no dedicated provision on the east side of the route between Charleston Interchange and south
of Loirston Loch beyond the business park and car dealerships. Towards the city centre, the recommended route
for cyclists is off the main carriageway and through the West Tullos Industrial Estate. Cyclists may however use
the northbound bus lane opposite the former Craiginches Prison site. The Aberdeen Cycle Map recommends
cyclists take particular care negotiating Hareness Roundabout, Greenbank Road junction, and the QE Bridge.
Parallel to the QE Bridge, NCR1 crosses Wellington Road suspension bridge, providing an off-road opportunity to
cross the River Dee, though this requires cyclists to navigate Wellington Road itself.
Discussions with the Shell Bike User Group (BUG) when developing the Pre-Appraisal study in 2014/15 led to
receipt of on-road video footage by commuting cyclists. Observations from this, and further follow-up consultation
with the BUG has informed the identification of problems and issues discussed later within this report.

11

http://www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/planning_environment/planning/transport/pla_cycle_maps.asp
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2.4.2

Public Transport Overview

First Aberdeen is the main operator of bus services that use Wellington Road. First Aberdeen Service 3 (Cove –
Mastrick) is a frequent service between the residential area of Cove/Charleston in the south of the Corridor and
Aberdeen city centre. Figure 2.6 highlights the principal stages of First Aberdeen Service 3 on the Wellington
Road Corridor. In addition, Stagecoach operates a number of services which incorporate Wellington Road as part
of their route.
Table 2.4 summarises bus services which operate in the Wellington Road Corridor area by both First Aberdeen
12
and Stagecoach .

Figure 2.6: First Services on
Wellington Road
(Source:
https://www.firstgroup.com/aberdeen)

Table 2.4: Bus Services on Wellington Road
Service

3/3G

Operator

First Aberdeen

Route
description

Mastrick – Cove

Mon-Fri

Saturday

Daytime- at frequent

Daytime- Every 12

intervals.

mins.

Evening- Every 15

Evening- Every 15

mins early evening,

mins early evening,

every 30 mins after
8pm.

every 30 mins after

Sunday

Every 30 mins.

8pm.

Northfield – City
5

First Aberdeen

12

12

First Aberdeen

Centre –
Balnagask Circle

Heathryfold –
Torry

Bank Holidays Only

Daytime- at frequent
intervals.
Evening- every 20-30
mins.

Daytime- at frequent
intervals.
Evening- every 20-30
mins.

Daytime- every 20 mins
Evening- every 30 mins

Timetable valid until December 2017
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Operator

Service

Route
description

Charleston –
Cove – Altens –
18

First Aberdeen

Kincorth –City

Mon-Fri

Saturday

Sunday

Every 20 mins (not
Altens) until 8pm.

No services.

Daytime- every 30
minutes.

Daytime- every 30
minutes.

Daytime- every 30
minutes.

Evening- every 30

Evening- every 30

Evening- every 30

minutes (early evening
only).

minutes (early
evening only).

minutes (early evening
only).

School serviceschooldays only.

No services.

No services.

Daytime- every 20
mins (some services
do not serve Altens)

Centre –
Evening- no services
Danestone - Dyce
after 8pm.

Balnagask Circle
20

First Aberdeen

to Hillhead of
Seaton

Kincorth Academy
21A/21B/21C

First Aberdeen

–
Cove/Charleston

SB services:
Two services in PM
peak Monday to Friday
at Altens Industrial
Estate and Craigshaw
Drive.

7A / 7B

Stagecoach

Aberdeen –
Stonehaven

NB services:

No services

(Operating on
Five services operating Wellington Road).
during AM peak at

No services (Operating
on Wellington Road).

Altens and three
services at Craigshaw
Drive.
One service operating
at Craigshaw Drive in
PM peak.
Daytime- at least every Daytime- at least
10 minutes.
every 10 minutes.
59

Stagecoach

Balnagask –
Northfield
Evening- every 20-30
mins after 19:30.

Evening- every 20-30
mins after 19:30.

Daytime- every 20
mins.
Evening- every 30
mins.

There are also night services operating on routes N5 and N21, providing services in the early hours of Saturday
the length of Wellington Road.

2.4.3

Road Network Overview

Wellington Road is a three-mile long strategic corridor forming the A956 road between the A90(T) Charleston
interchange and the QE Bridge in Aberdeen City centre. It serves as the primary route to/from Aberdeen Harbour
via the A90 (South) and forms part of the heavily used “through-city” HGV route, providing a north-south route via
North Esplanade West, Market Street, Guild Street, Virginia Street and Commerce Street. In the south of the
corridor it provides access to the Wellington, Altens and Tullos Industrial Estates and functions as an alternative
route into Aberdeen (than the A90(T) to Bridge of Dee) for commuters travelling from south of the city.
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The route is currently a dual carriageway from its junction with the A90(T)
exception to this being a short section on which the former HM Craiginches Prison fronts, which is single lane on
the southbound carriageway. Purchase of this land is still under negotiation by ACC. There is no current
commitment to dual the road or for any other infrastructure improvements in this area, but options for this space
have been considered as part of this study.
Upon completion of the AWPR in 2018, the new route will join Wellington Road at Charleston.
The corridor is intersected by two main interchanges in the south of the corridor, Hareness and Souterhead
Roundabouts, which provide access to the Altens Industrial Estate, and in the case of the latter, also the
residential areas of Cove/Charleston.
In the northern section of the corridor, access and egress off the route is typically taken from side roads, which
are traffic signal controlled at Balnagask Road, Abbotswell Road, Greenbank Road and Craigshaw Drive. While
right-turn movements are permitted at the Greenwell Road and Girdleness Road junctions, there are no signals
to facilitate these movements. Part-time traffic signals operate at Souterhead Roundabout at peak times.
In addition to the major interchanges at Hareness and Souterhead, there are ten left turn junctions (southbound)
and eight right-turn junctions (southbound).
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Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8 below provide a summary of all junctions on the Wellington Road Corridor.
Figure 2.7: Wellington Road Corridor Junctions: Queen Elizabeth Bridge to Hareness Roundabout

Figure 2.8: Wellington Road Corridor Junctions: Hareness Roundabout to Charleston Interchange
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2.4.4

Wellington Road Traffic Patterns

Data received from ACC’s automatic traffic counters has been analysed to develop an understanding of traffic
conditions on the local road network. Whilst only providing a snapshot of traffic patterns on the route, the data
highlights the variations in northbound flows (towards Aberdeen city Centre) and southbound flows (towards the
industrial estates and the A90 South). Counters are located close to the former Craiginches Prison site and East
of Charleston on approach to the A90(T). Results are presented below.
2.4.4.1

Craiginches

Figure 2.9 and 2.10 compare 2014 and 2017 traffic counts for Wellington Road at Craiginches.

Figure 2.9: Wellington Road Craiginches Average Weekday Traffic Flow (February 2014)

Wellington Road (Craiginches) Average Weekday Traffic
Flow
30 January - 3 February 2017
1200

Number of Vehicles

1000
Southbound

800

Northbound

600
400
200
0
Time

Figure 2.10: Wellington Road Craiginches Average Weekday Traffic Flow (January/February 2017)
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The figures indicate that the highest flows on Wellington Road occur on the southbound carriageway. Both north
and southbound flows demonstrate peaks in the AM and PM. The northbound PM peak at Craiginches is more
pronounced in 2017 when compared to 2014.
2.4.4.2

East of Charleston

Figure 2.11 and 2.12 below compare 2014 and 2017 traffic counts for Wellington Road East of Charleston.

Figure 2.11: Wellington Road East of Charleston Average Weekday Traffic Flow (February 2014)
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Figure 2.12: Wellington Road East of Charleston Weekday Traffic Flow (January 2017)
Figures demonstrate that the pattern of flows in the AM and PM peaks have typically remained the same for
southbound and northbound traffic between 2014 and 2017, with traffic peaking at 07:00-08:00 for northbound
traffic and 16:00-17:00 for southbound traffic.
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In contrast to the traffic counts recorded at Craiginches, there is only one daily peak in each direction at East of
Charleston, with a pronounced AM peak for northbound traffic and a pronounced PM peak for southbound traffic.
This tidal pattern may be explained by the high concentration of employment sites at the central and southern
sections of Wellington Road and commuter trips associated with these.
A notable difference in the traffic count data between 2014 and 2017 is in relation to the number of vehicles
recorded. The largest difference is for the southbound PM peak. In 2014, around 2,000 vehicles were recorded,
which is significantly greater than the 1,400 vehicles recorded in 2017. It is considered that this could be
attributed to the impact of AWPR roadworks in this area (associated with construction of the new Charleston
junction) which may have affected overall traffic levels in this area. The downturn in the oil and gas industry may
also have affected the number of people working on the Wellington Road Corridor since 2014.
Further presentation of traffic flows on the route is presented in Appendix A.
2.4.4.3

Future Traffic Flows

With regards to future traffic patterns, analysis has previously been undertaken of the results from transport
modelling to examine the potential impact of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route (AWPR) on traffic flows
(peak hour average vehicle kilometres and journey times) on key routes across the city. For Wellington Road,
modelling suggested that with the AWPR in place, traffic flows are expected to decrease on both the northern (i.e.
Hareness-QE Bridge) and southern (i.e. Hareness-Charleston) sections of the route. In terms of vehicle journey
times, forecasts suggest that journey times13 will reduce along the northern section of the Corridor between
Hareness Roundabout and the QE Bridge, following completion of the AWPR. However, on the southern section
of Wellington Road between Hareness Roundabout and Charleston Intersection, local journey times are
anticipated to increase with additional traffic accessing the route via the AWPR at Charleston intersection and
travelling to/from nearby developments. Accordingly, it is considered that the greatest opportunities to “lock in” the
benefits delivered by the AWPR through the implementation of sustainable transport measures are most likely in
the northern part of the corridor.

2.4.5

Journey Time Data

To provide a better understanding of journey times and average speeds on Wellington Road, TomTom journey
time data has been collected and analysed for several time intervals covering September to November 201414.
The data covers Queen Elizabeth Bridge to Charleston Interchange (bidirectional) but has been disaggregated to
enable a detailed assessment of average journey times across specific sections of the route. Table 2.5 provides
a summary of journey times obtained from the TomTom data. This demonstrates that in 2014:
The average journey time on Wellington Road between Charleston and the Queen Elizabeth Bridge was 12
minutes and 31 seconds northbound and 10 minutes and 31 seconds southbound.
Northbound journey times varied by 9 minutes and 59 seconds between the shortest and longest journey
times.
Southbound journey times varied by 6 minutes and 58 seconds between the shortest and longest journey
times.
In both directions, the longest journey time was in the 1630-1730 hour.
Overall, northbound flows have greater variability across the observed time periods of the journey time
data.
D
1730 SB) the increase between 2009 and 2014 is 63%, although the average across all time periods southbound
is 31%. Table 2.5 also demonstrates that whilst the 1630-1730 period records the longest journey times for
northbound and southbound traffic, the 0730-0830 period for northbound traffic also records longer journey times
compared to other periods.

13

Results obtained from ASAM4A show that on Wellington Road North (i.e. Hareness-QE Bridge), vehicles journey times (peak
hour average) are forecast to increase by 19% by 2018 without the AWPR in place. With the AWPR in place, journey times are
forecast to reduce by 11% against the 2010 baseline, and by 26% against the 2018 reference case (without AWPR). For
Wellington Road South (I.e. Hareness-QE Bridge), journey times are forecast to increase by 39% by 2018 without the AWPR in
place. With the AWPR, the increase in journey times is reduced to 33%.
14
Data was requested for Tuesday to Thursday inclusive, excluding public and school holidays.
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Table 2.5: Wellington Road Journey Time Summary

Time Period
0630 – 0730
0730 – 0830
0830 – 0930
0930 – 1530
1530 – 1630
1630 – 1730
1730 – 1830
Average

Time Period
0630 – 0730
0730 – 0830
0830 – 0930
0930 – 1530
1530 – 1630
1630 – 1730
1730 – 1830
Average

Charleston Interchange to Queen Elizabeth Bridge
(Northbound)
2009
2014
Average Speed Average Journey Average Speed
Average
(km/h)
Time (mins/secs)
(km/h)
Journey Time
(mins/secs)
35.7
9m 40s
54.8
7m 8s
22.1
16m 4s
33.4
14m 50s
29.3
11m 36s
38.3
10m 37s
45.6
7m 42s
57.1
6m 49s
39.0
11m
47s
53.9
8m 37s
36.7
17m 41s
48.5
17m 14s
39.7
13m 5s
51.5
10m 26s
35.4
12m
31s
48.2
10m 49s
Queen Elizabeth Bridge to Charleston Interchange
(Southbound)
2009
2014
Average Speed Average Journey Average Speed
Average
(km/h)
Time (mins/secs)
(km/h)
Journey Time
(mins/secs)
41.6
8m 35s
53.4
7m 26s
35.5
11m 42s
48.3
8m 39s
40.1
8m 57s
52.3
7m 28s
43.2
8m 11s
52.8
7m 25s
35.1
10m 25s
52.8
7m 48s
26.4
15m 9s
48.9
9m 16s
33.5
10m
38s
52.6
7m 33s
36.5
10m
31s
51.6
7m 57s

JT Difference

+36%
+8%
+9%
+13%
+37%
+3%
+25%
+19%

JT Difference

+15%
+35%
+20%
+10%
+33%
+63%
+41%
+31%

Figures 2.13 and 2.14 provide a further overview of findings, providing a breakdown of the total journey time per
section. While speed limits vary between sections, these results enable comparative journey times across the
time periods listed above to be highlighted.

Figure 2.13: Journey Time Results Wellington Road Northbound (2014)
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Figure 2.14: Journey Time Results Wellington Road Southbound (2014)
Key findings from analysis of the data are as follows:
Journey times are longer than anticipated (when considering the relative length of corridor sections)
travelling northbound in the AM period at the southern end of the corridor. For example, on average,
Charleston to Souterhead Roundabout constituted 50% of the trip journey time whilst only covering 39%
of the corridor length.
Journeys times are longer than anticipated (when considering section length) at the northern end of the
corridor when travelling northbound in the PM period, thus indicating a tidal pattern. For example, the
journey time between Abbotswell Road and Queen Elizabeth Bridge took 42% of the overall trip journey
time between 1630 and 1730 whilst only constituting 16% of the corridor length.
The pattern is less pronounced for the southbound direction of travel. Results demonstrate that journey
times are longer than anticipated (when considering section length) at the northern end of the corridor,
particularly between the Queen Elizabeth Bridge and Abbotswell Road and Abbotswell Road and
Hareness Roundabout. In particular, journey times are longer than section length may imply between
Abbotswell Road and Hareness Roundabout in the PM period between 1630 and 1730.
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2.4.6

Wellington Road Corridor – Key Movements

The section below summarises key movements on the corridor as recorded for a Transport Assessment prepared
in February 2014. Junction Turning Counts were collated as part of this assessment and included turning counts
for Hareness Roundabout and Souterhead Roundabout. Key movements are shown in Tables 2.6 and 2.7.
Table 2.6: Hareness Roundabout Movements (2014)
Hareness Roundabout AM
(07:30-08:30)

Hareness Roundabout PM
(16:00-17:00)

Observations:
At WRN (Wellington Road North), 1017 vehicles
were recorded, of which 53.6% turned onto
Hareness Road and 44.1% travelled straight
ahead onto WRS.
At WRS (Wellington Road South), 1846 vehicles
were recorded, of which 53.2% travelled straight
ahead onto WRN.
At WTR (West Tullos Road), 882 vehicles were
recorded, of which 68.4% travelled straight ahead
onto Hareness Road.
At HR (Hareness Road), 433 vehicles were
recorded, of which 48.3% turned back onto
Hareness Road and 39.5% turned onto WRN.
A high number of vehicles appear to make a Uturn manoeuvre back onto HR. This may be
caused by the high volume of employees of Shell
who reside to the south of the city and drive
through Cove, along the Coast Road and then
onto HR. These employees may find it difficult to
cut across HR onto Altens Farm Road due to the
heavy flow of traffic heading along HR
(eastbound).

Observations:
At WRN, 1411 vehicles were recorded, of which
72.0% travelled straight ahead onto WRS.
At WRS, 1124 vehicles were recorded, of which
59.9% turned left onto WTR.
At WTR, 694 vehicles were recorded, of which
74.6% turned onto WRS.
At HR, 543 vehicles were recorded, of which
65.6% travelled straight ahead onto WTR.
The low volume of traffic turning from HR onto
WRS may be due to the high flow of traffic turning
onto WRS from WTR and WRN in effect making it
difficult for traffic to turn onto WRS from HR due to
the steady flow of traffic from other junctions.
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Table 2.7: Souterhead Roundabout Movements (2014)
Souterhead Roundabout AM
(07:30-08:30)

Souterhead Roundabout PM
(16:00-17:00)

Observations
At WRS, 1682 vehicles were recorded, of which
55.2% travelled straight ahead onto WRN and
33.6% turned onto SHR (Souterhead Road).
At WRN, 723 vehicles were recorded, of which
35.4% turned onto SHR, 28.8% travelled straight
ahead onto WRS and 24.9% turned onto WC
(Wellington Circle).
At LR (Langdykes Road), 903 vehicles were
recorded, of which 84.1% turned onto WRN.

Observations
At WRN, 1541 vehicles were recorded, of which
67.2% travelled straight ahead onto WRS. Only 415
vehicles were recorded at WRS, of which 70.1%
travelled straight ahead onto WRN.
At SHR, 1515 vehicles were recorded, of which
60.3% turned onto WRS and 32.1% turned onto
WRN.
At WC, 461 vehicles were recorded, of which 49.5%
turned onto WRN and 29.1% turned onto WRS.
The high number of vehicles turning onto WRN and
WRT from SHR suggests that vehicles may cut
through Altens Industrial Estate to avoid traffic on
Wellington Road. As the SHR/Roundabout junction
is signal controlled, this may suggest why this is a
popular route.

2.4.7

Accident Data
Number of Accidents on Wellington Road by Severity

Number of Accidents

25
20
15

Serious
Slight

10

Damage

5
0
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Year
Figure 2.15: Number of Accidents on Wellington Road by Severity
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-

Number of accidents (right-turn manoeuvre)

Location

2011-13

2014-16

Hareness Roundabout

2

2

Wellington Road/Balnagask Road junction

2

0

Vicinity of Craigshaw Drive on Wellington Road

2

0

Souterhead Roundabout

1

1

Wellington Road/Greenbank Road junction

1

0

Wellington Road/Old Wellington Road junction

1

1

Wellington Road/Nigg Kirk Road junction

1

0

10

4

Total

-
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2.4.8

Freight

Wellington Road is a principal freight route and the primary route
to/from Aberdeen Harbour via the A90 (South). It forms part of the
heavily used “through city” HGV route, and provides access to the
Wellington/Altens/Tullos Industrial Estates, and the Altens Lorry Park
facility.
As part of the implementation of Nestrans’ Regional Freight Action
Plan15, an Area Freight Map has been produced which highlights the
regions’ principal freight routes. Figure 2.14 shows that Wellington
Road in its entirety is identified as a principal freight route.
Previous work has been undertaken to confirm characteristics of
freight flows on Wellington Road16. This demonstrated that the
highest flows northbound (city bound) are in the morning peak, with
southbound flows peaking prior to the PM peak. More than 2,500
goods vehicles a day pass through Souterhead Roundabout
(2010 figures). This work also
established that most freight vehicles
accessing the corridor from the A90
(South) travel towards Market Street,
emphasising the key role of Wellington
Road in facilitating harbour traffic
movements. A breakdown of vehicles
by classification indicates that, on
average, 18% of southbound vehicles
are Rigid, Heavy Van, Minibus or
Articulated HGVs. The corresponding
figure for northbound vehicles is 24%17.
Figure 2.17: Freight Route on Wellington Road

2.5

Summary

In summary, this chapter has presented a detailed overview of the socio-economic and policy context within
which this multi-modal corridor study of Wellington Road is set, including traffic and transport data and trends on
the route. Information has been obtained based on a review of existing work supplemented by new data
collection and analysis carried out since completion of the Pre-Appraisal study in 2015.
Collectively this work – combined with the outcomes from public and stakeholder consultation exercises (Chapter
3) – has been used to develop a comprehensive understanding of the key problems and opportunities on
Wellington Road summarised in Chapter 4.

15

http://www.nestrans.org.uk/db_docs/docs/FAP2_Appendix.pdf
http://www.nestrans.org.uk/db_docs/project/Freight_Flows_Report.pdf
17
Aberdeen City Freight Flows – Survey Report, March 2011. Available here:
http://www.nestrans.org.uk/db_docs/project/Freight_Flows_Report.pdf
16
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3.

Public and Stakeholder Engagement

3.1

Introduction

To help inform the identification of problems and opportunities on Wellington Road, an extensive engagement
exercise with stakeholders and the public has been undertaken between February and June 2017. Whilst the
2015 study included engagement with stakeholders, this study is the first specific to the Wellington Road Corridor
to include public engagement.
This chapter summarises the key findings from the consultation programme. A separate Consultation Report has
been produced and provides full details of the public and stakeholder activities undertaken on this study.

3.2

Public and Stakeholder Engagement Approach

An overview of the Engagement Programme employed as part of this study is set out in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Public and Stakeholder Engagement Approach
Engagement Method

Detail

Stakeholder Workshop

Workshop held with key individuals from Nestrans, relevant ACC departments
(Transport Strategy, Traffic Management, Road Projects and ITS) and
Aberdeenshire Council (Transportation department), with briefing notes
circulated in advance.

Face to Face Meetings

Face to face meetings held with key stakeholders to obtain detailed input to the
study. Meetings held with Aberdeen Harbour, bus operators (First and
Stagecoach), the Local Authority Bus Operator Forum (LABOF), Nestrans
(Freight), the Shell Bike User Group and Aberdeen Cycle Forum. Briefing notes
circulated in advance to aid discussion.

Community Council
Engagement

Attendance at Cove & Altens, Kincorth and Leggart, Nigg and Torry Community
Council meetings, providing a direct opportunity for groups representing local
residents in the study area to have their say. Briefing notes circulated in advance
to aid discussion.

Stakeholder
Correspondence

Emails/letters sent to over 30 individuals/organisations. Groups targeted included
various departments within Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire Councils,
Transport Scotland, business bodies, freight stakeholders, active travel
stakeholders, emergency services, statutory bodies and vulnerable groups.
Briefing notes circulated to aid stakeholder response.

Business Engagement

Contact made (via the Aberdeen and Grampian Chamber of Commerce
(AGCC)), with AGCC members located on the corridor and who use the corridor
on a regular basis. Comments provided directly to AECOM. These have been
shared separately with ACC.

Online Survey

An online survey carried out between 3 April and 7 May targeted at the public
who live and work on the corridor. The survey was promoted widely in the press
and online using social media channels, while hard copy surveys were also made
available at key locations on the Wellington Road corridor. In total, approximately
200 responses were received.

rd
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Engagement Method

Detail
A public exhibition held at the Aberdeen Altens Hotel on 29 November 2017 (from
4pm-8pm) to feed back the emerging study outcomes to the local community and
validate the emerging appraisal findings. The session comprised an open,
evening drop-in session for members of the public. Attendees were also invited to
complete a feedback survey on the day.
The event was promoted by ACC via a press release and on social media.
Following the event, a three-week window (to 20th December) was opened to
allow further feedback on the exhibition materials online. These were hosted by
ACC on Citizen Space, which provided an electronic version of the feedback
form to encourage additional responses for any members of the public or
stakeholders that were unable to attend the event. In total, 19 responses were
received.

Public Exhibition

Detailed comments on the materials presented at the public exhibition were also
received via e-mail from Cove and Altens Community Council on 19 December
2017.

3.3

Key Engagement Outcomes

Table 3.2 provides an overview of the key findings from the engagement exercises. Further, more detailed
information is available in the accompanying Consultation Report for this study.
Table 3.2: Stakeholder Engagement Key Outcomes
Stakeholder

Key Points
Workshop purpose was to validate the problems and opportunities identified at preappraisal stage to: understand any additional issues to be considered as part of
confirm the study objectives and identify and assess the relative merits of different
options for appraisal. Key findings are as follows:
General agreement with the problems, issues, opportunities and constraints
identified, although greater emphasis should be placed on safety concerns and
opportunities for sustainable modes of travel.

Stakeholder
Workshop

Broad agreement that the TPOs established at Pre-Appraisal stage.
An active travel / sustainability package should be developed as part of the option
development process and walking and cycling measures should be given
consideration in each of the option packages.
Options were discussed, including the potential for a third lane between
Souterhead and Hareness Roundabouts, HGV priority and bus lanes in both
directions.
Aberdeen Harbour
In terms of access to the Harbour from Wellington Road, the Harbour Board will
take advice from the City Council regarding the best option between Hareness
Roundabout and Souterhead Roundabout.

Face to Face
Meetings

Bus Operators / LABOF
Majority of issues remain the same as those identified in 2014. Issues related to
access from the south will have an impact on the corridor.
Potential options include a bus gate or bus advancement arrangement, High
Occupancy Vehicle Lane and a Shared Bus/HGV lane (provided this specifies no
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Stakeholder

Key Points
loading for freight vehicles).
Freight Action Plan Implementation Group (FAPIG)
Consideration should be given to segregating cyclists from road users where
achievable.
If a Park & Ride site at Schoolhill is progressed, there may be opportunities to
provide lorry parking at or close to this location.
Consideration could be given to providing a bus layby on the northbound exit off
the Souterhead Roundabout.
Shell Bike User Group / Aberdeen Cycle Forum
Identification of numerous problems/issues identified, including the Corridor not
being a cycle friendly environment.
A cycle route parallel to Wellington Road may be a better option than trying to
accommodate cyclists alongside other road users particularly in the “uphill”
direction.
Kincorth and Leggart Community Council
Air quality issues were highlighted as a key concern, especially given the opening
of the Lochside Academy in the near future.
The scale of development currently planned for this area of the city is a concern in
terms of the traffic they will generate. A pedestrian overbridge was suggested as
an intervention to increase the safety of pupils crossing the route to access the
new Academy.
Uncertainty relating to options that included the implementation of a bus/HGV or
cycle lane due to concerns that it would exacerbate the congestion problem with
car drivers limited to one lane. For these interventions to be successful, it was felt
that the road would have to be widened.
It was considered that traffic would flow better on Wellington Road if the current
northbound (city bound) bus lane was removed.
In terms of bus users, it was commented that more people would use the bus if
the service provided was improved.

Community Council
Engagement

Limited green time at certain junctions onto Wellington Road e.g. Abbotswell
Road.
Cove and Altens Community Council
It was acknowledged that buses often have difficulty accessing the bus lane on
approach to the QEB due to a build-up of traffic. Additionally, buses often sit and
wait at stops in order to keep to schedule – a review of ‘stop and wait’ locations
could be undertaken to ensure that buses only wait at stops with a lay-by to keep
traffic hold-ups to a minimum.
A number of specific junction issues were raised, and the number of signalised
junctions is generally perceived as an obstacle to free-flowing traffic.
Concern was raised about the number of developments in the pipeline for the
south side of the city and the impact that this will have on traffic flows in the area.
The new school development was discussed and there are safety concerns
related to pupils from Cove accessing the new Academy.
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Stakeholder

Key Points
Torry Community Council
The bus lane running north is an issue, causing a build-up of traffic on approach
to the Queen Elizabeth Bridge – it was queried if this could be removed.
There are concerns about the number of developments currently in the pipeline in
the south of the city, which it is thought will result in an increase in traffic levels
despite the northern part of the corridor being designated as an AQMA.
A number of junctions were discussed, including the difficulty in performing rightand right-turns from Wellington
turns from Girdleness Road onto Wellington
Road onto side roads, especially at Abbotswell Road. At the junction with
Balnagask Road, it was noted that some drivers travelling northbound perform a
U-turn manoeuvre to the southbound side of the carriageway. At the same
junction, there are drivers who cut through the Halfords car park to exit onto
Wellington Road from there.
Nigg Community Council
Due to availability, it was not possible to directly engage with Nigg Community
Council at this stage of the study. However, information on the Community DropIn session was circulated to the Community Council to encourage participation at
this stage.
Comments were obtained from a variety of stakeholders, including Council officers,
business representatives and freight groups. A selection of key points are detailed below.
Aberdeen City Council
A range of options should be considered, including making Wellington Road a
high quality active travel corridor,
Broad agreement with problems and issues identified and Transport Planning
Objectives.
Opportunity to reduce congestion and encourage reduced car usage/cleaner
vehicles uptake.
Opening of the AWPR and an anticipated reduction in traffic to the northern
section could allow for a reprioritising of road space to more sustainable modes.
Nestrans

Stakeholder
Correspondence

Opportunities to develop a Craigshaw Drive cycle facility are being investigated
between the junction with Wellington Road and the junction with Abbotswell Road
to link with the Shell Path and beyond.
Main problem with both walking and cycling is perceived safety from the close
proximity to relatively high levels of HGVs.
Preference to investigate segregated cycling/walking lane along the corridor.
Road Haulage Association
Reduce congestion by encouraging private car users to make greater use of
public transport.
The option to allow freight vehicles to use bus lanes, even if only out with peak
times, should be considered.
Park & Ride facilities could be expanded to accommodate freight vehicles.
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Stakeholder

Key Points
Scottish Enterprise
The corridor has multiple economic opportunities, including those arising from
AWPR benefits.
The main opportunity to improve travel along the corridor is through bus travelmore frequent and reliable services are required.
General agreement with problems, issues, opportunities and constraints identified
in Pre-Appraisal study. Ongoing work relating to Strategic Parking Review and
Strategy and Travelling in and around Aberdeen post-AWPR study (both in the
process of being developed) should be considered.
General agreement with the Transport Planning Objectives, although TPO5 could
be strengthened by including wording about connectivity for all users – especially
pedestrians / communities that have been segregated by the corridor.
With the challenging topography, the main opportunity to improve travel along the
corridor is through bus travel – more reliable and frequent services are needed. A
better environment for pedestrians and cyclists (crossings / wider paths) would
also help.
Historic Environment Scotland
HES highlighted that, based on the information provided relating to the study,
there are unlikely to be direct impacts or significant setting impacts to assets
within their remit from the options selected for further assessment.
Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA)
Highlighted that road traffic is the main source of emissions in the study area, with
air quality identified as a key problem and constraint.
The Wellington Road Corridor is largely outwith the medium “likelihood flood
extent”.
Issues with surface water flooding and culverted watercourses, particularly near
the Tullos Industrial Estate.
Any opportunities to improve existing infrastructure / drainage and therefore
improve water quality, biodiversity and amenity should be actively investigated
and pursued.
Full findings from the online survey are included in the accompanying Consultation Report
for this study, with a summary of key findings set out below:
Traffic congestion along the route is considered to be the main transport related
problem on Wellington Road. This was followed by difficulties turning right
from/onto Wellington Road and journey times for cars.

Online Survey

Objective 3 (Manage traffic demands at key pinch points on the Corridor) was
considered to be the most important priority. This was followed by Objective 5 (A
transport corridor which is safe for all users) and Objective 1 (More space and
priority for walking, cycling, public transport and car-sharing).
In terms of improvement options, additional road lanes was ranked as the most
important priority, followed by Improvements at Souterhead and Hareness
Roundabouts.
An overriding theme was one of polarisation. The corridor is characterised by
users which have different priorities and this is reflected in the survey responses.
The survey also potentially indicated a level of apathy, with only a third of
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Stakeholder

Key Points
respondents providing a response to the open ended question in the survey.

Public
Exhibition,
November 2017

3.4

Full findings from the public exhibition are included in the accompanying Consultation
Report for this study.

Summary

This chapter has provided an overview of the consultation programme employed on this study and a summary of
key findings. These findings have been used to verify problems and opportunities and to assist in the
development of Transport Planning Objectives and options for the study, as set out in the remainder of this report.
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4.

Problems and Opportunities

4.1

Summary of Problems and Opportunities

Based on a review of the traffic and socio-economic trends in the study area, the local policy context including
recent studies of relevance, and the results from consultation, a list of problems, issues, opportunities and
constraints for the study corridor have been consolidated. These are presented in sections 4.1.1 to 4.1.4.

4.1.1

Problems
Peak congestion across the route, and particularly city-bound in the PM peak affecting all traffic – private
vehicles, HGVs and buses. Backed up traffic on other routes such as West Tullos Road, Great Southern
Road, QE Bridge/South College Street/Esplanade roundabout, and Market Street contributes to
congestion issues on Wellington Road.
There are journey time reliability issues. Data indicates that relative to the length of the corridor, journey
times are longest at the southern end of the corridor during the northbound AM peak and at the northern
end of the corridor during the PM northbound peak, linked to congestion.
High levels of right-turning traffic with a potential negative effect on traffic using Wellington Road,
increasing the potential for safety issues. These include right-turn movements into/from Greenwell Road
and Girdleness Road, including by buses and HGVs which can block the carriageway.
Bus journey time reliability issues during peak times. Motorists adhering to bus lane enforcement times
mean that traffic queues back and buses face long queues to access the bus lane. There are concerns
over the effectiveness of the city bound bus lane.
Buses can cause queuing, delays and potential conflicts due to changing lanes along the route, for
example at the bus stop beyond Souterhead Roundabout and also on approach to the Craig Place /
South Esplanade West Roundabout.
There is a lack of public transport access into the Altens Industrial Estate.
The Corridor is generally regarded as unfriendly for walking and cycling – there are gaps in the network
(e.g. NCR1 crosses Wellington Road en route to Wellington Suspension Bridge), physical constraints on
pedestrian movement and a lack of segregation between motorised and non-motorised users.
As a heavily trafficked route with high concentration of HGVs, there are air quality issues with the route
the northern part of the route designated an Air Quality Management Area. This is particularly concerning
with the route being promoted as a route to school for pupils travelling to the new Lochside Academy.
There is severance between communities (e.g. Cove/Torry and Kincorth) as they are bisected by the
Wellington Road dual carriageway.
Safety concerns along Wellington Road means cyclists have been observed to avoid the route. Issues
include high levels of HGVs and speeding traffic. Difficulties negotiating Hareness Roundabout for
cyclists have also been noted. Safety concerns have also been raised about pupils requiring to use and
cross Wellington Road for their trips to the new Academy in Loirston.
Cyclists accessing the bus lane can cause holds-ups for buses on occasion.
Routeing of HGVs (and rat-runners) along the Coast Road, can cause congestion issues in Torry on
Victoria Road/Victoria Bridge.
There are problems leaving Aberdeen due to the southbound uphill gradient which slows HGVs and other
large vehicles, as well as cyclists.

4.1.2

Issues
With the AWPR in place, previous transport modelling exercises have suggested that journey times are
forecast to reduce along the northern part of the Wellington Road Corridor between Hareness
Roundabout and the QE Bridge, compared to both Reference Case and 2010 Baseline scenarios.
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However, on the southern section of Wellington Road between Hareness Roundabout and Charleston
Intersection, local journey times are anticipated to increase with additional traffic accessing the route via
the AWPR at Charleston intersection and travelling to/from nearby developments.
The Corridor has a high volume of HGVs (20% of total vehicle flow northbound and 17% southbound).
2010 Surveys suggested approximately. 2,500 goods vehicles travel through Souterhead Roundabout
per day.
There is an Air Quality Management Area designated (the Wellington AQMA) from QE Bridge to
Balnagask Road due to high levels of Nitrogen Dioxide and Particulates.
A small number of accidents were recorded on the corridor in 2015 (seven in total). These were split
between damage, slight and serious accidents. Some of these are the result of right-turn manoeuvres.
The AWPR is likely to change how HGVs from Dyce and the north access Aberdeen Harbour, with the
AWPR becoming the preferred route with traffic looping north to south rather than via the city centre.
This could have an impact of increasing HGV traffic on Wellington Road, although it is also anticipated
that HGVs which use this route to get to the north of the city (i.e. Peterhead/Fraserburgh) would instead
use the AWPR.
Anecdotal evidence has suggested that due to capacity issues on the corridor and high number of
vehicles travelling into the area from Aberdeenshire, rat-running through Cove and Torry, through
Kincorth (in the PM peak) and also from Portlethen via Findon is common.
Growing demand in the future from key development areas such as Loirston, and fulfilment of historic
LDP sites are anticipated to place greater demands on the corridor.
The Nigg Bay Harbour development will impact on the Corridor where access/egress from Wellington
Road is required.
HGVs require ample space to perform right-turn manoeuvres, particularly at the QE Bridge en route to
the Harbour.
There is a need to be careful not to create unwelcome diversions simply to avoid congestion.
In general, it was considered that the sheer volume of traffic on side roads is the primary issue which
contributes to congestion rather than any specific mode of transport.
Management of the core path network is challenged by the scale of development in this area. Previously
“rural” core paths are increasingly being brought into more urban settings by continued development in
this part of Aberdeen.
There is concern over the use of Wellington Road as a walking route to school for Torry and Cove pupils
when the new Academy at Loirston is opened.

4.1.3

Opportunities
Following completion of the AWPR, modelling suggests that the greatest opportunities to “lock in”
sustainable benefits are in the northern part of the corridor, while the southern end (with increasing
development) will attract vehicular traffic off the AWPR.
Previous meetings of the Finance, Policy & Resources Committee have considered the purchase of
ground at Wellington Road adjacent to the former HM Craiginches Prison site. This is currently being
further considered by ACC. This provides a potential opportunity to dual the section of the carriageway
adjacent to the former prison in the future, which is a current pinch-point on the Corridor.
Wider proposals including improvements at South College Street and Bridge of Dee could help to
generate wider benefits for the Wellington Road Corridor.
The proposals for a Park & Ride at Schoolhill to the south of the corridor could reduce the impacts
placed on the network by vehicles travelling into Aberdeen from the south and increase the potential for
introducing bus priority along the corridor.
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Future development proposed for the Wellington Road Corridor is likely to generate new passenger
demand and if supported by improved facilities, could increase the attractiveness of bus services on the
corridor.
On the whole there are a range of path opportunities around Cove (southern end of Wellington Road)
but these are coming under increasing pressure from development.
There may be opportunities to consider rationalising access from side roads onto the main route,
particularly where right-turn manoeuvres are involved. However, this would need to be considered
further should roundabouts at Hareness and Souterhead be replaced by signalised junctions.
There are opportunities to explore tie-ins between the Wellington Road Corridor and other projects
being taken forward in the region, including the Hydrogen Buses Project, which could support the
strategy for the Wellington Road AQMA.
The Loirston Masterplan promotes local development and provides an opportunity to incorporate active
travel infrastructure to support walking and cycling.
Extending bus lanes/large vehicles lanes could have benefits for promoting modal shift but these would
require political support. It has been noted that taxis are less prevalent on Wellington Road compared to
other routes across the city which may increase the opportunity for sharing of bus lanes for other
priorities such as freight.
Aberdeen Cycle Forum and other groups such as Shell Bike Users Group are proactive in supporting
options to improve active travel opportunities on the Corridor.
ACC together with Nestrans has ambitious plans for cycle networks across the City, which may provide
opportunities for enhancing connectivity between networks.
Extension of Aberdeen Harbour to Nigg Bay has been identified as a project of national importance as
part of the NPF3 and may provide opportunities, including for increased rail freight.
Alterations to green signal times at Greenbank Road and Craigshaw Drive have reportedly been
successful in improving HGV journey time reliability. Further review of existing signal arrangements
could help to increase the efficiency of junctions and improve the balance of priority between traffic
flows.
The use of Redmoss Road as a rat run has significantly reduced since previous dualling works on
Wellington Road were completed. Redmoss Road will also be permanently stopped up at Lochside
Academy (with no through route from the Charleston flyover). This could therefore make this route
attractive for use as a shared cycle/bus way and provide opportunities to provide a route to the river
crossings. Development of the new Loirston Academy may also provide opportunities to improve
provision for sustainable travel on Redmoss Road.

4.1.4

Constraints
The principal environmental constraint in the area is the Wellington Road AQMA.
Plentiful supply of free car parking for employment areas on the corridor makes it more challenging to
promote modal shift.
A high number of side road accesses, traffic signals and right-turns along the corridor have knock-on
effects on the efficiency of movements on Wellington Road, particularly at the northern end of the
Corridor.
There are constraints on traffic flow posed by the narrowing of the road past the former Craiginches
Prison. The road is narrow here and this is not conducive for cycle infrastructure.
There are constraints on traffic flow posed by the operation of the bus lane at the northern end of the
Corridor.
Sections of the route are lined with residential properties, constraining land-take.
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Carriageway space is limited in some parts of the Corridor therefore most on-road cycling is not
segregated from normal vehicular traffic. From Hareness to the northern part of Wellington Road, cycle
provision is more difficult due to space constraints.
Towards the city centre along Wellington Road, there are fewer paths and alternative routes other than
the roadside pavement.
Geography and steep inclines at certain points on the Corridor pose engineering challenges in terms of
option development.
There is a pinch point at Charleston (southbound) on Wellington Road where the carriageway splits into
north and south exits for the A90. Access to/from the Charleston junction is currently subject to
roadworks associated with the construction of the new AWPR Charleston flyover.
There is a lack of connectivity / integration between local bus services and industrial estates.

4.2

Summary

The problems, issues, opportunities and constraints identified set the context for objective setting in Chapter 5,
and thereafter, the generation and sifting of options for the Wellington Road Corridor.
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5.

Transport Planning Objectives Review

5.1

Introduction

This chapter presents the Transport Planning Objectives (TPOs) developed for the study. These have been
informed by information collated from the evidence based review of problems, issues, opportunities and
constraints on the study as well as feedback from stakeholders, including public consultation.

5.2

Objective Development

TPOs for the study have been developed based on the outcomes of the tasks outlined in Chapters 2, 3 and 4.
Each element of the consultation process has requested feedback on the initial list of TPOs developed at PreAppraisal stage. Consultation revealed broad levels of agreement with the initial TPOs, with the majority of
stakeholders agreeing that the TPOs reflected their aims and aspirations for how Wellington Road should
perform in the future.
The stakeholder workshop, which was attended by representatives of various ACC departments, Nestrans and
Aberdeenshire Council, suggested small changes to the TPOs to reflect changes in the intervening years since
the Pre-Appraisal study was developed. It was requested that the TPOs should include reference to the principles
of developing a Roads Hierarchy (into TPO3) and that TPO4 should include a reference to access to education
given the role that the route will play in providing access to the new Lochside Academy in Loirston.
The final TPOs developed following the consultation process and are detailed in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Study Transport Planning Objectives
Objective
TPO1 – Provide greater priority to sustainable modes of transport on the Corridor and facilitate locking in of the
benefits of the AWPR
TPO2 – Facilitate efficient movement of freight on the Corridor.
TPO3 – Reduce and manage traffic demands at key pinch points on the Corridor, taking cognisance of the
framework provided by the Roads Hierarchy.
TPO4 – Improve accessibility to employment and education areas on the Corridor.
TPO5 – Promote a Corridor which is safe for all users.
TPO6 – Promote a transport corridor which supports air quality improvement strategies and improves public
health.

In terms of public feedback on the TPOs, online survey response revealed broad general support and agreement
with the TPOs. The survey found that in general terms TPO3 (manage traffic demands at key pinch points on the
Corridor) was considered to be the most important priority with 60% of respondents ranking this objective as their
first or second priority. TPO1 and TPO2 (closely followed by TPO6) were considered lowed priorities based on
how many respondents ranked these objectives as ‘5’ or ‘6’. It is interesting to note however that TPO1 appears
riority (priority 6 or 7), 34% of
respondents ranked this as a top priority (priority 1 or 2).
Table 5.2 demonstrates how the TPOs have been developed to align with SMART (Specific, Measurable,
Attainable, Relevant and Timed) principles as promoted by STAG.
Further interpretation of the evidence-based approach used to develop the TPOs is shown in Appendix C which
demonstrates how the TPOs align with the problems and opportunities identified in Chapter 4.
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Table 5.2: Development of SMART TPOs
TPO

Source

Specific

Measurable
Modal share by
sustainable transport
along the corridor (source:
RSI surveys, operator
data).

Attainable

Relevant

Timed

Requires an approach which
enables the benefits of the
AWPR to be locked in and
benefits all users of the
corridor. Requires both hard
and soft measures to
encourage the adoption of
sustainable travel modes.

The AWPR is due to open in
2018 and there is an
opportunity to provide greater
priority for sustainable modes
of transport on Wellington
Road.

Traffic counts and
pedestrian/cyclist
counts should be
monitored over a
five year period.

TPO1: Provide greater
priority to sustainable
modes of transport on the
Corridor and facilitate
locking in of the benefits
of the AWPR

Key study aim is to identify
options that seek to lock in
the benefits associated by
additional road capacity
provided by the AWPR.

Objective relates to ensuring the
benefits of the AWPR are
realised on the corridor and to
ensure greater priority for
sustainable modes which may
attract users to these modes and
safeguard against induced traffic
/ future congestion.

TPO2: Facilitate efficient
movement of freight on
the Corridor

Previous study has shown
that a high proportion of
vehicles on the route are
goods vehicles (between
18%-24%)

Objective relates to the relatively
high percentage of HGVs
(compared with other strategic
corridors in Aberdeen) which
travel along the corridor.

% of journeys by HGVs
made within x minutes of
average journey time
(source: journey time
surveys; standard
deviation).

Requires implementation of
freight specific measures
which will facilitate efficient
movement.

Wellington Road will continue
to be a key freight corridor
post-AWPR, and will cater for
HGV movements both to the
existing Harbour and the Bay
of Nigg Harbour development.

HGV journey times
should be monitored
over a five year
period.

TPO3: Reduce and
manage traffic demands
at key pinch points on the
Corridor, taking
cognisance of the
framework provided by
the Roads Hierarchy

Congestion is cited as one
of the main problems on the
corridor, particularly at key
pinch points on the route.

Objective relates to reducing
congestion and supporting the
implementation of ACC’s Roads
Hierarchy.

Reduction in volume of
single occupancy vehicles
on the Wellington Road
Corridor (source: vehicle
occupancy count).

Requires implementation of
measures which will reduce
and manage traffic demands
on the corridor following the
opening of the AWPR.

Congestion is cited as a major
issue on the corridor. Journey
time data from 2014 identifies
varying journey times on the
corridor, in particular
highlighting longer JTs during
peak periods.

Journey times along
the corridor should
be monitored over a
five year period.

Requires investment in hard
measures to improve access
to employment areas and
education (particularly
Lochside Academy). Also
requires investment in soft
measures such as education
to raise awareness.

The opening of Lochside
Academy in August 2018 and
the presence of a number of
large employment areas along
the corridor makes this
objective relevant to the study.

Journey times along
the corridor should
be monitored over a
five year period.

TPO4: Improve
accessibility to
employment and
education areas on the
Corridor

Large numbers of people
work on the route,
particularly at Tullos and
Altens Industrial Estates and
at Shell. Lochside Academy
is due to open for the start of
the 2018/019 academic
year.

Length of bus lanes, cycle
lanes and number of
pedestrian/cycle crossing
points (source: on-site
validation / recorded in
database).

Travel to work/school
mode share (source:
Census data, snapshot
surveys, Hands Up
surveys).
Objective relates to improving
access to major areas of
employment on the corridor and
Lochside Academy.

Length of bus lanes, cycle
lanes and number of
pedestrian/cycle crossing
points (source: on-site
validation / recorded in
database).
Number of bus services
operating on the corridor
(source: operator
timetables).
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TPO5: Promote a Corridor
which is safe for all users

Although accident rates on
the corridor are low,
accidents are on record,
including those caused by
right-turn manoeuvres.

Objective relates to improving
safety standards on the corridor
by reducing the number of
accidents.

Number, severity and type
of accidents on the
corridor (broken down by
type of road user).

Requires investment in soft
and hard measures to raise
understanding of safety
measures.

The promotion of safety to
ensure no casualties on the
corridor remains an
overarching objective of the
study.

Accident rates
should be monitored
over a five year
period.

TPO6: Promote a
transport corridor which
supports air quality
improvement strategies
and improves public
health.

There is an AQMA on
Wellington Road between
Queen Elizabeth Bridge and
Balnagask Road.

Objective relates to improving air
quality on the corridor to improve
the environment and health of
residents and users.

Reduced level of
monitoring pollutants
(source: AQMA
monitoring).

Delivery of measures that
have a reduced environmental
impact will help to deliver this
objective.

The Wellington Road AQMA
records high levels of nitrogen
dioxide.

Outputs from the
monitoring station at
the AQMA should be
monitored in line
with requirements.
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6.

Option Refinement and Packaging

6.1

Introduction

This chapter presents a finalised list of options which have been generated from an analysis of problems and
opportunities on the study corridor, for assessment as part of the STAG 1 appraisal. It provides a recap on the
process followed to arrive at the list of options for appraisal following the initial Pre-Appraisal study and sets out
the further option development work carried out as part of this Part 1 appraisal exercise including through the
review of the updated evidence base, including feedback from stakeholder and public engagement.

6.2

Definition of Do-Minimum Scenario

In STAG, all generated options must be appraised against a Do-Minimum option. This considers the impacts on
the transport network if no action is taken i.e. if no ‘Do-Something’ options are implemented. To inform definition
of the Do-Minimum Scenario, factors that could potentially influence the demand, supply and costs of travel within
the study area have been considered.
For the purpose of this study, the Do-Minimum, in line with STAG, “comprises all schemes and proposals under
construction or for which statutory powers exist and funding is available”18. On this basis, the Do-Minimum for the
purposes of the Wellington Road MMCS is defined in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Wellington Road MMCS – Elements comprising Do-Minimum
Scheme/Proposal

Comment

Impact on Study Area

The AWPR will change how traffic accesses
Aberdeen from the south. Wellington Road will be the
Aberdeen Western The AWPR is currently under construction, principal point of entry for traffic accessing the south
Peripheral Route
scheduled to open in 2018.
of Aberdeen City centre. Model data has shown
anticipated increases in traffic levels towards the
Charleston junction as traffic accesses the AWPR.

Craigshaw Drive
Cycling Facility
and Abbotswell
Road Toucan
Crossing

Provision of cycling facility along
Craigshaw Drive from Abbotswell Road to
Wellington Road. As noted by ACC in the
Wellington Road MMCS study brief, this
scheme is being progressed separately to
the MMCS by the Council. A toucan
crossing on Abbotswell Road is part of this
project. The segregated cycle facilities
proposed for each side of Craigshaw Drive
may be kerbed, however, it is understood
that this will require investigation during
detailed design, with consideration of
available road widths key.

This scheme will develop missing links in existing
cycle provision within the study area and increase the
attractiveness and safety of cycling. Provides
improved link onto Shell Path.

Variable Message
Signs (VMS) Rollout

VMS is being implemented by ACC to link
into the AWPR – this will include strategic
variable message signing on the
Wellington Road Corridor.

VMS will provide users of the Wellington Road
Corridor with more detailed information about their
journeys.

Revised
Directional Road
Signage

ACC is currently undertaking a city-wide
review of strategic road signage in
preparation for the AWPR. This includes
design of alterations to the existing
directional traffic signs on the Wellington
Road Corridor and forms part of the
development of a city-wide route signage
hierarchy to ensure that traffic takes the
most appropriate route.

The Roads Hierarchy and revised strategic signing
on the Wellington Road Corridor will affect how traffic
accesses and leaves the study area.

18

Scottish Transport Appraisal Guidance, The Scottish Government (June, 2008), p.30
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Scheme/Proposal

Comment

Impact on Study Area

Bay of Nigg
Harbour

Bay of Nigg Harbour is currently under
construction, with a targeted completion
year of 2020. As noted earlier in this
report, ACC have (November 2017)
commissioned a separate STAG Study to
consider options for improving strategic
transport connections to the Harbour
development. While the outcomes of this
study are not yet known, it will be
important to ensure that the options
emerging from the Wellington Road MMCS
complement any options in the Bay of Nigg
STAG.

While a Transport Assessment for the Harbour
Expansion Project concluded that the Coast Road
can accommodate the predicted increase in traffic
levels associated with Bay of Nigg19 (albeit some
improvement to the Coast Road and railway bridge
are recommended), it is considered that there will be
impacts on Wellington Road itself, particularly as the
pattern of movement to and from the Coast Road and
the access junctions from Wellington Road will
represent a change from those currently undertaken.

A new academy in the south of the
Wellington Road MMCS study area,
Lochside Academy, is due to open for the
Lochside Academy start of the 2018/2019 academic year. As
part of planning consent, a new controlled
toucan crossing is to be provided south of
Souterhead Roundabout.

The Academy introduces accessibility demands
across Wellington Road from the residential areas of
Cove and Torry in particular. Potential safety
concerns for pupils travelling from Cove should be
relieved through provision of the proposed new
crossing.

The majority of the approved developments in the
Approved
The Do-Minimum also assumes that those study area will add additional trips to the local road
Development
development proposals granted approval
network. Impacts of these developments on options
Proposals, Various (as outlined in Table 2.3) are implemented. being assessed as part of the STAG Part 1 Appraisal
(and vice versa) will be considered.
Each of the individual options assessed as part of the STAG Part 1 study will assume that all committed transport
improvements and development allocations are implemented, and their impacts will be assessed in the context of
these being in place.

6.3

Pre-Appraisal - Option Development

At Pre-Appraisal Stage, an initial process of option generation and sifting was undertaken based on a high level
appraisal of the options identified to address the problems and opportunities established for the Wellington Road
Corridor. This initial exercise comprised approximately 50 options across all modes of transport to address the
TPOs for the study. Based on the high level option appraisal and a process of option packaging, a shorter list of
18 best performing options emerged from appraisal for further review and assessment as part of this STAG Part
1 study. This list is presented below, with further details set out in the Pre-Appraisal Report20.
Table 6.2: Options Emerging from Pre-Appraisal Study
Ref

Option

1

Pedestrian Improvements

2

Segregated Cycle Lanes

3

Off-Road Dual Use Cycleways

4

Craigshaw Drive Cycling Facility

5

Toucan Crossing, Abbotswell Road

6

Toucan Crossing, Langdykes Road

7

More / Better Crossings at Souterhead and Hareness Roundabouts

8

Shared Bus / HGV Priority Lane

9

Souterhead Roundabout Improvements

10

Hareness Roundabout Improvements

19

https://publicaccess.aberdeencity.gov.uk/online-applications/files/3AA9EAA79F784389496FC75DCA838453/pdf/151742Design___Access_Statement_-_Part_1-1297035.pdf
20
Wellington Road Pre-Appraisal Study Final Report, Nestrans 2015. Available at http://www.nestrans.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2017/02/2015_01_21_WR_Multimodal_Corridor_Study_Final_Report.pdf
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Ref

Option

11

Upgrade to dual carriageway at former HM Craiginches Prison Site

12

Closure / Access Restriction at the Redmoss Road / West Tullos Road Central Reserve

13

Variable Message Signs (VMS)

14

Wellington Road Corridor Sustainability Package

15

Wellington Road Corridor Bus Quality Package

16

Wellington Road Corridor LEZ Package

17

Wellington Road Corridor Right-turn / Traffic Signal Priorities Review Package

18

Directional Signage Review

6.4

Initial Appraisal - Option Development and Sifting

The options list developed at the Pre-Appraisal stage have been further reviewed and refined to identify a shorter
list of options for appraisal at STAG Part 1. This review has given consideration of the options against the
updated evidence base, including stakeholder and public consultation feedback collected as part of this initial
(STAG Part 1) appraisal. As noted above, a number of options identified at pre-appraisal stage have
subsequently been developed further and have been moved into the Do-Minimum scenario, no longer requiring
individual assessment. In addition, as a result of stakeholder consultation, a new option has emerged for
appraisal focused on the provision of additional road capacity (potentially for use by alternative modes) between
Souterhead and Hareness Roundabouts. Further discussions with ACC have also led to further interpretation of
the various alternatives that may be possible by upgrading Wellington Road to dual carriageway at the former HM
Craiginches Prison Site.
In order to sift this list into a more manageable list for the STAG 1 appraisal (described in Chapter 7), further
option development and sifting work has been carried out focused on a review of option feasibility and
deliverability, alongside a compatibility assessment of the alternative options. This was supported by an on-site
audit, undertaken in May 2017. The audit findings are set out in Appendix D.
As a result, some options have been sifted out and/or packaged with other options. Options for all modes have
-based.
been consi
The final option development and sifting process is outlined in the following sections.
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Table 6.3: Sifting exercise to identify Options for STAG Part 1 Appraisal
Ref

1

Option

Pedestrian
Improvements

Option Description / Rationale
As established through the on-site audit and
consultation, Wellington Road is generally
unattractive to pedestrians and has limited
segregation between pedestrians and general traffic.
In some locations, the location of physical
infrastructure (such as bus shelters) causes
severance. Most uncontrolled crossings in the study
area are substandard – this could be a barrier to
pedestrians, particularly those with mobility and visual
impairments.

Public Acceptability

Consultation highlighted problems
for pedestrians on Wellington
Road, particularly in the north of the
study area. This option would help
to address these, with support
expressed for improved conditions
during consultation.

Deliverability
(Technical Feasibility/Affordability)

On-site audit confirmed that delivery of an
appropriate walking environment is
generally achievable within the curtilage of
the existing road environment.

Compatibility Issues

Additional Comments

No compatibility issues –
walking improvements should
form an integral part of all
options/packages considered in
the STAG Part 1 appraisal.

While the Corridor is generally
strategic in nature, there is
frequent pedestrian activity,
particularly in the north, and
between Wellington Road and the
accesses to business and
commercial properties in the study
area. Pedestrian activity will also
increase associated with the
opening of Lochside Academy,
particularly in the south of the
corridor.

Pedestrian facilities could be improved across the
Corridor to improve safety and journey experience.

Due to the volume and composition of traffic on
Wellington Road, it is considered that off-carriageway
cycling by way of a segregated (“exclusive use”)
cycleway [or shared walking and cycling facility]
would be required. Southbound, the uphill gradient
provides a challenging environment for cycling.
2

Segregated Cycle
Lanes

Segregated cycle lanes could either comprise an on
or off-road facility, with the cross-sectional area
required being generally the same.
This option would include an alternative to examine
allocation of additional road capacity between Craig
Place and Polwarth Road to meet the requirements
for a segregated cycleway.

3

4

Off-Road Dual
Use Cycleways

Craigshaw Drive
Cycling Facility
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Due to the level of traffic on Wellington Road, it is
considered that off-carriageway cycling by way of a
shared walking and cycling facility [or segregated
(“exclusive use”) cycleway] would be required.
Southbound, the uphill gradient provides a
challenging environment for cycling.

Provision of cycling facility along Craigshaw Drive
from Abbotswell Road to Wellington Road, developing
missing links in existing cycle provision within the
study area and increasing the attractiveness and
safety of cycling.

In general, consultation highlighted
a desire for improved cycling
conditions on the Wellington Road
Corridor.
Exclusive use cycle lanes were
considered to be more attractive
relative to shared pedestrian and
cycle paths during consultation.
Cycle groups consulted suggested
segregation would benefit all road
users.

Width requirements for a segregated
cycleway may require carriageway space
to be reallocated for cycling. Any proposal
would require to be developed in
accordance with Cycling by Design
standards.
Network performance may be affected by
carriageway space being allocated for
cycling.
Further appraisal and option development
work is required to fully understand the
impacts of road space reallocation to meet
the requirements for a segregated
cycleway (including consideration of a
cycleway between Craig Place and
Polwarth Road, based on allocation of
potential additional road capacity – see
Option 12).

Generally, consultation highlighted
a desire for improved cycling
conditions on the Wellington Road
Corridor.

On-site audit highlighted potential
opportunities to widen footways to provide
shared walking and cycling paths either on
one or both sides of the carriageway.

During consultation, fewer
respondents identified shared paths
as their preferred option compared
with exclusive use cycle lanes.

However, on some parts of the corridor, for
example between Polwarth Road and
Greenbank Road, enabling shared use
may introduce safety issues.

Scheme is currently being assessed by ACC.
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If on-road segregated cycle
lanes were to be taken forward,
this Option would not be
compatible with Option 8, due to
interaction between cyclists and
HGVs, and Option 12.
There would be no compatibility
issues if Option 2 was
progressed as an off-road
solution.
For value reasons, option would
be unlikely to be deliverable
alongside Option 3.

No direct compatibility issues,
though for value reasons, option
would be unlikely to be
deliverable alongside Option 2.

A large number of residential,
employment and retail areas,
including Aberdeen City Centre,
are within 2km (10mins) cycle,
which provides an opportunity to
promote cycling improvements on
the corridor. Segregated cycle
facilities could provide the step
change in cycle infrastructure
standards required to encourage
an increase in levels of cycling.

A large number of residential,
employment and retail areas,
including Aberdeen City Centre,
are within 2km (10mins) cycle,
which provides an opportunity to
promote cycling improvements on
the corridor.

Outcome for
STAG Part 1 Appraisal

Pedestrian improvements should form
an integral part of all
options/packages considered in the
STAG Part 1 appraisal.
A number of specific opportunities are
highlighted in the site audit work
(Appendix D).

Option should be assessed as part of
the STAG Part 1 Appraisal, and is a
variation to Option 3.

Option should be assessed as part of
the STAG Part 1 Appraisal as a
variation to Option 2.

Option could support multi-modal
access demands in the north of the
corridor in particular.
This Option forms part of the DoMinimum scenario as this scheme is
being progressed separately to the
Wellington Road MMCS by ACC.

A956 Wellington Road Multi-Modal Corridor
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Ref

5

6

7

Compatibility Issues

Additional Comments

Outcome for
STAG Part 1 Appraisal

No significant technical challenges are
anticipated with this option.

None

This option would complement
options to promote cycling on the
corridor by providing a natural link
into the scheme being assessed
by ACC for Craigshaw Drive.

A toucan crossing on Abbotswell
Road is part of the Craigshaw Drive
Dual Use Cycleway project, and, as a
result, also forms part of the DoMinimum scenario together with
Option 4.

Toucan Crossing on Langdykes Road between
Strathburn Street and Souterhead Roundabout,
developing missing links in existing cycle provision
within the study area and increasing the
attractiveness and safety of cycling.

Consultation noted that in order to
navigate Souterhead Roundabout
from the east, it is necessary to
cross Langdykes Road and
Souterhead Road via dropped
kerbs. This option would provide a
controlled crossing opportunity.

No significant technical challenges are
anticipated with this option.

No significant compatibility
issues anticipated. However,
there would be a requirement to
understand whether this option
would have any impacts on
options associated with
Souterhead Roundabout (or be
impacted by these options).

Option has the potential to deliver
wider safety and integration
benefits for residents of Cove and
Altens.

This option should comprise a
component of both Option 2 and
Option 3.

Introduction of toucan crossings at Souterhead and
Hareness Roundabouts.

Public and stakeholder consultation
has raised concerns regarding the
safety of school pupils crossing
Wellington Road to reach the new
Lochside Academy. This option
would introduce controlled crossing
opportunities and improve safety
for pedestrians (and cyclists) that
use the Corridor.

On-site audit highlighted issues with
pedestrian facilities throughout the study
area, and identified opportunity to
significantly enhance pedestrian crossing
facilities at the two roundabouts. Audit also
confirmed that delivery of an appropriate
walking environment is generally
achievable within the curtilage of the
existing road environment.

Limited compatibility issues
although would require
consideration in the context of
impacts on traffic flows.

It is noted that a controlled toucan
crossing is to be implemented just
south of Souterhead Roundabout
as part of the planning condition
for Lochside Academy.

This option should comprise a
component of both Option 9 and
Option 10 as pedestrian crossing
phases should be inherent to the
option design.

This option provides an alternative
to bus (only) priority.

Option should be assessed as part of
the STAG Part 1 Appraisal.

Option

Option Description / Rationale

Public Acceptability

Toucan Crossing,
Abbotswell Road

Toucan Crossing from riverside path access / egress
across Abbotswell Road to allow onward travel to
Craigshaw Drive / Wellington Road, developing
missing links in existing cycle provision within the
study area and increasing the attractiveness and
safety of cycling.

Consultation has not yielded any
specific response on this option.
However, it would be expected to
receive a degree of support due to
linking Wellington Road to other
parts of the local cycle network,
e.g. the Shell Path.

Toucan Crossing,
Langdykes Road

More / Better
Crossings at
Souterhead and
Hareness
Roundabouts

Deliverability
(Technical Feasibility/Affordability)

Provision of a shared bus / HGV priority lane to
provide greater priority for public transport and freight.
The on-site audit suggested that there would be
benefits in providing such provision in both directions
as premises accessed by HGVs are on both sides of
the corridor.

8

Shared Bus /
HGV Priority Lane

Alternative i) It is considered that the shared lane
would operate both northbound and southbound
between the QE Bridge and Souterhead Roundabout
subject to future option development at a later stage
in the process.
Alternative ii) A second alternative will consider
sharing of the existing Wellington Road bus lane
between buses and HGVs (i.e. applied to the existing
bus lane only).
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Freight industry bodies and local
bus operators were both supportive
of the concept of a shared lane
during consultation. However,
public consultation indicated limited
support for this option, though it
should be highlighted that bus
users were under-represented in
the profile of respondents.
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This option may not be
compatible with any options for
on-road cycling.
Further appraisal and option development
work is required to fully understand how
these scenarios may deliver quantifiable
benefits.

There is a possibility that
options involving provision of
additional capacity on
Wellington Road (Option 11 and
Option 12) could be restricted
for use by buses and HGVs.
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Ref

9

Option

Souterhead
Roundabout
Improvements

Option Description / Rationale

Reconfiguration of Souterhead Roundabout to include
full signalisation and junction realignment, as
indicated in initial layouts prepared by ACC.

Public Acceptability
Consultation revealed almost 40%
of respondents to the online survey
indicated that
Souterhead/Hareness
improvements (collectively) was the
most important option they would
like to see introduced to address
issues on the corridor.
Signalisation of Souterhead
Roundabout would also be
expected to introduce opportunities

Deliverability
(Technical Feasibility/Affordability)

Previous outline designs for a
reconfiguration of the Souterhead
Roundabout have been prepared by ACC.
These have suggested that there are no
significant technical implementability
issues.
Further work is required to fully understand
how the reconfiguration of Souterhead
Roundabout may deliver quantifiable
benefits.

Compatibility Issues

Additional Comments

Outcome for
STAG Part 1 Appraisal

To assess the relative merits of
options, improvements at
Souterhead should be
considered separately from any
at Hareness albeit their
performance together will also
require review in traffic
management terms.

Further understanding of how
Option 11 would affect this option
(in operational terms) is required.

Option should be assessed as part of
the STAG Part 1 Appraisal.

To assess relative merits of
options, improvements at
Hareness should be considered
separately from any at
Souterhead albeit their
performance together will also
require review in traffic
management terms.

Further understanding of how
Option 11 would affect this option
(in operational terms) is required.

Option should be assessed as part of
the STAG Part 1 Appraisal.

improving access, for example, to
the new Lochside Academy.

10

Hareness
Roundabout
Improvements

Reconfiguration of Hareness Roundabout to include
full signalisation, as indicated in initial layouts
prepared by ACC.

Consultation revealed almost 40%
of respondents to the online survey
indicated that
Souterhead/Hareness
improvements (collectively) was the
most important option they would
like to see introduced to address
issues on the corridor.
Signalisation of Hareness
Roundabout would also be
expected to introduce opportunities
to enhance access on the route for
pedestrians.

11

Additional
capacity between
Souterhead and
Hareness
Roundabouts

Provision of additional capacity in the south of the
study area. This option has emerged from a previous
concept considered by ACC and has been introduced
for consideration since the Pre-Appraisal study.
Alternative i) Additional road lane between Charleston
Road North and Hareness Roundabout (northbound).

Additional road lanes were cited as
the most important option for
Wellington Road by 47% of
responses to the public
consultation.

Alternative ii) Alternative i) above + Additional road
lane between Hareness Roundabout and Souterhead
Roundabout (southbound).

12

Upgrade to dual
carriageway at
former HM
Craiginches
Prison Site
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Upgrading the current single carriageway section of
Wellington Road to provide a higher capacity route by
removing this current pinch-point on the network and
supporting wider programmed improvements across
the city. This option assumes that the additional
capacity between Craig Place and Polwarth Road
would be available to use by all road users.

During consultation, some
consultees cited the restrictions on
southbound traffic exiting the Craig
Place roundabout and merging into
one lane north of Grampian Place.
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Previous outline designs for a
reconfiguration of the Hareness
Roundabout have been prepared by ACC.
These have suggested that there are no
significant technical implementability
issues.

Further work requires to be undertaken to
assess the technical feasibility of this
option, and to fully understand how
additional capacity on Wellington Road
may deliver quantifiable benefits.
It is understood that ACC has previously
procured developer contributions towards
the cost of upgrading road infrastructure
on this part of the Corridor. It is
recommended that this is assessed in the
context of determining the overall
deliverability of this option.

Further work requires to be undertaken to
assess the technical feasibility of this
option, and to fully understand how this
additional capacity on Wellington Road
may deliver quantifiable benefits.

To assess relative merits of
options, this option should be
considered separately from
Option 9 and Option 10, albeit
the performance of this option if
introduced with signalised
junctions at Souterhead and
Hareness would also require
assessment at a later stage.

This option provides opportunity
to assess how this additional
capacity could be used in the
context of segregated
cycleways (Option 2), a shared
bus / HGV lane (Option 8), or
new southbound bus lane
(Option 16).

The concept of a third lane was
initially conceived for northbound
traffic between Charleston Road
North and Souterhead, but there is
an opportunity to consider the
effects of providing additional
capacity on the southbound
carriageway between Hareness
and Souterhead Roundabouts.
There is a possibility that the
additional capacity on Wellington
Road option could be restricted for
use by buses and HGVs (Option 8)
if that option was progressed.
Previous meetings of the Finance,
Policy & Resources Committee
have considered the purchase of
ground at Wellington Road
adjacent to the former HM
Craiginches Prison site.
This is currently being further
considered by ACC.

Option should be assessed as part of
the STAG Part 1 Appraisal.

Option should be assessed as part of
the STAG Part 1 Appraisal.
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13

14

15

Option

Option Description / Rationale

Closure / Access
Restriction at the
Redmoss Road /
West Tullos Road
Central Reserve

Closure of reserve to prohibit right-turn movements
from Redmoss Road onto West Tullos Road,
providing free flow for vehicles exiting the Hareness
Roundabout and down West Tullos Road and
reducing blockage by vehicles crossing the central
reserve.

Variable Message
Signs (VMS)

Wellington Road
Corridor
Sustainability
Package

Install new VMS sign to inform travellers about
onward travel to Wellington Road.

This packaged option would involve establishment of
a Transport Management Organisation (TMO) for the
area, with provision of additional car club bays along
the corridor to encourage increased use of the
Aberdeen car club.

Public Acceptability

Deliverability
(Technical Feasibility/Affordability)

Option may be opposed by
residents of Nigg, Redmoss and
the surrounding residential area.

There are no technical feasibility issues
with this option. However, operationally,
closure of the reserve would impact on bus
service operation and would restrict
emergency vehicles from turning right
across West Tullos Road into Redmoss
Road [general right-turn ban in place].

This option would likely have no
significant risks with regards public
and stakeholder acceptability.

This option would likely have no
significant risks with regards public
and stakeholder acceptability.

No deliverability issues would be
anticipated with this option.

No significant deliverability issues are
associated with this option.

Additional Comments

Outcome for
STAG Part 1 Appraisal

No compatibility issues though
may require reviewed in the
context of any changes to
Hareness Roundabout.

No significant benefits anticipated
with this option.

As option is considered to have an
overall negligible impact (on the
TPOs), it is recommended that the
closure of the reserve is set aside
from further appraisal as an option in
its own right but considered as part of
overall right-turn/traffic signal priorities
review proposals (Option 18).

No compatibility issues.

VMS is being further rolled out by
ACC to link into the AWPR –
therefore it is considered that this
option has a more strategic
function than that of one
specifically identified for this study.

As a committed scheme, this Option
forms part of the Do-Minimum
scenario.

Travel Planning for the North Dee,
Tullos and Altens area is being
progressed through the CIVITAS
PORTIS project.

There are a number of other options
within the Wellington Road MMCS
that promote modal shift to more
sustainable options, and several
elements of the Do-Minimum reflect
current sustainable interventions by
ACC. On this basis, it is considered
that there is not a requirement, as
part of this appraisal, to assess a
bespoke additional sustainability
package for Wellington Road.
Therefore, this option should be sifted
from further appraisal.

Potential opportunity to deliver
elements of this option
collaboratively through LABOF
which could involve establishing an
SQP on the Wellington Road
Corridor.

Option should be assessed as part of
the STAG Part 1 Appraisal.

Compatibility Issues

No compatibility issues.

This option package considers bus quality options for
the corridor including:
Extending the existing bus lane south prior to the
signals at Balnagask Road (at Lidl). This could
provide scope to address congestion issues in this
area.

16

Wellington Road
Corridor Bus
Quality Package

Providing a new bus lane southbound to extend
from the existing bus lay-by north of Grampian
Place to the signalised Balnagask / Wellington
Road junction (based on allocation of additional
road capacity between Craig Place and Polwarth
Road – see Option 12).
Complementary package measures including
review of bus lane operating hours, enhanced
public transport service frequencies/reconfiguration
(potentially via a statutory quality partnership
agreement) and bus stop infrastructure review and
upgrades.

Bus priority was not identified as a
priority option by public consultees,
though it should be highlighted that
bus users were under-represented
in the profile of respondents in the
online public consultation.
The elements within this option
were generally supported by public
transport stakeholders.

A further option to extend the existing bus lane south
to Abbotswell Road has been considered, though it is
noted that this would only be possible if a right-turn
ban was introduced.
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Further appraisal and option development
work is required to fully understand how
extending or introducing additional bus
lane provision on Wellington Road may
deliver quantifiable benefits.
The option of extending the existing bus
lane back to Abbotswell Road would only
be deliverable if it was progressed
alongside right-turn bans on this section of
the corridor (Option 18).
The other elements of the bus quality
package would have limited risk in terms
of technical/operational feasibility and
would not be likely to be significant in
terms of cost to implement.

Option is not compatible with
Option 8.
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Deliverability
(Technical Feasibility/Affordability)

Option

Option Description / Rationale

Public Acceptability

17

Wellington Road
Corridor LEZ
Package

A wider package of measures associated with the
development of a Low Emission Zone (LEZ) in
Aberdeen City Centre. This would include supporting
freight interventions.

Considering Wellington Road in isolation, an ‘LEZ’ package would not necessarily have significance. However, given wider pieces of work being undertaken by ACC (such as their involvement in
ECOSTARS), it is considered prudent to sift the LEZ package out of the appraisal at this stage, though it should be highlighted that there is potential to consider one in the future supported by
wider measures across the city.

18

Wellington Road
Corridor Rightturn / Traffic
Signal Priorities
Review Package

Prohibition of right-turns to/from Wellington Road with
review of existing signal arrangements to alleviate
congestion and potential road safety issues.
Based on review of the route and subsequent
discussions with ACC, the following junctions have
been identified for specific assessment:

Right-turn issues (e.g. impeding on
traffic flows on Wellington Road
itself) have been cited across
several consultation responses
and discussions.

Abbotswell Road.

19

Directional
Signage Review
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Review of signage and development of a route
signage hierarchy to ensure that traffic takes the most
appropriate and efficient route.

Option would be relatively straightforward
to implement albeit the impact of right-turn
removals would require close examination
to understand potential implications
elsewhere on the corridor.

Compatibility Issues

Consideration would require to
be given to the impacts of this
option on Option 10 should
traffic be diverted to
accommodate for the banning of
right-turns. More detailed
assessment is also required to
determine the effect on other
movements.

Additional Comments

Outcome for
STAG Part 1 Appraisal

Ref

Consultation highlighted the
number of HGVs making rightturns across the corridor, and
whether these could be
rationalised without causing
problems for freight movements.
Prohibiting right-turns would allow
an option involving extension of
the existing bus lane back to
Abbotswell Road to be explored
as a potential component of
Option 16.

Option should be assessed as part of
the STAG Part 1 Appraisal.

Package also provides opportunity
to assess closure / access
restriction at the Redmoss Road /
West Tullos Road Central
Reserve.
ACC is currently undertaking a city-wide review of strategic road signage in preparation for the AWPR. This includes design of alterations to the existing
directional traffic signs on the Wellington Road Corridor. Therefore, it is not necessary to consider this option within the context of the Wellington Road
MMCS.
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Strategic signing changes on
Wellington Road post-AWPR forms
part of the Do-Minimum scenario.
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6.5

Option Sifting Outcomes

Considering the list of options identified in Table 6.2, the sifting exercise has identified that the following options
be considered further as part of a STAG Part 1 Appraisal assessment:
Option 2 – Segregated Cycle Lanes
Option 3 – OffOption 6 –
Option 7 –
Option 8 – Shared Bus / HGV Priority Lan
Option 9 –
Option 10 –
Option 11 – Additional capacity between Souterhead and Hareness Roundabouts
Option 12 –
Option 13 – Closure / Access Restriction at the Redmoss Road / West Tullos Road Central Reserve.
Option 16 –
Option 18 – Wellington Road Corridor Right-turn / Traffic Signals Priorities Review Package.
The following options should be combined for the purposes of the STAG Part 1 appraisal:
Option 2/Option 3 (considered as variants)

Option 7 + Option 10
Option 13 + Option 18.
For Option 1 (Pedestrian Improvements), it is to be highlighted that pedestrian improvements should form an
integral part of all options/packages considered in the STAG Part 1 appraisal.
The following options form part of committed schemes and form part of the Do-Minimum for this study. These will
not be appraised as options within the Wellington Road MMCS:
Option 4 –
Option 5 –
Option 14 –
Option 19 – Directional Signage Review.
The following options have been sifted from further appraisal at this stage.
Option 15 –
Option 17 – Wellington Road Corridor LEZ Package.
With regards to Option 15, there are a number of other options within the Wellington Road MMCS that promote
modal shift and several elements of the Do-Minimum reflect current sustainable interventions by ACC. It is
considered that there is not a requirement as part of this study to assess a bespoke additional sustainability
package for Wellington Road.
With regards to Option 17, considering Wellington Road in isolation, an ‘LEZ’ package would not necessarily
have significance. However, given wider pieces of work being undertaken by ACC (such as their involvement in
ECOSTARS), it should be highlighted that there is potential to consider one in the future.
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The final list of options for the STAG Part 1 appraisal is as follows:
DoOption 1 – Strategic Cycle Improvements (Segregated Cycle Lane or Off-Road Dual Use Cycleways) +

Option 2 –
Option 3 –
Option 4 – Hareness Roundabout Improvements + Mor
Option 5 – Additional capacity between Souterhead and Hareness Roundabouts
Option 6 –
Option 7 –
Option 8 – Wellington Road Corridor Right-turn / Traffic Signals Priorities Review Package (to include
appraisal of Closure / Access Restriction at the Redmoss Road / West Tullos Road Central Reserve).

6.6

Summary

This chapter has outlined the option development and sifting processes undertaken to arrive at a final set of
options for assessment as part of the STAG Part 1 appraisal described in the following chapter.
For audit trail purposes, a comprehensive overview of the option development and sifting process – charting
progression from the initial generation of a long list of nearly 50 options at the Pre-Appraisal Stage to the 8
options for Part 1 appraisal described above – is illustrated in Appendix E.
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7.

Option Appraisal

7.1

Introduction

This chapter sets out an appraisal of the final options for the STAG Part 1 assessment identified in Chapter 6.
Option 1 – Strategic Cycle Improvements (Segregated Cycle Lane or Off-Road Dual Use Cycleways) +

Option 2 –
Option 3 –
Option 4 – Hareness Roundabout Improvements + More/Better Crossings at Hareness R
Option 5 –
Option 6 –
Option 7 –
Option 8 – Wellington Road Corridor Right-turn / Traffic Signals Priorities Review Package (to include
appraisal of Closure / Access Restriction at the Redmoss Road / West Tullos Road Central Reserve).
In line with STAG, the options have been appraised against the study Transport Planning Objectives, the five
STAG Criteria, Implementability Criteria and Established Policy Directives.
Plans showing the location extents of each of the above options are set out in Appendix F.

7.2

Approach to Appraisal

This section confirms the approach which will be taken to appraise the study options. The key assessment
criteria for the options are set out in the sections below.

7.2.1

Do-Minimum

Each option will be appraised against the Do-Minimum scenario defined in Section 6.2.

7.2.2

Transport Planning Objectives

Each option will be subject to a qualitative appraisal against the Transport Planning Objectives that have been
established for the study:
1.

Provide greater priority to sustainable modes of transport on the Corridor and facilitate locking in of the
benefits of the AWPR.

2.

Facilitate efficient movement of freight on the Corridor.

3.

Reduce and manage traffic demands at key pinch points on the Corridor, taking cognisance of the
framework provided by the Roads Hierarchy.

4.

Improve accessibility to employment and education areas on the Corridor.

5.

Promote a Corridor which is safe for all users.

6.

Promote a transport corridor which supports air quality improvement strategies and improves public
health.
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7.2.3

STAG Criteria

Each option will also be subject to an initial appraisal against each of the five STAG criteria.
Table 7.1: STAG Criteria
STAG Criteria

Description

Environment

Highlights the environmental impacts of an option, against a number of
environment sub-criteria.

Safety

Comprises two sub-criteria of accidents and security.

Economy

Comprises three sub-criteria of Transport Economic Efficiency, Wider
Economic Benefits and Economic Activity and Location Impacts (EALI).

Integration

Comprises three sub-criteria of Transport Integration, Transport and LandUse Integration and Policy Integration.

Accessibility and Social Inclusion

Comprises two sub-criteria of Community Accessibility and Comparative
Accessibility.

7.2.4

Implementability Criteria

Options will also be assessed in terms of their implementability, as set out in the STAG Guidance.
Table 7.2: Implementability Criteria
Implementability Criteria

Description

Technical

Initial assessment of the feasibility of construction or implementation of an
option as well as any associated cost, timescale or deliverability risks.

Operational

An assessment of who would operate the option and any other issues
which may impact on its operation.

Affordability

An assessment of the scale of financial burden on the promoting authority
and other possible funding organisations, as well as associated risks.

Public Acceptability

An assessment of the likely public response to an option. This
incorporates consideration of the outcomes of the public exhibition held
on 29 November 2017 at the Aberdeen Altens Hotel.

Technical and operational feasibility and public acceptability are assessed on the extent of risk (ranging from low
risk to very high risk). Affordability takes account of the anticipated cost of the option, with options being qualified,
for the purposes of the STAG Part 1 appraisal as low, medium or high cost.21 To support the STAG Part 1
appraisal, a high level costing exercise has been undertaken to assess the likely costs associated with
implementing the study options.

7.2.5

Established Policy Directives

Options will also be assessed against Established Policy Directives. These are policies and objectives which
have been set by bodies including Aberdeen City Council, Nestrans and The Scottish Government. Consideration
will therefore be given to policies outlined in the National, Regional and Local Transport Strategies.
21

For the purposes of the study the following high level cost bandings have been assumed primarily for the purposes of option
comparison. Low cost = £0-500k; Medium cost = £500k-£2m; and High cost = £>2m. It should also be noted that due to the
early stage of the study, more detailed option development and design work would be required to develop an accurate estimate
of potential option costs.
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7.2.6

Modelling of Option Performance

High-level transport modelling has been considered to understand the potential effects of options in the study.
However, detailed quantification of impacts on option performance will not be undertaken until the study
progresses to STAG Part 2.

7.2.7

Scale of Impacts

For each assessment criterion, impacts of options will be assessed using the seven-point scale set out in STAG.
Table 7.4: STAG Guidance Seven Point Scale
Impact

Description

Major beneficial impact (+3)

These are benefits or positive impacts which, depending on the scale of
benefit or severity of impact, should be a principal consideration when
appraising an option.

Moderate beneficial impact (+2)

The option is anticipated to have a moderate benefit or positive impact, and
although they would not be taken in isolation, these scores may be a key
consideration in the overall appraisal of an option when considered alongside
other factors.

Minor beneficial impact (+1)

The option is anticipated to have only a small benefit or positive impact.
Small benefits or impacts are those which are worth noting, but are not likely
to contribute materially to determining whether an option is taken forward.

No benefit or impact (0)

The option is anticipated to have no or negligible benefit or negative impact.

Minor negative impact (-1)

The option is anticipated to have only a small negative impact. Small impacts
are those which are worth noting, but are not likely to contribute materially to
determining whether an option is taken forward.

Moderate negative impact (-2)

The option is anticipated to have a moderate negative impact, and although
they would not be taken in isolation these scores may be a key consideration
in the overall appraisal of an option when considered alongside other factors.

Major negative impact (-3)

These are negative impacts which, depending on the severity of impact,
should be a principal consideration when appraising an option.

7.2.8

Rationale for Selection or Rejection

The appraisal of the options against the suite of assessment criteria above will determine whether any option
should be rejected from further consideration, or retained for further assessment by Aberdeen City Council.

7.2.9

Appraisal Summary Tables

Appraisal Summary Tables (ASTs) for each of the options considered in the study are set out in Appendix H.

7.3

Option Appraisal –
Do-Minimum

The Do-Minimum, in line with STAG, “comprises all schemes and proposals under construction or for which
statutory powers exist and funding is available.” It represents the default status quo scenario in the Wellington
Road MMCS study area, used as a baseline to compare the performance of the improvement options assessed
as part of this STAG Part 1 appraisal.
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7.3.1

Performance against Transport Planning Objectives

TPO1 – Provide greater priority to sustainable modes of transport on the Corridor and facilitate locking in
of the benefits of the AWPR
The Do-Minimum would have a negligible impact on this TPO as other than the committed transport
improvements assumed as part of this scenario, there are no additional interventions that will help to provide
greater priority to sustainable modes of transport on the corridor.
TPO2 – Facilitate efficient movement of freight on the Corridor
The Do-Minimum would have a negligible impact on this TPO as there would be no interventions designed to
improve the efficiency of freight movements on the corridor.
TPO3 – Reduce and manage traffic demands at key pinch points on the Corridor, taking cognisance of
the framework provided by the Roads Hierarchy
The Do-Minimum would have a negligible impact on this TPO as it would not provide a mechanism to support
delivery of interventions to address the traffic problems and issues identified at pinch points on the corridor,
namely at Souterhead and Hareness Roundabouts, and on approach to Queen Elizabeth Bridge. It would
therefore not support the Roads Hierarchy by providing improved access to Aberdeen City centre (via radial
routes) by active and sustainable modes.
TPO4 – Improve accessibility to employment and education areas on the Corridor
The Do-Minimum would generally have a negligible impact on this TPO in the absence of specific interventions to
enhance accessibility on the corridor.
TPO5 – Promote a Corridor which is safe for all users
The Do-Minimum would generally be expected to have a negligible impact on this TPO. For pupils travelling to
the new Lochside Academy, provision of a new controlled crossing south of Souterhead Roundabout should
support safe access to school, albeit the benefits of this will be limited to pupils in the south of the corridor.
TPO6 – Promote a transport corridor which supports air quality improvement strategies and improves
public health
The Do-Minimum would have a minor negative impact on this TPO as in the absence of specific measures to
encourage increased uptake on more sustainable modes of transport, air quality issues would be expected to
remain or potentially worsen.

7.3.2

STAG Criteria Appraisal

7.3.2.1

Environment

Measures included in the Do-Minimum scenario, such as VMS and the Craigshaw Drive cycling facility, would
broadly be expected to have a negligible impact against the environment criteria. No particular adverse impacts
on the visual and landscape character of the study area would be anticipated given the largely industrial setting of
Wellington Road.
Kincorth Hill, a designated Local Nature Reserve, is located approximately 200m to the west of the Wellington
Road Corridor however it is anticipated that there will not be an impact on its biodiversity or habitats.
The Do-Minimum has no predicted impact on any cultural heritage assets in the area and is not likely to impact
on water quality, drainage and flooding in the study area.
Minor negative impacts on air quality would be anticipated as there would be no interventions introduced to
provide support for improving this. Further assessment would be required at the next stage of the STAG process
to examine in detail the effects of the Do-Minimum on air quality, particularly with regards the AQMA.
7.3.2.2

Safety

The Do-Minimum would have a broadly negligible impact on the safety criterion. There would be no significant
impact on the number of accidents on the corridor, or on the security of users on the corridor.
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7.3.2.3

Economy

The Do-Minimum would be anticipated to have a negligible impact on the economy criterion in the absence of
specific interventions that could lock in the potential benefits afforded by the development of the AWPR.
7.3.2.4

Integration

Overall, the Do-Minimum would be expected to have a negligible impact on the integration criterion. It would not
promote transport integration, nor would it support transport and land-use integration (over and above any
committed development proposals). It would also not support wider policies of ACC, particularly the Roads
Hierarchy, as there would be no measures delivered that complement the framework set out by this, particularly
with regard to providing improved access to Aberdeen City centre (via radial routes) by active and sustainable
modes.
7.3.2.5

Accessibility & Social Inclusion

The Do-Minimum would have a minor negative impact on the accessibility and social inclusion criterion as it could
increase severance in some parts of the study area. There would be no opportunities to enhance public transport
network coverage under the Do-Minimum scenario.

7.3.3

Implementability

7.3.3.1

Feasibility

There would be no anticipated technical or operational feasibility issues associated with the Do-Minimum
scenario.
7.3.3.2

Affordability

The Do-Minimum option would not involve any significant improvement works and therefore encounters no issues
around affordability. Standard ongoing revenue expenditure by ACC would continue to be associated with the
Wellington Road Corridor under this scenario.
7.3.3.3

Public Acceptability

The extensive public and stakeholder engagement work undertaken for the Wellington Road MMCS
demonstrated support for measures to improve traffic conditions on the corridor. Therefore, in the absence of
local and strategic transport improvements being delivered for different users of the corridor, there is likely to be
continued frustration amongst route users regarding existing problems on the route. This would be the case in
particular relating to congestion, safety and accessibility, particularly for active travel and public transport users.

7.3.4

Performance against Established Policy Directives

As alluded to above, the Do-Minimum would not support delivery of the wider suite of Aberdeen City Council
policies, nor would it contribute to the delivery of the overall aims of the Regional Transport Strategy or National
Transport Strategy.

7.3.5

Rationale for Selection or Rejection

The Do-Minimum is used for the purposes of comparison and assessment of other options, and, in the result of
no other intervention, it represents the default status quo scenario.

7.4

Option Appraisal – Option 1
(Strategic Cycle Improvements)

This option considers provision of a segregated (exclusive use) cycleway or shared (dual use) walking and
cycling facility on the Wellington Road Corridor between Queen Elizabeth Bridge and Souterhead Roundabout. It
also includes consideration of a toucan crossing on Langdykes Road.
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7.4.1

Performance against Transport Planning Objectives

TPO1 – Provide greater priority to sustainable modes of transport on the Corridor and facilitate locking in
of the benefits of the AWPR
This option would be expected to have a moderate beneficial impact on this TPO by providing greater priority to
cycling on the Wellington Road Corridor, enhancing sustainable transport opportunities in the study area. These
benefits would be felt most in the northern part of the study corridor, where previous modelling work has
suggested that there is greater potential to lock in the benefits of the released capacity afforded by the AWPR.
TPO2 – Facilitate efficient movement of freight on the Corridor
This option would have a broadly negligible impact on this TPO though, by segregating cycle movements, could
help to deliver some positive benefits for freight traffic by causing less delays for HGVs travelling on the
Wellington Road Corridor. Cognisance should be taken of the impact on freight movements if any road space
reallocation is required.
TPO3 – Reduce and manage traffic demands at key pinch points on the Corridor, taking cognisance of
the framework provided by the Roads Hierarchy
This option would have a broadly negligible impact on this TPO as this option would not specifically address road
traffic demand issues at key pinch points on the corridor. However, cognisance should be taken of the impact on
general traffic movements if any road space reallocation is required.
It would however be consistent with the principle of “locking in” the benefits of the AWPR, to prioritise active and
sustainable travel, in turn complementing the Roads Hierarchy.
TPO4 – Improve accessibility to employment and education areas on the Corridor
This option would have a minor beneficial impact on this TPO by providing improved access to employment and
education by sustainable modes of transport.
TPO5 – Promote a Corridor which is safe for all users
This option would have a moderate beneficial impact on this TPO by providing safe and segregated provision for
cyclists on the Corridor. By segregating cycle movements from other road users, there would also be anticipated
wider benefits (in terms of safety) for vehicular users on the corridor.
The provision of a toucan crossing on Langdykes Road would improve the safety of cyclists (and pedestrians)
travelling in the Cove and Altens area.
TPO6 – Promote a transport corridor which supports air quality improvement strategies and improves
public health
This option would have a moderate beneficial impact on this TPO by supporting increased uptake of cycling on
the corridor, which will in turn have positive effects on air quality and public health.

7.4.2

STAG Criteria Appraisal

7.4.2.1

Environment

The segregated cycle ways introduced by this option will have a broadly positive beneficial impact on the visual
and landscape character of the area.
This option will consider linkages through National Cycle Route 1 across the Wellington Suspension Bridge,
connecting in to a recently completed project on Wellington Brae. The suspension bridge is a Category A Listed
structure over the River Dee.
Kincorth Hill, a designated Local Nature Reserve, is located approximately 200m to the west of the Wellington
Road Corridor however it is anticipated that there will not be an impact on its biodiversity or habitats.
This option has no predicted impact on any cultural heritage assets in the area, or on water quality, drainage and
flooding in the study area.
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Minor beneficial impacts on air quality would be supported by increased levels of cycling. Further assessment
would require to be undertaken at the next stage of the STAG process to examine in detail the effects the
proposed change to traffic flows and associated developments will have on air quality, particularly with regards
the AQMA.
Off-Road dual use cycleways would have similar impacts as the above.
No additional environmental impacts would be anticipated with the construction of a toucan crossing on
Langdykes Road.
7.4.2.2

Safety

This option would have a moderate beneficial impact on the safety criterion as it would reduce the likelihood of
collisions between road vehicles and non-motorised users, as cyclist movements would be segregated. There
would be an increased sense of security on the corridor for cyclists using the segregated cycle infrastructure.
Provision of off-road dual use cycleways would also promote improved safety for similar reasons as stated
above.
The provision of a toucan crossing on Langdykes Road would improve the safety of cyclists (and pedestrians)
travelling in the Cove and Altens area.
7.4.2.3

Economy

Increased cycling would have health benefits for those travelling by this mode, and, as a result, there would be
associated economic benefits to society, albeit impacts would be expected to be minor.
7.4.2.4

Integration

This option would have a moderate beneficial impact on the integration criterion. In particular, it would support the
wider suite of Aberdeen City Council policies, including the Local Transport Strategy and Active Travel Action
Plan, and would be consistent with the principle of “locking in” the benefits of the AWPR, to prioritise active and
sustainable travel, in turn complementing the Roads Hierarchy.
7.4.2.5

Accessibility & Social Inclusion

This option would have a minor beneficial impact on accessibility and social inclusion by increasing the
attractiveness of cycling (and walking, in the case of off-road dual use cycleways) on the corridor for those
without access to a car. The provision of a toucan crossing on Langdykes Road would improve local accessibility
between Cove, Altens and Charleston.

7.4.3

Implementability

7.4.3.1

Feasibility

As set out in Appendix D, the technical feasibility of cycling interventions has been assessed on five Wellington
Road Corridor cross-sections.
Between South Esplanade West and Polwarth Road, it is considered that 4-5m of the existing cross
section would require to be allocated for cycling (based on allocation of additional road capacity
between Craig Place and Polwarth Road – see Option 6 and Section 7.14).
Between Polwarth Road and Greenbank Road, any intervention would only be likely to be deliverable
within the existing cross-section of the rail bridge deck adjacent to Girdleness Road.
Between Greenbank Road and Hareness Roundabout, carriageway space may also require reallocation
for cycling.
Between Hareness Roundabout and Charleston/the A90, it is considered that there are opportunities to
provide dedicated cycling facilities due to the presence of the wide carriageway, verges and vacant land
to the rear of footways.
In technical feasibility terms, there are no significant issues relating to either the provision of off-road dual use
cycleways, or the introduction of a toucan crossing on Langdykes Road. However, on certain sections of the
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corridor, segregated lanes could require carriageway space to be reduced or reconfigured to accommodate then,
as noted above.
In terms of operational feasibility, as roads authority, ACC would be responsible for the operation of this option. It
is considered that network performance on the Wellington Road Corridor could be affected by the allocation of
carriageway space for cycling. Provision of traffic free cycling infrastructure at Hareness and Souterhead
Roundabouts could impact upon junction performance. Further work is required to quantify the effects of this.
With regards to the provision of off-road dual use cycleways, or the introduction of a toucan crossing on
Langdykes Road, no significant operational issues would be expected, though in the case of the former, vehicles
exiting/entering Cove north of Strathburn Street would require to stop when the pedestrian/cycle crossing phases
were activated.
7.4.3.2

Affordability

Segregated cycle lanes would be a high cost option as these could involve works to the Wellington Road
carriageway cross-sections. Off-road dual use cycleways / a toucan crossing on Langdykes Road would be a
lower cost measure.
7.4.3.3

Public Acceptability

Generally, consultation highlighted a desire for improved cycling conditions on the Wellington Road Corridor.
Exclusive use cycle lanes were considered to be more attractive relative to dual use paths during consultation.
Cycle groups consulted suggested segregation would benefit all road users.
Segregation would also be anticipated to receive support from vehicle drivers, albeit concerns would be expected
should segregation require a reduction of carriageway space for road vehicles.
The introduction of a toucan crossing on Langdykes Road would likely receive local support in the Cove, Altens
and Charleston areas by improving accessibility between residential areas.
At the public exhibition in November 2017, Option 1 was one of the most frequently cited as being likely to have
positive impacts.

7.4.4

Performance against Established Policy Directives

Local, regional and national policies place an emphasis on increased use of sustainable transport modes,
including cycling. This option is therefore considered to support delivery of objectives set out in the Aberdeen City
LTS and Active Travel Action Plan, the Nestrans RTS and the National Transport Strategy.

7.4.5

Rationale for Selection or Rejection

On the grounds that this option has the potential to support several of the TPOs for this study, and complements
a number of elements of the STAG and Implementability criteria, it is recommended that this option is selected for
further assessment. This will require further consideration of the engineering issues associated with the option,
and determination of the form the strategic cycle improvements should take (i.e. segregated cycleways or offroad dual use cycleways).
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7.5

Option Appraisal – Option 2
(Shared Bus / HGV Priority Lane)

This option involves provision of a shared bus / HGV priority lane to provide greater priority for public transport
and freight. At this stage of the appraisal, two alternative options have been considered:
Alternative i) Shared lane between Queen Elizabeth Bridge and Souterhead Roundabout (both
directions).
Alternative ii) Shared lane using existing Wellington Road bus lane.

7.5.1

Performance against Transport Planning Objectives

TPO1 – Provide greater priority to sustainable modes of transport on the Corridor and facilitate locking in
of the benefits of the AWPR
The provision of a shared bus / HGV lane in both directions of Wellington Road between the Queen Elizabeth
Bridge and Souterhead Roundabout (Alternative i) would be expected to have a minor positive impact on this
TPO through the provision of greater priority for buses along the corridor, increasing the attractiveness of this
mode. It is to be noted however that the level of priority would be reduced through the use of the lane by HGV
vehicles, which could potentially have a detrimental impact on bus service operation.
In comparison, Alternative ii) would be expected to have a minor negative impact against this objective as
allowing HGVs access to the existing section of bus lane would likely reduce the current priority benefits afforded
to public transport through this section.
The provision of bus priority on Wellington Road would have wider benefits for inter-urban bus services using the
corridor from the proposed Park & Ride at Schoolhill (A90 South).
Neither of the options would be expected to deliver any additional benefits for other active travel modes on the
route e.g. walking and cycling.
TPO2 – Facilitate efficient movement of freight on the Corridor
This option would have a moderate beneficial impact on this TPO, as it would introduce priority for HGV
movements on the Wellington Road Corridor (though sharing this space with public transport).
Benefits for HGVs would be felt over a longer section of the Wellington Road Corridor in the case of Alternative i).
Priority would only be provided for the extent of the existing bus lane in Alternative ii).
TPO3 – Reduce and manage traffic demands at key pinch points on the Corridor, taking cognisance of
the framework provided by the Roads Hierarchy
This option would improve efficiency of movement for both public transport and freight, however, in the case of
Alternative i), moderate negative impacts would be anticipated on overall traffic flows on the study corridor, with
potential exacerbation of the existing problems experienced at key pinch points on Wellington Road. This would
be due to the reduced capacity available for all other vehicles.
Alternative ii) would also promote benefits for both public transport and freight, albeit over a shorter distance.
There could be some benefits by prioritising buses and HGVs in the existing bus lane to free up the other lane for
all other vehicles on approach, but benefits would be relatively localised.
Both alternatives would support the Roads Hierarchy to some extent by prioritising active and sustainable travel
(public transport).
TPO4 – Improve accessibility to employment and education areas on the Corridor
This option would have a minor beneficial impact on this TPO by providing greater priority to public transport, and
through the provision of HGV priority, access to the key industrial areas of Altens and Tullos for freight will be
improved.
Alternative ii) would likely have a negligible impact on this TPO overall, due to its comparatively shorter distance.
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TPO5 – Promote a Corridor which is safe for all users
Unless accompanied by off-road/segregated cycle provision, there could be potential moderate negative impacts
on this TPO, in terms of cyclist safety, as the potential for accidents would be increased with cycles and HGVs
sharing the same space.
TPO6 – Promote a transport corridor which supports air quality improvement strategies and improves
public health
While there may be air quality benefits associated with the provision of greater priority for large vehicles on
Wellington Road, as Alternative i) would be anticipated to have significant impacts on overall traffic flows (causing
greater delays) on the study corridor, it would be expected that moderate negative impacts on air quality would be
experienced for the corridor as a whole.
Conversely, there could be some benefits for air quality in the immediate area of the Wellington Road AQMA with
HGVs being permitted access to the existing bus lane (Alternative ii).

7.5.2

STAG Criteria Appraisal

7.5.2.1

Environment

The introduction of a shared bus/HGV priority lane will have a negligible effect on landscape character or visual
amenity.
This option has no predicted impact on any cultural heritage assets in the area and has no predicted impact on
water quality, drainage and flooding in the study area.
Kincorth Hill, a designated Local Nature Reserve, is located approximately 200m to the west of the Wellington
Road Corridor however it is anticipated that there will not be an impact on its biodiversity or habitats.
Moderate negative impacts on air quality would be anticipated due to the impacts on overall traffic flows on the
study corridor (Alternative i). Alternative ii) may be associated with some localised air quality benefits in the
immediate area of the AQMA. Further assessment would require to be undertaken at the next stage of the STAG
process to examine in detail the effects the proposed change to traffic flows and associated developments will
have on air quality, particularly with regards the AQMA.
7.5.2.2

Safety

Unless accompanied by off-road/segregated cycle provision, there could be potential negative impacts in terms of
cyclist safety, as the potential for accidents would be increased with cycles and HGVs sharing the same space.
There would generally be a negligible impact on security in this option, though cyclists could feel less secure
sharing the same road space with HGVs.
7.5.2.3

Economy

Alternative i) would be expected to have a minor beneficial impact on the economy criterion, by promoting
improved movement of freight. This would enhance productivity of freight operations to and from the key
commercial centres on the corridor, including the Altens and Tullos Industrial Estates. However, the benefits
would be lessened associated with anticipated journey time increases for other road users.
Economic benefits associated with Alternative ii) would be more limited, though in the case of freight, HGVs
would benefit from improved access into Aberdeen City centre and Aberdeen Harbour due to their ability to use
the existing bus lane prior to crossing Queen Elizabeth Bridge.
7.5.2.4

Integration

This option would have a minor beneficial impact on the integration criterion. It would support a degree of
transport integration, though wider impacts on transport and land-use integration would possibly be more limited
as this option would not necessarily facilitate development. In terms of policy integration, this option would
support some of the wider suite of Aberdeen City Council policies, including elements of the Local Transport
Strategy and Nestrans’ Bus and Freight Action Plans which seek to increase the attractiveness of public transport
and deliver efficiencies for freight movements. However, by definition, it would not fully deliver on “locking in” the
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benefits of the AWPR through the Roads Hierarchy as neither alternative gives full priority to active and
sustainable travel modes, though provision of public transport priority would provide a degree of support.
7.5.2.5

Accessibility & Social Inclusion

Alternative i) would be anticipated to have a negligible impact on accessibility and social inclusion. While
accessibility would be increased for public transport and HGVs, this may be offset somewhat through the
potentially detrimental impact associated with increased journey times for other users of Wellington Road.
In the case of Alternative ii) there would be no improvement (relative to the Do-Minimum) in terms of increasing
accessibility for public transport users, with accessibility potentially reduced associated with opening up access to
the bus lane to HGVs.

7.5.3

Implementability

7.5.3.1

Feasibility

As set out in Appendix D, the technical feasibility of this intervention for public transport and freight has been
assessed on five Wellington Road Corridor cross-sections.
Between South Esplanade West and Polwarth Road, two lanes (to enable a bus and freight lane to
operate) could be provided in both directions, subject to widening of Wellington Road at the former HM
Craiginches Prison Site (see Section 7.9).
For the remainder of the Wellington Road Corridor sections, it is considered technically feasible to form
a shared bus and freight lane in both directions. This would however result in a reduction of general
traffic space to one lane in either direction.
Further appraisal and option development work is required to fully understand how any of this reallocation of road
space on Wellington Road may deliver quantifiable benefits.
7.5.3.2

Affordability

With the exception of land and construction works to facilitate provision of road dualling at the former Craiginches
prison site assumed under Alternative i), this option would be primarily based on the reallocation of existing road
space and the necessary signing and lining to identify the shared bus / HGV priority and its exclusivity for these
users.
7.5.3.3

Public Acceptability

Freight industry bodies and local bus operators were both supportive of the concept of a shared lane during
consultation. However, public consultation indicated limited support for this option, though it should be highlighted
that bus users were under-represented in the profile of respondents.
At the public exhibition in November 2017, the alternatives for a shared bus / HGV priority lane were most
frequently identified as being likely to have negative impacts.

7.5.4

Performance against Established Policy Directives

The Aberdeen City LTS identifies improvement of “key junctions on the Wellington Road Corridor to “allow easier
manoeuvring of HGVs” as a key action. This Wellington Road MMCS option would be complementary of this LTS
action. In addition, the Nestrans RTS notes that consideration will be given to “the appropriateness of affording
priority to lorry traffic”, though it is noted that this would be considered where possible without reducing road
capacity (which this option would involve).
This option is consistent with sought outcomes in the Aberdeen City LTS including increased modal share for
public transport, and the Nestrans Bus Action Plan which sets out proposals for bus priority across Aberdeen,
including on the Wellington Road Corridor.

7.5.5

Rationale for Selection or Rejection

On the grounds that this option (both alternatives) has the potential to support some of the TPOs for this study,
and complements some elements of the STAG and Implementability criteria, it is recommended that this option is
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selected for further assessment at this stage. Further option development would require to be undertaken at the
next stage of the STAG process.

7.6

Option Appraisal – Option 3
(Souterhead Roundabout Improvements + More/Better Crossings at
Souterhead Roundabout)

This option involves reconfiguration of Souterhead Roundabout to include full signalisation and junction
realignment, as outlined in initial layouts previously developed by ACC. It includes provision of crossing points to
aid the movement of non-motorised users at the junction. It assumes the removal of the existing roundabout to
implement this reconfiguration.

7.6.1

Performance against Transport Planning Objectives

TPO1 – Provide greater priority to sustainable modes of transport on the Corridor and facilitate locking in
of the benefits of the AWPR
This option would be expected to have a minor beneficial impact on this TPO as the provision of more/better
crossing points at the Souterhead junction would improve opportunities to travel on foot and by bike on this
section of the Wellington Road Corridor.
TPO2 – Facilitate efficient movement of freight on the Corridor
This option would be anticipated to deliver a minor beneficial impact on this TPO as it would improve traffic flows
through the Souterhead junction, thus having an associated positive effect on HGV movements.
TPO3 – Reduce and manage traffic demands at key pinch points on the Corridor, taking cognisance of
the framework provided by the Roads Hierarchy
This option would be anticipated to have a moderate beneficial impact on this TPO as it would improve traffic
flows through this key junction which currently experiences congestion, most notably at peak times. Upgrading
this junction will also complement the Roads Hierarchy by facilitating the movement of traffic to and from the
major AWPR junction at Charleston.
TPO4 – Improve accessibility to employment and education areas on the Corridor
By improving access to the Wellington and Altens Industrial Estates, and the new Lochside Academy, this option
would be expected to have a moderate beneficial impact on this TPO. More/better crossing points at Souterhead
should aid the movement of school pupils between the residential areas of Cove/Altens and the school.
TPO5 – Promote a Corridor which is safe for all users
This option would be expected to deliver a moderate beneficial impact on this TPO by improving the number and
quality of crossing opportunities at the Souterhead junction, thus enhancing safety for non-motorised users in
particular. There would also be added benefits for safety by introducing full signal-controlled movements at the
junction.
TPO6 – Promote a transport corridor which supports air quality improvement strategies and improves
public health
By improving traffic flows through this junction, it is anticipated that there may be some positive impacts on local
air quality in the area, albeit overall impacts would be expected to be negligible.

7.6.2

STAG Criteria Appraisal

7.6.2.1

Environment

The introduction of junction improvements at Souterhead including more/better crossing points will have a
negligible effect on landscape character or visual amenity.
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The ecological impacts associated with this option are predicted to be restricted to the construction phase.
Kincorth Hill, a designated Local Nature Reserve, is located approximately 200m to the west of the Wellington
Road Corridor however it is anticipated that there will not be an impact on its biodiversity or habitats.
This option has no predicted impact on any cultural heritage assets in the area. Loirston Loch is located adjacent
to Wellington Road, south of the Souterhead junction, but there is no predicted impact on water quality, drainage
and flooding in the study area.
There may be some positive impacts on local air quality in the area, albeit overall impacts would be expected to
be negligible. Further assessment would require to be undertaken at the next stage of the STAG process (if this
option is taken forward) to examine in detail the effects the proposed change to traffic flows and associated
developments will have on air quality.
7.6.2.2

Safety

This option would have a moderate beneficial impact on the safety criterion as it would improve the number and
quality of crossing opportunities at the Souterhead junction, thus enhancing safety for non-motorised users in
particular. Full signalisation would also introduce control to vehicle movements, thus reducing the risk of
collisions.
By improving the quality of crossing points at Souterhead, pedestrians and cyclists should feel an increased
sense of security.
7.6.2.3

Economy

This option would have a minor beneficial impact on the economy criterion, by promoting improved movement of
both people and goods. This would enhance productivity of freight operations to and from the key commercial
centres on this section of the corridor – the Altens and Wellington Industrial Estates.
7.6.2.4

Integration

Signalisation of Souterhead Roundabout would be expected to deliver a minor beneficial impact on the
integration criterion. It would support a degree of transport integration, by making it easier for non-motorised
users to travel in the area around the Souterhead junction. However, wider impacts on transport and land-use
integration would possibly be more limited. There could be some facilitation of development aspirations on the
corridor, including at Charleston and Loirston.
In terms of policy integration, measures to improve the efficiency of network pinch points would be expected to
support the wider suite of Aberdeen City Council policies, including elements of the LTS and Nestrans’ Bus and
Freight Action Plans. There would also be positive impacts in terms of “locking in” AWPR benefits, as the
provision of more/better crossing points at the Souterhead junction would enable an improvement in the level of
priority for active and sustainable travel modes at the junction.
7.6.2.5

Accessibility & Social Inclusion

This option would have be anticipated to have a moderate beneficial impact on accessibility and social inclusion
by enhancing connectivity through the Souterhead junction for all road users, including pedestrians and cyclists.

7.6.3

Implementability

7.6.3.1

Feasibility

Previous outline designs for a reconfiguration of the Souterhead Roundabout have been prepared by ACC,
suggesting that there are no significant technical implementability issues associated with this option.
However, it would be recommended that further option development would require to be undertaken at the next
stage of the STAG process. This will require more detailed consideration of any land ownership issues.
Further detailed assessment should be undertaken to understand the combined effects of the Hareness
Roundabout Improvement Option (Option 4) on this option.
Further assessment will also be required to define how the provision of a third lane between Souterhead and
Hareness (Option 5) would affect this option.
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7.6.3.2

Affordability

In the context of wider options considered in this study, upgrades to Souterhead Roundabout would likely incur
medium to high capital costs, and would also be subject to ongoing revenue commitments related to
maintenance of the system, albeit it is noted that Souterhead is already signalised on a part-time basis. Further
development of this option, including design work, will be required to develop an estimated capital cost.
7.6.3.3

Public Acceptability

Consultation revealed almost 40% of respondents to the online survey indicated that Souterhead/Hareness
improvements (collectively) was the most important option they would like to see introduced to address issues on
the corridor. This option would therefore be expected to perform positively against the public acceptability criteria.

7.6.4

Performance against Established Policy Directives

This option would be expected to support improved flow of traffic through this key interchange on the Wellington
Road Corridor is consistent with sought outcomes in the Aberdeen City LTS including improved journey time
reliability and increased safety. These improvements at Souterhead will also support wider objectives of the
Nestrans RTS, including making the movement of goods and people within the north east and to/from the area
more efficient and reliable, and objectives relating to enhancing the safety of transport in the north east.

7.6.5

Rationale for Selection or Rejection

On the grounds that this option has the potential to support several of the TPOs for this study, and complements
a number of elements of the STAG and Implementability criteria, it is recommended that this option is selected for
further assessment. Further option development would require to be undertaken at the next stage of the STAG
process.
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7.7

Option Appraisal – Option 4
(Hareness Roundabout Improvements +
More/Better Crossings at Hareness Roundabout)

This option involves reconfiguration of Hareness Roundabout to include full signalisation and junction
realignment, as outlined in initial layouts previously developed by ACC. It includes provision of crossing points to
aid the movement of non-motorised users at the junction. It assumes the removal of the existing roundabout to
implement this reconfiguration.

7.7.1

Performance against Transport Planning Objectives

TPO1 – Provide greater priority to sustainable modes of transport on the Corridor and facilitate locking in
of the benefits of the AWPR
This option would be expected to have a minor beneficial impact on this TPO as the provision of more/better
crossings at the Hareness junction would improve opportunities to travel on foot and by bike on this section of the
Wellington Road Corridor.
TPO2 – Facilitate efficient movement of freight on the Corridor
This option would be anticipated to deliver a minor beneficial impact on this TPO as it would improve traffic flows
through the Hareness junction, thus having an associated positive effect on HGV movements.
TPO3 – Reduce and manage traffic demands at key pinch points on the Corridor, taking cognisance of
the framework provided by the Roads Hierarchy
This option would be expected to have a moderate beneficial impact on this TPO as it would improve traffic flows
through this key junction which currently experiences congestion. Upgrading this junction will also complement
the Roads Hierarchy by facilitating the movement of traffic to and from the major AWPR junction at Charleston,
and the Bay of Nigg Harbour development.
TPO4 – Improve accessibility to employment and education areas on the Corridor
By improving access to the Altens and Tullos Industrial Estates, this option would be expected to have a
moderate beneficial impact on this TPO. More/better crossings will also increase pedestrian access to the North
East Scotland College campus in the Altens Industrial Estate from bus stops located on Wellington Road.
TPO5 – Promote a Corridor which is safe for all users
This option would be anticipated to deliver a moderate beneficial impact on this TPO by improving the number
and quality of crossing opportunities at Hareness Roundabout, thus enhancing safety for non-motorised users in
particular. Additional safety benefits would be introduced via full signal control of movements.
TPO6 – Promote a transport corridor which supports air quality improvement strategies and improves
public health
By improving traffic flows through this junction, it is anticipated that there may be some positive impacts on local
air quality in the area, albeit overall impacts would be expected to be negligible.

7.7.2

STAG Criteria Appraisal

7.7.2.1

Environment

The introduction of junction improvements at Hareness including more/better crossing points will have a
negligible effect on landscape character or visual amenity.
Kincorth Hill, a designated Local Nature Reserve, is located approximately 200m to the west of the Wellington
Road Corridor. The ecological impacts associated with this option are predicted to be restricted to the
construction phase.
This option has no predicted impact on any cultural heritage assets in the area and there is no predicted impact
on water quality, drainage and flooding in the area.
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Minor beneficial impacts on air quality would be supported by improved traffic flows through this junction. Further
assessment would require to be undertaken at the next stage of the STAG process to examine in detail the
effects the proposed change to traffic flows and associated developments will have on air quality.
7.7.2.2

Safety

This option would be expected to deliver moderate beneficial impacts on the safety criterion as it would improve
the number and quality of crossing opportunities at the Hareness junction, thus enhancing safety for nonmotorised users in particular. Full signalisation would also introduce control to vehicle movements, thus reducing
the risk of collisions.
Improving the quality of crossing points at Hareness would also increase the sense of security for pedestrians
and cyclists travelling through this junction.
7.7.2.3

Economy

This option would have a minor beneficial impact on the economy criterion, by promoting improved movement of
both people and goods. This would enhance productivity of freight operations to and from the key commercial
centres on this section of the corridor – the Altens and Tullos Industrial Estates, with access to the Bay of Nigg
Harbour, via the Coast Road, being enhanced.
7.7.2.4

Integration

This option would be expected to deliver a minor beneficial impact on the integration criterion by improving the
movement of all road users through the junction. Wider impacts on transport and land-use integration would be
more limited though it could provide, to a small extent, some support to help facilitate development aspirations on
the corridor, including at Charleston and Loirston.
In terms of policy integration, this option would support some of the wider suite of Aberdeen City Council policies,
including elements of the LTS and Nestrans’ Bus and Freight Action Plans.
Providing more/better crossing points at Hareness would provide support for “locking in” AWPR benefits, as well
as complementing the Roads Hierarchy by introducing priority for active and sustainable travel modes (walking
and cycling).
7.7.2.5

Accessibility & Social Inclusion

This option would be expected to have a moderate beneficial impact on accessibility and social inclusion by
enhancing connectivity at Hareness. These benefits would be particularly felt for non-motorised users, who would
benefit from dedicated crossing points at the junction.

7.7.3

Implementability

7.7.3.1

Feasibility

Previous outline designs for a reconfiguration of the Hareness Roundabout have been prepared by ACC. These
have suggested that there are no significant technical implementability issues.
However, it would be recommended that further option development would require to be undertaken at the next
stage of the STAG process (if this option is taken forward). This will require more detailed consideration of any
land ownership issues.
Further detailed assessment should be undertaken to understand the combined effects of the Souterhead
Roundabout Improvement Option (Option 3) on this option.
Further assessment will also be required to define how the provision of a third lane between Souterhead and
Hareness (Option 5) would affect this option.
7.7.3.2

Affordability

Improvements to Hareness Roundabout would likely incur medium to high capital costs, and would also be
subject to ongoing revenue commitments related to maintenance of the system. Further development of this
option, including design work, will be required to develop an estimated capital cost.
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7.7.3.3

Public Acceptability

This option would be expected to perform positively against the public acceptability criteria with online survey
results revealing that almost 40% of respondents indicated that Souterhead/Hareness improvements
(collectively) was the most important option they would like to see introduced to address issues on the corridor.

7.7.4

Performance against Established Policy Directives

This option will support sought outcomes in the Aberdeen City LTS including improved journey time reliability and
increased safety by enabling improved traffic flow through the Hareness junction. These improvements will also
complement objectives at the regional level in the Nestrans RTS, particularly in terms of making the movement of
goods and people within the north east and to/from the area more efficient and reliable, and enhancing the safety
of transport in the north east.

7.7.5

Rationale for Selection or Rejection

On the grounds that this option has the potential to support several of the TPOs for this study, and complements
a number of elements of the STAG and Implementability criteria, it is recommended that this option is selected for
further assessment. Further option development would require to be undertaken at the next stage of the STAG
process.

7.7.6

Impact of Souterhead and Hareness Signalisation

There is potential to consider the impacts if Option 3 and Option 4 were implemented together. This should be
given further consideration at the next stage of the STAG process.
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7.8

Option Appraisal – Option 5
(Additional capacity between Souterhead and Hareness Roundabouts)

This option involves provision of additional road capacity in the south of the study area. This option has emerged
from a previous concept considered by ACC and has been introduced for consideration since the Pre-Appraisal
study. In assessing this option, two alternative options have been considered:
Alternative i) Additional road lane between Charleston Road North and Hareness Roundabout
(northbound).
Alternative ii) Alternative i) above + additional road lane between Hareness Roundabout and
Souterhead Roundabout (southbound).

7.8.1

Performance against Transport Planning Objectives

TPO1 – Provide greater priority to sustainable modes of transport on the Corridor and facilitate locking in
of the benefits of the AWPR
This option would be expected to have a minor negative impact on this TPO. Additional capacity may have the
effect of increasing the available road space for vehicular traffic. As a consequence, this would tend to
contravene the ethos of “locking in the benefits”. If, however, the additional capacity was to be restricted for
certain modes, then there could be minor beneficial impacts, but considering the scope of this option currently,
minor negative impact would be expected.
TPO2 – Facilitate efficient movement of freight on the Corridor
Alternative i) would have a minor beneficial impact on this TPO as it would be expected to improve traffic flows
between Charleston Road North/Souterhead and Hareness, thus having an associated positive effect on HGV
movements, particularly those accessing the Wellington Industrial Estate.
Alternative ii) would deliver moderate beneficial impact by providing improved traffic flows in both directions
(between Souterhead and Hareness), which would assist in facilitating the movement of freight to and from the
major AWPR junction at Charleston.
TPO3 – Reduce and manage traffic demands at key pinch points on the Corridor, taking cognisance of
the framework provided by the Roads Hierarchy
Alternative i) would have a minor beneficial impact on this TPO as it would improve traffic flows between key
interchanges on the corridor, although careful consideration would be required to ensure increased road capacity
leading to the roundabout does not lead to greater queuing at the roundabout junction itself. Providing additional
capacity will also complement the Roads Hierarchy by facilitating the movement of traffic locally within Aberdeen
with West Tullos Road, via Hareness junction, identified as a key distributor road for local traffic accessing the
north and west of the City centre, as directed by the new post-AWPR Aberdeen City signing strategy.
The provision of additional capacity between Hareness and Souterhead Roundabouts in both directions (as part
of Alternative ii) could provide the added benefit of promoting improved traffic flow for outbound journeys from the
south of Aberdeen to the major AWPR junction at Charleston.
TPO4 – Improve accessibility to employment and education areas on the Corridor
This option would be expected to deliver a minor beneficial impact against this TPO by improving access to the
Altens, Tullos and Wellington Industrial Estates (in both alternatives).
Impacts on access to education areas may be more limited. However, accessibility to Lochside Academy by
walking and cycling could be negatively impacted by additional road lanes which would increase crossing
distances to varying extents (between Alternative i) and Alternative ii)).
TPO5 – Promote a Corridor which is safe for all users
This option would have a minor negative impact on this TPO. In isolation, additional capacity (in both alternatives)
could cause deflection issues, potentially increasing traffic speeds (and therefore increasing the risk of collision).
However, overall, there would not be significant additional safety implications in three-lane scenarios (relative to
the existing dual carriageway) in either Alternative i) or Alternative ii).
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Nevertheless, as crossing widths for non-motorised users would increase in both alternatives (to varying extents)
these could have a road safety implication. There may also be road safety implications for on-road cyclists
requiring to change lane on approach to the roundabouts.
TPO6 – Promote a transport corridor which supports air quality improvement strategies and improves
public health
This option would have a minor negative impact on this TPO by introducing additional road space on the
Wellington Road Corridor. These impacts could range from minor to moderate negative with the provision of
additional capacity in both directions between Hareness and Souterhead (Alternative ii)).
If, however, the additional capacity was restricted for certain modes, then negative impacts on air quality and
public health could potentially be mitigated.

7.8.2

STAG Criteria Appraisal

7.8.2.1

Environment

The introduction of additional road capacity between Charleston Road North/Souterhead and Hareness will have
a negligible effect on landscape character or visual amenity.
Kincorth Hill, a designated Local Nature Reserve, is located approximately 200m to the west of the Wellington
Road Corridor. The ecological impacts associated with this option are predicted to be restricted to the
construction phase.
This option has no predicted impact on any cultural heritage assets in the area and there is no predicted impact
on water quality, drainage and flooding in the area.
Minor negative impacts on air quality would be anticipated due to the provision of additional capacity in this area.
Further assessment would require to be undertaken at the next stage of the STAG process to examine in detail
the effects the proposed change to traffic flows and associated developments will have on air quality, in the case
of both alternatives.
7.8.2.2

Safety

This option would have a minor negative impact on safety due to the potential for increased traffic speeds on the
links between Charleston Road North/Souterhead and Hareness. These impacts would be slightly greater in the
case of Alternative ii), as this involves providing greater overall capacity than Alternative i). However, overall,
there would not be significant additional safety implications in three-lane scenarios (relative to the existing dual
carriageway) in either Alternative i) or Alternative ii).
As crossing widths for pedestrians would increase in both alternatives, there would also be additional minor
negative impacts, as well as potential impacts on the perception of user security. This could potentially introduce
greater risk for school children (including those cycling) accessing Lochside Academy, due to the requirement to
cross an additional lane(s) of the Wellington Road carriageway.
7.8.2.3

Economy

This option would have a minor beneficial impact on the economy criterion by promoting improved connectivity to
employment in this section of the Wellington Road Corridor, and, similarly, improved access for freight for
commercial activity in the local industrial estates.
7.8.2.4

Integration

This option would have a minor beneficial impact on the integration criterion. It would support a degree of
transport/transport and land-use integration in the south of the corridor by helping to facilitate development
aspirations on the corridor, including at Charleston and Loirston.
Depending on the use of the additional capacity, both alternatives could support the wider suite of ACC policies,
including elements of the LTS and Nestrans’ Bus and Freight Action Plans. There could also be some positive
impacts in terms of “locking in” AWPR benefits, and some synergy with the Roads Hierarchy (in terms of
facilitating movements in line with the new post-AWPR Aberdeen City signing strategy), but wider impacts on
integration, particularly in terms of active and sustainable travel, would only be anticipated if the additional road
capacity was used to facilitate sustainable modes of transport.
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7.8.2.5

Accessibility & Social Inclusion

As noted, the provision of additional lane(s) would be expected to increase traffic flows, with associated
additional crossing distances for non-motorised users to locations east or west of Wellington Road between the
Souterhead and Hareness junctions, including Cove/Altens, local industrial estates, the Wellington Hotel,
Wellington Circle Retail Park and Lochside Academy. As a result, this option would be expected to have adverse
impacts on the accessibility for vulnerable road user groups, including non-motorised users. However, for road
users, accessibility benefits would be expected associated with improved journey times owing to increased
network capacity. Accessibility would be increased for other road users e.g. public transport users, should the
additional road capacity be used to facilitate the provision of bus priority.

7.8.3

Implementability

7.8.3.1

Feasibility

At this stage of STAG assessment, no significant technical or engineering challenges associated with the
provision of additional lanes between Charleston Road North/Souterhead and Hareness have been identified.
However, it would be recommended that further option development is undertaken at the next stage of the STAG
process (if either or both alternatives are taken forward).
In addition, further work would need to be undertaken to understand how the additional lane(s) tie into the
remaining sections of Wellington Road both up and downstream, as well as the impacts on existing accesses and
junctions.
7.8.3.2

Affordability

Provision of additional road capacity would be expected to incur medium to high capital costs in the context of
this study, although design development work would be required to ascertain likely cost. Alternative option ii)
would incur higher costs than Alternative i) given this would involve providing the additional road capacity in both
directions of Wellington Road between Souterhead and Hareness roundabouts. It is understood however that
there may be the potential for developer contributions to support implementation of this scheme, which would
improve option affordability.
7.8.3.3

Public Acceptability

Consultation revealed that 47% of respondents to the online survey indicated that additional road lanes was the
most important option they would like to see introduced to address issues on the corridor. No other option was
ranked as a top priority more in the consultation than this option. Accordingly, this option performs strongly
against the public acceptability criteria.
As part of the public exhibition, Cove and Altens Community Council noted that an additional lane in this area is
desirable, but highlighted the importance of safe routes to Lochside Academy.

7.8.4

Performance against Established Policy Directives

This option and its alternatives would be expected to support the improved flow of traffic through these key
interchanges on the Wellington Road Corridor and is consistent with sought outcomes in the Aberdeen City LTS
including improved journey time reliability. These improvements will also support wider outcomes for the strategic
road network, as set out in the Nestrans RTS, particularly in the case of Alternative ii) which will enhance
connectivity to the south (to the strategic network).

7.8.5

Rationale for Selection or Rejection

On the grounds that this option (both alternatives) has the potential to support several of the TPOs for this study,
and complements a number of elements of the STAG and Implementability criteria, it is recommended that this
option is selected for further assessment. Further option development would require to be undertaken at the next
stage of the STAG process.
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7.9

Option Appraisal – Option 6
(Upgrade to dual carriageway at former HM Craiginches Prison Site)

This option involves upgrading the current single carriageway section of Wellington Road to provide a higher
capacity route by removing this current pinch-point on the network and supporting wider programmed
improvements across the city. This option assumes that the additional capacity between Craig Place and
Polwarth Road would be available to use by all road users.

7.9.1

Performance against Transport Planning Objectives

TPO1 – Provide greater priority to sustainable modes of transport on the Corridor and facilitate locking in
of the benefits of the AWPR
This option would be expected to have a minor negative impact on this TPO. As it assumes the additional
capacity created would be available to use by all road users, it would have the effect of increasing the available
road space for vehicular traffic. As a consequence, this would tend to contravene the ethos of “locking in the
benefits”.
However, while not being “exclusive use”, the additional capacity would help to create more space for cyclists
than the current section of road.
TPO2 – Facilitate efficient movement of freight on the Corridor
This option would have a minor beneficial impact on this TPO as it would improve southbound HGV movements,
compared with the single-carriageway section associated with the Do-Minimum.
TPO3 – Reduce and manage traffic demands at key pinch points on the Corridor, taking cognisance of
the framework provided by the Roads Hierarchy
This option would be expected to deliver a moderate beneficial impact on this TPO by addressing traffic flow
issues at this key pinch point on the Wellington Road Corridor, which has frequently been cited during
consultation on key issues and constraints in the study area. Currently, vehicles require to funnel into the single
lane after exiting the Craig Place roundabout travelling south on Wellington Road.
TPO4 – Improve accessibility to employment and education areas on the Corridor
This option would have a minor beneficial impact on this TPO by reducing a key pinch point on the network and
in doing so improves southbound access to workplace accesses via Wellington Road, including the Tullos
Industrial Estate. As a relatively small improvement (in the context of the overall study corridor), impacts on
access to education areas will be more limited.
TPO5 – Promote a Corridor which is safe for all users
In isolation, additional capacity could potentially increase traffic speeds (and therefore increase the risk of
collision). Increasing capacity could however reduce the potential for conflicts as vehicles leave the Craig Place
roundabout onto Wellington Road where two lanes narrow to one. Overall no significant additional safety
implications would be anticipated with the provision of the additional lane between Craig Place and Polwarth
Road and therefore this option would generally be expected to have a negligible impact on this TPO.
TPO6 – Promote a transport corridor which supports air quality improvement strategies and improves
public health
This option would be expected to have a negligible impact on this TPO. While this option would provide the
opportunity for traffic to move more freely in this area, which is currently part of the Wellington Road AQMA, it
may also be associated with an increase in private vehicle trips which could have an adverse impact on the
AQMA. On balance, it is considered that this option would have a neutral impact against this objective.

7.9.2

STAG Criteria Appraisal

7.9.2.1

Environment

The provision of the additional lane between Craig Place and Polwarth Road would generally be expected to
have a negligible effect on landscape character or visual amenity.
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This option has no predicted impact on any cultural heritage assets in the area and there is no predicted impact
on water quality, drainage and flooding in the area.
Minor beneficial impacts on air quality could be promoted by traffic moving more freely in this area, though an
increase in car trips could equally introduce negative impacts. Further assessment would require to be
undertaken at the next stage of the STAG process to examine in detail the effects the proposed change to traffic
flows and associated developments will have on air quality, particularly with regards the AQMA.
7.9.2.2

Safety

This option would have a negligible impact on the safety criterion. In isolation, additional capacity could cause
deflection issues, potentially increasing traffic speeds (and therefore increasing the risk of collision), though
overall, it is not anticipated that there would be additional safety implications associated with the provision of the
additional lane between Craig Place and Polwarth Road.
No specific impacts would be expected on the perception of user security.
7.9.2.3

Economy

This option would be expected to provide minor positive impacts on the economy criterion, by promoting
improved journey times and journey time reliability for the movement of both people and goods.
7.9.2.4

Integration

This option would be expected to alleviate traffic flow issues at this key pinch point on the Wellington Road
Corridor, and is consistent with sought outcomes in the Aberdeen City LTS including improved journey time
reliability.
There may be limited impacts on wider policy integration, particularly as this option assumes that the additional
capacity created would be available to use by all road users. Therefore, there would not be direct support for
measures in other policy areas relating to sustainable transport.
In land-use integration terms, it is understood that purchase of this land is still under negotiation by ACC.
7.9.2.5

Accessibility & Social Inclusion

While removing the current pinch point on the network will increase accessibility for road users, accessibility and
social inclusion benefits for other route users will be limited. A relatively small improvement (in the context of the
overall study corridor), overall impacts in terms of accessibility and social inclusion are considered to be
negligible.

7.9.3

Implementability

7.9.3.1

Feasibility

At this stage of STAG assessment, no significant technical or engineering challenges associated with the
provision of the additional lane between Craig Place and Polwarth Road have been identified. However, it would
be recommended that further option development would require to be undertaken at the next stage of the STAG
process.
In terms of operational feasibility, ACC would be responsible for the operation of this option. Implementation of
the option would be expected to lead to improved general traffic performance on this section of the Wellington
Road Corridor. However, it is noted that purchase of this land is still under negotiation by ACC and this could
affect the deliverability of this option for the Wellington Road Corridor.
7.9.3.2

Affordability

This option would be expected to incur medium to high capital costs in the context of this study. Detailed
engineering works will be required to prepare a capital cost estimate for this scheme.
7.9.3.3

Public Acceptability

Consultation revealed that 47% of respondents to the online survey indicated that additional road lanes was the
most important option they would like to see introduced to address issues on the corridor. As such, this option
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would perform positively in public acceptability terms. It would, however, be expected that some user groups
would expect to see the additional capacity assigned for sustainable modes specifically, in line with wider policy
commitments.
At the public exhibition in November 2017, Option 6 was one of the most frequently cited as being likely to have
positive impacts. Upgrading this section of Wellington Road was regarded as essential by Cove and Altens
Community Council.

7.9.4

Performance against Established Policy Directives

Delivery of this option is consistent with sought outcomes in the Aberdeen City LTS including improved journey
time reliability. There would not be direct support for measures in other policy areas relating to sustainable
transport, as this option assumes that the additional capacity created would be available to use by all road users.

7.9.5

Rationale for Selection or Rejection

On the grounds that this option has the potential to support several of the TPOs for this study, and complements
a number of elements of the STAG and Implementability criteria, it is recommended that this option is selected for
further assessment. Further option development would require to be undertaken at the next stage of the STAG
process.
It should also be noted that, in addition to recommending selection of this option as an option in its own right, it
may also allow further exploration of other improvements that have been explored within the scope of other
options and packages, such as the provision of a segregated cycleway or bus priority along the route. This is
detailed further in Section 7.14.
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7.10

Option Appraisal – Option 7 (Wellington Road Bus Quality Package)

This option package considers bus quality options for the corridor. It includes:
Extending the existing bus lane south prior to the signals at Balnagask Road (at Lidl).
Providing a new bus lane southbound to extend from the existing bus lay-by north of Grampian Place to
the signalised Balnagask / Wellington Road junction (based on allocation of additional road capacity
between Craig Place and Polwarth Road – see Option 6 and Section 7.14).
Complementary package measures including review of bus lane operating hours, enhanced public
transport service frequencies/reconfiguration (potentially via a statutory quality partnership agreement)
and bus stop infrastructure review and upgrades.

7.10.1

Performance against Transport Planning Objectives

TPO1 – Provide greater priority to sustainable modes of transport on the Corridor and facilitate locking in
of the benefits of the AWPR
This option would be anticipated to deliver a moderate positive impact against this TPO through the provision of
interventions designed to increase the level of priority given to public transport and in doing so improve journey
times and increase the attractiveness of public transport as a mode choice on the Wellington Road Corridor.
There would be stronger support for prioritising sustainable transport and “locking in” AWPR benefits if both an
extension to the existing bus lane and introduction of a new bus lane southbound (as described above) were
provided together, particularly with cyclists able to access bus lanes during peak times.
Other elements of the bus quality package will also complement this TPO.
TPO2 – Facilitate efficient movement of freight on the Corridor
This option would have a minor negative impact on this TPO, where more road space is allocated to public
transport.
TPO3 – Reduce and manage traffic demands at key pinch points on the Corridor, taking cognisance of
the framework provided by the Roads Hierarchy
Extension of the bus priority lane northbound on Wellington Road would be anticipated to address reported
problems of buses having difficulty accessing the bus lane due to queued back traffic. Provision of the new
southbound bus lane would also enable buses to bypass the current pinch point adjacent to the former
Craiginches prison site in the event that the additional carriageway space assumed is used for public transport
priority. While these options would deliver clear benefits for public transport users, existing congestion at key
pinch points in the north of the corridor could be exacerbated northbound due to a slight reduction in carriageway
capacity for other road users associated with the extension of the existing bus lane. However, overall impacts are
anticipated to be negligible.
TPO4 – Improve accessibility to employment and education areas on the Corridor
This option would have a minor beneficial impact on this TPO by providing greater priority to public transport, and
subsequently, enhancing northbound access to Aberdeen City centre by bus (with the existing bus lane
extended). Providing a new bus lane southbound would also have some benefits in terms of improving access to
employment and education areas by public transport.
TPO5 – Promote a Corridor which is safe for all users
This option would generally have a negligible impact on this TPO. Extension of the existing bus lane/provision of
a new bus lane southbound (with cyclists permitted to use these facilities) could have some benefits by removing
cyclists from the general traffic flow, but overall, no elements of the bus quality package would be expected to
have significant impacts (beneficial or negative) on safety.
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TPO6 – Promote a transport corridor which supports air quality improvement strategies and improves
public health
The implementation of additional bus priority measures would be expected to have a positive impact on air
quality, particularly if accompanied by mode shift from private transport to public transport. However, it is noted
that as extension of the existing bus lane would introduce a requirement for other road vehicles to vacate this
lane of the carriageway earlier than the current arrangement, this could have the effect of “pushing back” queuing
in the peak periods, and, causing, by consequence, some impact on air quality. Provision of a new bus lane
southbound could deliver beneficial impacts on air quality in the immediate environment of the AQMA by allowing
a more efficient flow of vehicle movements in the other lane, as this scenario assumes that the existing pinch
point between Craig Place and Polwarth Road has been removed by dualling. Overall, a neutral effect would be
anticipated.

7.10.2

STAG Criteria Appraisal

7.10.2.1

Environment

Bus lane extension/introduction in the north of the Wellington Road Corridor will have a negligible impact on
landscape character and visual amenity.
This option has no predicted impact on any cultural heritage assets in the area and there is no predicted impact
on water quality, drainage and flooding in the area.
The improvement/introduction of bus lanes will have a broadly (minor) beneficial impact on air quality. Further
assessment would require to be undertaken at the next stage of the STAG process (if this option is taken
forward) to examine in detail the effects the proposed change to traffic flows and associated developments will
have on air quality, particularly with regards the AQMA.
7.10.2.2

Safety

No elements of the Bus Quality Package would be expected to have significant impacts (beneficial or negative)
on safety.
There may be some beneficial impacts on security (user perception) with cyclists having access to a longer (or
new) bus lane, but this would not be considered to be to any significant extent.
7.10.2.3

Economy

This option would have a minor beneficial impact on economy by promoting improved connectivity to employment
areas on the corridor for public transport users. However, extension of the existing bus lane could have a
negative impact on the journey times of other vehicles as they would require to vacate the lane earlier than the
current arrangement, which may have the effect of “pushing back” queuing in the peak periods.
7.10.2.4

Integration

This option would be expected to have a moderate beneficial impact on the integration criterion. It would support
a degree of transport integration, though wider impacts on transport and land-use integration would possibly be
more limited.
In terms of policy integration, there would be moderate beneficial impacts as the Bus Quality Package would
support many of the wider suite of ACC policies, including elements within the LTS, and the Nestrans Bus Action
Plan. The objective of the package to promote increased public transport use on the Wellington Road Corridor
would be consistent with the ethos of “locking in” AWPR benefits. Delivering an extended existing bus lane and
new bus lane southbound would enhance the level of beneficial impact in terms of public transport policy
integration.
7.10.2.5

Accessibility & Social Inclusion

This option would have a moderate beneficial impact on community accessibility by enhancing public transport
infrastructure and services on the Wellington Road Corridor. Enhanced opportunities to travel by public transport
on the Wellington Road Corridor would also provide more options for those without a car to travel to reach
services on the Corridor, and beyond.
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7.10.3

Implementability

7.10.3.1

Feasibility

No significant technical implementability issues would be anticipated in extending the existing bus lane. This
would however result in a reduction of general traffic space further south than the existing situation.
At this stage of STAG assessment, no significant technical or engineering challenges associated with the
provision of a new bus lane southbound (based on the provision of the additional lane between Craig Place and
Polwarth Road) have been identified. However, it would be recommended that further option development would
require to be undertaken at the next stage of the STAG process (if this option is taken forward).
Some elements of the Bus Quality Package would be out with control of ACC, such as enhancing public transport
service frequencies/configuration which would require consultation and co-ordination with bus operators to
identify potential improvements. Operational feasibility of some elements of the Bus Quality Package (such as
enhancing service frequencies) would require to be understood as part of consultation with bus operators,
potentially through the Local Authority and Bus Operator Forum (LABOF).
7.10.3.2

Affordability

Relatively minor costs would be associated with the necessary signing and lining required to identify the revised
position of the existing bus lane, reviewing and upgrading bus stop infrastructure on the Wellington Road
Corridor, and implementing Traffic Regulation Orders (TROs), though there would be higher costs associated
with provision of enhanced bus priority, including a new bus lane southbound, which would be expected to incur
medium to high capital costs in the context of this study, although design development work would be required to
ascertain likely cost. Further work would require to be undertaken to assess the commercial implications for
operators of any public transport service changes brought about to deliver complementary elements of the
package.
7.10.3.3

Public Acceptability

The provision of greater bus priority along Wellington Road was not identified as a key option by public
consultees, though it should be highlighted that bus users were under-represented in the profile of respondents in
the online public consultation.
The elements within this option were generally supported by public transport stakeholders.
As part of the public exhibition, Cove and Altens Community Council noted that routes and timetables should be
geared towards the safe transportation of pupils and commuters to Lochside Academy and the City centre.

7.10.4

Performance against Established Policy Directives

This option is consistent with sought outcomes in the Aberdeen City LTS including increased modal share for
public transport, and the Nestrans Bus Action Plan which sets out proposals for increased bus priority across
Aberdeen, including on the Wellington Road Corridor.

7.10.5

Rationale for Selection or Rejection

On the grounds that this option has the potential to support several of the TPOs for this study, and complements
a number of elements of the STAG and Implementability criteria, it is recommended that this option is selected for
further assessment. Both an extension to the existing bus lane and provision of a new southbound bus lane (as
described above) should be considered in more detail, through further option development.
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7.11

Option Appraisal – Option 8 (Wellington Road Corridor Right-turn /
Traffic Signals Priorities Review Package)

This option package considers prohibition of right-turns to/from Wellington Road with review of existing signal
arrangements to alleviate congestion and potential road safety issues. Based on review of the route and
subsequent client discussions, the following junctions have been identified for specific consideration:

Abbotswell Road.
This package also provides the opportunity to assess closure / access restriction at the Redmoss Road / West
Tullos Road Central Reserve.

7.11.1

Performance against Transport Planning Objectives

TPO1 – Provide greater priority to sustainable modes of transport on the Corridor and facilitate locking in
of the benefits of the AWPR
This option would have a negligible impact on this TPO. While the rationalisation of right-turns at Girdleness
Road and Abbotswell Road as part of this package would promote freer flow traffic movement on Wellington
le benefits for sustainable modes of transport. Buses would
be unable to make the right turn from Girdleness Road onto Wellington Road if this movement was banned.
Closure of the central reserve at Redmoss Road / West Tullos Road would block buses from crossing the
carriageway at this point to join Wellington Road, which may adversely impact this TPO.
TPO2 – Facilitate efficient movement of freight on the Corridor
This option would be expected to have a minor negative impact on this TPO as it would reduce the capability for
HGVs and other goods vehicles to make cross-corridor movements, for example between the East and West
Tullos industrial estates. This package would have the effect of making freight movements inefficient, particularly
where any vehicles requiring to access the opposite side of the Wellington Road carriageway were required to
perform a turning manoeuvre at the next appropriate junction (such as Hareness Roundabout).
Closure of the central reserve at Redmoss Road / West Tullos Road would have a negligible impact on freight
movements.
TPO3 – Reduce and manage traffic demands at key pinch points on the Corridor, taking cognisance of
the framework provided by the Roads Hierarchy
This option would have a minor beneficial impact on this TPO as it would be expected to improve traffic flows on
the Wellington Road mainline. Providing restrictions on right-turn movements will also complement the Roads
Hierarchy by prioritising movements on the route, facilitating the movement of traffic to the major AWPR junction
at Charleston, and locally within Aberdeen as directed by the new post-AWPR Aberdeen City signing strategy.
However, by consequence, the closure of some right-turns may place localised constraints on other junctions on
the corridor, including Hareness Roundabout.
Closure of the central reserve at Redmoss Road / West Tullos Road would generally be expected to have a
negligible impact on this TPO.
TPO4 – Improve accessibility to employment and education areas on the Corridor
This option would have a minor negative impact on this TPO as it would reduce the capability for vehicles to
make cross-corridor movements, thus potentially reducing accessibility to employment locations within the East
and West Tullos industrial estates.
Impacts on access to education areas may be more limited.
With closure of the central reserve at Redmoss Road / West Tullos Road, there would be impacts on bus routeing
cting school pupils travelling from Kincorth Academy to Cove at
present, or from Kincorth to Lochside Academy from August 2018.
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TPO5 – Promote a Corridor which is safe for all users
This option would be expected to have a slight positive impact on this TPO. While data shows that the number of
accidents involving right-turn manoeuvres on the corridor has decreased in recent years, many junctions on
Wellington Road (where a right-turn is available) have recorded at least one incident since 2011. Although neither
Girdleness Road nor Abbotswell Road have recorded accidents (as a result of a right-turn) in this time period,
banning right turns reduces the potential for vehicle conflicts and also the need for following vehicles to shift
lanes to avoid getting caught behind right-turning vehicles, which appears to be a particular issue associated with
Abbotswell Road for vehicles travelling southbound
With regards to a closure of the central reserve at Redmoss Road/West Tullos Road, while accident data does
not suggest there is a major safety issue at this junction, a high number of vehicles have been observed turning
left into Redmoss Road/Abbotswell Crescent (on exiting Hareness Roundabout onto West Tullos Road),
obstructing visibility for motorists waiting to turn right from Redmoss Road, making this a potentially dangerous
manoeuvre.
TPO6 – Promote a transport corridor which supports air quality improvement strategies and improves
public health
This option would have a minor positive impact on this TPO by reducing stacking traffic on the Wellington Road
mainline (consequently promoting freer traffic flow), though there could be localised air quality impacts where
HGVs, for example, require to perform right-turn manoeuvres at junctions such as Hareness in order to access
cross-carriageway destinations. Therefore, the overall impact on this TPO is considered negligible.
Closure of the central reserve at Redmoss Road / West Tullos Road would have a negligible impact on this TPO.

7.11.2

STAG Criteria Appraisal

7.11.2.1

Environment

The elements of this package will have a negligible impact on landscape character and visual amenity.
This option has no predicted impact on any cultural heritage assets in the area and there is no predicted impact
on water quality, drainage and flooding in the area.
Overall impacts on air quality are anticipated to be negligible. However, further assessment would require to be
undertaken at the next stage of the STAG process to examine in detail the effects the proposed change to traffic
flows and associated developments will have on air quality.
7.11.2.2

Safety

Although neither Girdleness Road nor Abbotswell Road have recorded accidents due to a right-turn since 2011,
the banning of these movements would have a positive impact by reducing the potential for conflicts between
vehicles. The need for other vehicles to change lanes to avoid queueing traffic waiting to turn right would also be
reduced.
Impacts on security would be negligible.
Closure of the central reserve at Redmoss Road / West Tullos Road would also have a negligible impact against
the safety criterion.
7.11.2.3

Economy

This option would have a minor negative impact on the economy criterion by reducing cross-corridor connectivity.
In particular, this would have a potentially adverse effect on freight movements, thereby causing some negative
impact on commercial activity in the industrial estates parallel to the Wellington Road Corridor.
Closure of the central reserve at Redmoss Road / West Tullos Road would be expected to have a negligible
impact against the economy criterion.
7.11.2.4

Integration

This option would be anticipated to have a typically negligible impact on the integration criterion. While a
generally limited impact on transport integration and transport and land-use integration would be expected, there
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could be opportunities to extend bus priority on the route if the banning of right-turns at Abbotswell Road
facilitates an extension of the current northbound bus lane to this junction.
In terms of policy integration, there would also be limited impacts against local, regional and national policy.
7.11.2.5

Accessibility & Social Inclusion

The banning of right-turns would reduce accessibility (in terms of cross-corridor movements) on the Wellington
Road Corridor.
Closure of the central reserve at Redmoss Road / West Tullos Road would block buses from crossing the
carriageway at this point to join Wellington Road.
There would be negligible impacts on the movements of non-motorised users.

7.11.3

Implementability

7.11.3.1

Feasibility

From a technical feasibility perspective, no significant implementability issues are anticipated with this option.
In terms of operational feasibility, further consideration would require to be given to the implications for bus
routeing if right-turn movements at Girdleness Road were banned. It is understood that some residential streets
within Torry (including Old Church Road) are not suitable to accommodate large vehicles such as buses.
Impacts on points of access for emergency vehicles associated with any junction/access rationalisation would
require additional consideration.
7.11.3.2

Affordability

This option would be expected to incur low capital costs in the context of this study
No significant costs would be associated with closing the central reserve at Redmoss Road / West Tullos Road.
7.11.3.3

Public Acceptability

Right-turn issues (e.g. impeding on traffic flows on Wellington Road itself) have been cited across several
consultation responses and discussions. However, in terms of public acceptability, reducing/banning the number
of right turn movements from/onto Wellington Road was not regarded as a high priority by respondents to the
online consultation, with one in four identifying this measure as the least important for the corridor.
Closing the central reserve at Redmoss Road / West Tullos Road could lead to some local opposition from
residents of Redmoss and Nigg.

7.11.4

Performance against Established Policy Directives

It is considered that measures to improve traffic flow on Wellington Road (for example by rationalising right-turns
on the route) would be consistent with sought outcomes in the Aberdeen City LTS including improved journey
time reliability.

7.11.5

Rationale for Selection or Rejection

On the grounds that this option has the potential to support a number of TPOs for this study, and complements
some elements of the STAG and Implementability criteria, it is recommended that this option is selected for
further assessment.
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7.12

Pedestrian Improvements Options

As noted in Chapter 6, it is highlighted that pedestrian improvements should form an integral part of all
options/packages considered in the STAG Part 1 appraisal.
As part of this study, a high level assessment has been undertaken to consider the potential for additional
pedestrian link options (in their own right). Assessment of the corridor has not demonstrated viable routes exist
for new footway / path links which would significantly improve accessibility. The broad Wellington Road corridor is
generally well permeated by walking links, although these could be subject to widening and upgrading.
Consideration was given to whether Duthie Park could be made more accessible from the Wellington Road
Corridor. However, the desire lines from main residential zones to the park are generally served by the King
George VI Bridge and Queen Elizabeth Bridge.
Another recommended area of focus could be significantly enhancing pedestrian crossing provision at the
roundabouts either side of Queen Elizabeth Bridge (i.e. at Craig Place and North Esplanade West). The lack of
facilities in this area could be a barrier to pedestrian movement, which is significant given the desire line between
Wellington Road and Union Square, Aberdeen City centre and the rail station, as well as the businesses along
North Esplanade West. Although the Wellington Suspension Bridge provides a link from Wellington Road to this
area, it is off the desire line for many destinations. It is, however, noted that as part of the City Centre Masterplan,
Project CM03 (Torry Waterfront) refers to “enhanced access to the city centre through a new pedestrian
bridge22…” This would provide a direct link from Torry into the North Dee Business Quarter.
Based on site and desktop observations it is concluded that enhancement of the existing pedestrian environment
is the primary intervention required to encourage greater walking, particularly those with visual and mobility
impairments. Where options taken forward to STAG 2 include opportunities to enhance the pedestrian
environment, these will be further assessed as part of detailed appraisal work.

7.13

STAG Part 1 Appraisal – Option Performance Summary

Table 7.5 provides an overview of the performance of the options assessed as part of the STAG Part 1
appraisal.

22

Aberdeen City Centre Masterplan and Delivery Programme, BDP, June 2015
http://www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/nmsruntime/saveasdialog.asp?lID=65390&sID=26695
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Table 7.5: Option Performance Summary
Option 5 –
Additional capacity between
Souterhead and Hareness
Roundabouts

Option 2 –
Shared Bus / HGV Priority Lane

Options/Option
Packages
Do-Minimum

Option 1 –
Strategic Cycle
Improvements +
Toucan Crossing,
Langdykes Road

Option 3 – Souterhead
Roundabout
Improvements +
Alternative i)
More/Better Crossings
Shared lane between
Alternative ii)
at Souterhead
Queen Elizabeth
Shared lane using
Roundabout
Bridge and
existing
Souterhead
Wellington Road
Roundabout (both
bus lane.
directions).

Option 4 – Hareness
Roundabout
Improvements +
More/Better Crossings
at Hareness
Roundabout

Alternative i)
Additional road
lane between
Charleston Road
North and
Hareness
Roundabout
(northbound).

Option 6 – Upgrade
Option 7 –
to
dual carriageway
Alternative i) above
Wellington Road
at former HM
+ Additional road
Bus Quality
Craiginches
Prison
lane between
Package
Site
Hareness
Roundabout and
Souterhead
Roundabout
(southbound).

Option 8 –Wellington
Road Corridor Rightturn / Traffic Signals
Priorities Review
Package

Appraisal Criteria
Transport Planning Objectives
TPO1 –
Provide greater priority to
sustainable modes of
transport on the Corridor

0

+2

+1

-1

+1

+1

-1

-1

-1

+2

0

0

0

+2

+1

+1

+1

+1

+2

+1

-1

-1

0

0

-2

0

+2

+2

+1

+2

+2

0

+1

0

+1

+1

0

+2

+2

+1

+1

+1

+1

-1

0

+2

-2

-2

+2

+2

-1

-1

0

0

+1

-1

+2

-2

+1

0

0

-1

-2

0

0

0

and facilitate locking in of
the benefits of the AWPR
TPO2 –
Facilitate efficient
movement of freight on the
Corridor.
TPO3 –
Reduce and manage traffic
demands at key pinch
points on the Corridor,
taking cognisance of the
framework provided by the
Roads Hierarchy.
TPO4 –
Improve accessibility to
employment and education
areas on the Corridor.
TPO5 –
Promote a Corridor which is
safe for all users.
TPO6 –
Promote a transport
corridor which supports air
quality improvement
strategies and improves
public health.
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Option 5 –
Additional capacity between
Souterhead and Hareness
Roundabouts

Option 2 –
Shared Bus / HGV Priority Lane

Options/Option
Packages
Do-Minimum

Option 1 –
Strategic Cycle
Improvements +
Toucan Crossing,
Langdykes Road

Option 3 – Souterhead
Roundabout
Improvements
+
Alternative i)
More/Better
Crossings
Shared lane between
Alternative ii)
at Souterhead
Queen Elizabeth
Shared lane using
Roundabout
Bridge and
existing
Souterhead
Wellington Road
Roundabout (both
bus lane.
directions).

Option 4 – Hareness
Roundabout
Improvements +
More/Better Crossings
at Hareness
Roundabout

Alternative i)
Additional road
lane between
Charleston Road
North and
Hareness
Roundabout
(northbound).

Option 6 – Upgrade
Option 7 –
Alternative i) above to dual carriageway Wellington Road
at former HM
+ Additional road
Bus Quality
Craiginches Prison
lane between
Package
Site
Hareness
Roundabout and
Souterhead
Roundabout
(southbound).

Option 8 –Wellington
Road Corridor Rightturn / Traffic Signals
Priorities Review
Package

Appraisal Criteria
STAG Criteria
Environment

0

+1

-2

+1

0

0

-1

-1

0

0

0

Safety

0

+2

-2

-2

+2

+2

-1

-1

0

0

+1

Economy

0

+1

+1

0

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

-1

Integration

0

+2

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+2

0

-1

+1

0

0

+2

+2

-1

-1

0

+2

-1

Accessibility &
Social Inclusion

Implementability
Feasibility

Affordability

Public Acceptability
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0

-1

+1

+2

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

Low Cost

High Cost

Medium-High Cost

Low Cost

Medium-High Cost

Medium-High Cost

Medium-High Cost

Medium-High Cost

Medium-High Cost

Medium-High Cost

Low Cost

-2

+1

-1

0

+2

+2

+2

+2

+2

+1

-1
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8.

Summary and Next Steps

8.1

Summary

This study has presented the initial (STAG Part 1) appraisal of options for improving strategic transport
connections and active travel along the Wellington Road Corridor in Aberdeen.
Eight options have been appraised against a Do-Minimum scenario, transport planning objectives, the five STAG
criteria and aspects of implementability. Table 8.1 summarises the outcomes of the appraisal.
Table 8.1: Options Recommended for Further Assessment
Option/Option Alternative

Rationale for Selection

Do-Minimum

Provides a basis in which to compare other options.

1 – Strategic Cycle
Improvements

Option has the potential to support several of the TPOs for this study, and
complements a number of elements of the STAG and Implementability criteria.

2 – Shared Bus / HGV
Priority Lane

Both alternatives have the potential to support some of the TPOs for this study,
and complement some elements of the STAG and Implementability criteria.

3 – Souterhead Roundabout
Improvements +
More/Better Crossings at
Souterhead Roundabout

Option has the potential to support several of the TPOs for this study, and
complements a number of elements of the STAG and Implementability criteria.

4 – Hareness Roundabout
Improvements +
More/Better Crossings at
Hareness Roundabout

Option has the potential to support several of the TPOs for this study, and
complements a number of elements of the STAG and Implementability criteria.

5 – Additional capacity
between Souterhead and
Hareness Roundabouts

Both alternatives have the potential to support several of the TPOs for this
study, and complement a number of elements of the STAG and
Implementability criteria.
Option has the potential to support several of the TPOs for this study, and
complements a number of elements of the STAG and Implementability criteria.

6 – Upgrade to dual
carriageway at former HM
Craiginches Prison Site

Provides opportunity to further appraise other potential uses of this additional
capacity. The following options/scenarios recommended for further assessment
assume the capacity necessary to implement them (afforded by Option 6) is in
place:
Option 1 (Strategic Cycle Improvements) – between South Esplanade West
and Polwarth Road.
Option 7 (Wellington Road Bus Quality Package) – Providing a new bus
lane southbound to extend from the existing bus lay-by north of Grampian
Place to the signalised Balnagask Road / Wellington Road junction.

7 – Wellington Road
Bus Quality Package
8 – Wellington Road Corridor
Right-turn / Traffic Signals
Priorities Review Package
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Option has the potential to support several of the TPOs for this study, and
complements a number of elements of the STAG and Implementability criteria.
Option has the potential to support some of the TPOs for this study, and
complements some elements of the STAG and Implementability criteria.
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8.2

Next Steps

Going forward, it is recommended that further appraisal work is undertaken on the above options as the project
moves forward to a STAG Part 2 (detailed) Appraisal stage. The following actions should be considered to
facilitate this:
Detailed transport modelling to quantify option impacts – At an early stage of the STAG Part 2 process, it is
recommended that further option sifting is undertaken based on a more detailed understanding of the relative
performance of the options using a transport modelling platform that reflects travel conditions on the postAWPR network. Transport modelling will also assist in the quantifying the scale of benefit of the interventions
and their relative performance in terms of transport economic terms, which is central to appraisal at STAG
Part 2 stage.
Design / Engineering of interventions – Design work should be undertaken for those options involving
alterations / additions to infrastructure on the Corridor. This will be necessary to better understand the
potential impacts of options being considered at STAG Part 2 stage.
Confirmation of proposals for land at former HM Craiginches Prison Site – As has been noted in this report,
some options / option alternatives are predicated on the provision of additional road capacity at the former
HM Craiginches Prison Site. The deliverability of additional capacity in this area would support further option
appraisal work in terms of how this capacity could be utilised.
Assessment of AWPR impacts – It is considered that there will be a need to understand how the AWPR affects
Wellington Road when it opens in 2018. Cognisance of AWPR impacts will form part of setting the context for
more detailed appraisal work on this corridor.
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Appendix A – Wellington Road Traffic Flow Data
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Wellington Road Traffic Volumes (East of Charleston)
Wellington Road (East of Charleston) AM Peak Average Weekday
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Number of Vehicles

Wellington Road (East of Charleston)
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Appendix B – LDP Opportunity Sites, Wellington Road Corridor
Allocation

Description

OP53

20.2 hectares of business and industrial land/Green Belt at Aberdeen Gateway/Moss-side/Mains
of Cairnrobin. Planning permission has been granted for high quality Class 4 Business Use,
subject to Section 75 legal agreement. The northern part of the site has been reserved for Open

OP54

4.7 hectares of business and industrial land at Altens east of Doonies. Site reserved for a material
recycling facility, refuse derived fuel plant and collection depot. Space along the coast road will
need to be reserved for road widening in association with the new harbour at Nigg Bay.

OP55

32.76 hectares of Green Belt at Blackhills Quarry, Cove. Planning permission granted in 2013.

OP56

30 hectares of residential land at Cove.

OP58

9.8 hectares of residential land at Stationfields, Cove.

OP59

119.2 hectares of Land Release Policy/Green Space Network at Loirston. Opportunity
development of 1,500 homes and 11 hectares of employment land. Potential to accommodate
football or community stadium and supermarket to meet convenience shopping deficiencies in
south Aberdeen.

OP60

20.5 hectares of employment land in Phase 2 2027-2035 at Charleston.

OP61

15 hectares of Land Release Policy at Calder Park. Site for new City South Academy and other
comparable uses.

OP62

55 hectares of Aberdeen Harbour/Green Space Network land at Nigg Bay as part of Aberdeen
Harbour expansion.

OP64

20.5 hectares of Green Belt land at Former Ness Tip for Solar Farm.

OP103

0.53 hectares of residential land at Former Torry Nursery School.

OP104

1.67 hectares of residential land at Craiginches Prison.

OP107

3.12 hectares of business and industrial land at East Tullos Gas Holder.

OP110

3.2 hectares and business and industrial land at Wellington Circle (former Makro).

OP115

1.03 hectares of mixed use land at 34-30 Abbotswell Road.
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Appendix C – Problems and Opportunities Matrix
Transport Planning Objectives (TPOs)
TPO1 - Provide greater priority
to sustainable modes of
transport on the Corridor and
facilitate locking in of the
benefits of the AWPR
Problems
Peak congestion across the route, and particularly city-bound in the PM peak affecting all traffic – private vehicles, HGVs and buses. Backed
up traffic on other routes such as West Tullos Road, Great Southern Road, QE Bridge/South College Street/Esplanade roundabout, and
Market Street contributes to congestion issues on Wellington Road.
There are journey time reliability issues. Data indicates that relative to the length of the corridor, journey times are longest at the southern
end of the corridor during the northbound AM peak and at the northern end of the corridor during the PM northbound peak, linked to
congestion.
High levels of right-turning traffic with a potential negative effect on traffic using Wellington Road, and causing safety issues. These include
right-turn movements into and from Greenwell Road and Girdleness Road, including by buses and HGVs which can block the carriageway.
Bus journey time reliability issues on Wellington Road during peak times. Increased adherence to bus lane means that traffic queuing
extends back (to approx. Lidl) and buses face long queues to access the bus lane. There are concerns over the effectiveness of this bus
lane.
Buses can cause queuing, delays and potential conflicts due to changing lanes along the route, for example as buses change lanes upon
exiting the bus lane at the northern end of the corridor.
There is a lack of public transport access into the Altens Industrial Estate.
The Corridor is generally regarded as unfriendly for walking and cycling – there are gaps in the network and a lack of segregation between
motorised and non-motorised users.
As a heavily trafficked route with high concentration of HGVs, there are air quality issues. This is particularly concerning with the route being
promoted as a route to school for pupils travelling to the new Lochside Academy.
There is severance between communities (e.g. Old Wellington Road and Kincorth) as they are bisected by the Wellington Road dual
carriageway.
Safety issues along Wellington Road means cyclists have been observed to avoid the route. Issues include high levels of HGVs and
speeding traffic. Difficulties negotiating Hareness Roundabout for cyclists have also been noted. Safety concerns have also been raised
about pupils requiring to use and cross Wellington Road for their trips to the new Academy in Loirston.
Routing of HGV’s (and rat-runners) along the Coast Road causes congestion issues in Torry on Victoria Road/Victoria Bridge.
There are problems leaving Aberdeen due to the southbound uphill gradient which slows HGVs and other large vehicles, as well as cyclists.
Opportunities
Following completion of the AWPR, modelling suggests that the greatest opportunities to “lock in” sustainable benefits are in the northern
part of the corridor, while the southern end (with increasing development) will attract vehicular traffic off the AWPR.
Purchase of the land at the former Craiginches prison site is still under negotiation by ACC. This provides a potential opportunity to dual the
section of the carriageway adjacent to the former prison in the future, which is a current pinch-point on the Corridor.
Wider proposals including improvements at South College Street and Bridge of Dee could help to generate wider benefits for the Wellington
Road Corridor. Proposals for the A90 Stonehaven Road provide opportunities to introduce complementary measures on the corridor.
The proposals for a Park & Ride at Schoolhill to the south of the corridor could reduce the impacts placed on the network by vehicles
travelling into Aberdeen from the south and increase the potential for introducing bus priority along the corridor.
Future development proposed for the Wellington Road Corridor is likely to generate new passenger demand and if supported by improved
facilities, could increase the attractiveness of bus services on the corridor.
On the whole there are a range of path opportunities around Cove (southern end of Wellington Road) but these are coming under increasing
pressure from development.
There may be opportunities to consider rationalising access from side roads onto the main route, particularly where right-turn manoeuvres
are involved. However, this would need to be considered further should roundabouts at Hareness and Souterhead be replaced by signalised
junctions.
There are opportunities to explore tie-ins between the Wellington Road Corridor and other projects being taken forward in the region,
including the Hydrogen Buses Project, which could support the strategy for the Wellington Road AQMA.
The Loirston Masterplan promotes local development and provides an opportunity to incorporate active travel infrastructure to support
walking and cycling.
Extending bus lanes/large vehicles lanes could have benefits for promoting modal shift but these would require political support. It has been
noted that taxis are less prevalent on Wellington Road compared to other routes across the city which may increase the opportunity for
sharing of bus lanes for other priorities such as freight.
Aberdeen Cycle Forum and other groups such as Shell Bike Users Group are proactive in supporting options to improve active travel
opportunities on the Corridor.
ACC together with Nestrans has ambitious plans for cycle networks across the City, which may provide opportunities for enhancing
connectivity between networks.
Extension of Aberdeen Harbour to Nigg Bay has been identified as a project of national importance as part of the NPF3 and may provide
opportunities, including for increased rail freight.
Alterations to green signal times at Greenbank Road and Craigshaw Drive have reportedly been successful in improving HGV journey time
reliability. Further review of existing signal arrangements could help to increase the efficiency of junctions and improve the balance of priority
between traffic flows.
The use of Redmoss Road as a rat run has significantly reduced since previous dualling works on Wellington Road were completed. This
could therefore make this route attractive for use as a shared cycle/bus way and provide opportunities to provide a route to the river
crossings. Development of the new Loirston Academy may also provide opportunities to improve provision for sustainable travel on Redmoss
Road.
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TPO2 - Facilitate
efficient movement
of freight on the
Corridor

TPO3 - Reduce and manage
traffic demands at key pinch
points on the Corridor, taking
cognisance of the framework
provided by the Roads Hierarchy

TPO4 - Improve
accessibility to
employment and
education areas on
the Corridor

TPO5 - Promote a
Corridor which is
safe for all users

TPO6 - Promote a
transport corridor which
supports air quality
improvement strategies
and improves public
health
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Introduction
AECOM has been commissioned by Aberdeen City Council to undertake a STAG (Scottish Transport
Appraisal Guidance) Part 1 appraisal to define and assess the options for improving strategic
transport connections along the Wellington Road Corridor in Aberdeen.
This note presents the findings from a high-level exploratory exercise undertaken to examine the
potential deliverability of options under review for the corridor. Included within this is a review of the
existing transport infrastructure situation and opportunities and constraints associated with improving
transport provision within the corridor. The output of this exercise will be a list of transport
interventions which could potentially be implemented along the corridor, subject to detailed design.
It should be noted that this exercise does not detail the full list of options to be appraised. It will
however inform the further development of some options to assist the overall STAG Part 1 appraisal.

Geographic Context
The A956 Wellington Road is an urban distributor road which connects Aberdeen City centre to the
A90 trunk road, and is orientated along a north-south axis. The road is approximately three miles in
length and is predominantly a two lane dual carriageway. The road is flanked by a range of
residential, retail and industrial developments although often these do not take direct access off
Wellington Road itself.
For ease of reference this high-level exploratory exercise has broken down Wellington Road into five
distinct sections as listed below and illustrated in Figure 1.1.
Section A: South Esplanade West
Section B: Polwarth Road
Section C: Greenbank Road

Greenbank Road;
Hareness Roundabout;

Section D: Hareness Roundabout
Section E: Charleston

Polwarth Road:

Charleston; and

A90(T).
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Figure 1.1

Wellington Road Sections
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Methodology
The purpose of this work package is to consider options which could be implemented along the
Corridor to assist in the appraisal of option deliverability, noting key opportunities and constraints. For
the purposes of this exercise, four modal options have been considered and are listed in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1

Options Considered

Mode Specific Options
1

Walking

2

Cycling

3

Public Transport

4

Freight / Private Transport

A series of site visits took place between 22 and 25 May 2017, at various times of the day. The
purpose of the site visits was to review and understand the existing situation on the corridor for each
mode and to confirm and note key constraints and opportunities. Key site observations are provided
below. The remainder of the document considers existing provision and potential improvement
opportunities across the considered modes.

Site Visit Key Observations
Key high-level observations were as follows:
Pedestrian facilities could be improved throughout the scheme extents. Most uncontrolled
crossings are substandard.
Cycling provision is virtually non-existent within the corridor, with the exception of shared use
facilities to the south of the corridor.
Traffic congestion on Wellington Road northbound towards the City centre appears to originate
on South College Street. Provision of additional capacity on Wellington Road may not fully
improve traffic conditions.
Southbound traffic on Queen Elizabeth Bridge generally was observed using the left hand lane to
turn right at the roundabout. This is due to a merge early on the exit arm and that the other exit
arms appear reasonably lightly trafficked.
Merging lanes, passing right turning vehicles and stationary buses at on-carriageway bus stops
all appeared to result in localised delay.
Generally the amenity to the north of the route is reduced by clutter and damaged infrastructure.
Issues at uncontrolled and controlled crossings could be a barrier to pedestrians, particularly
those with mobility and visual impairments.
Bus passenger infrastructure requires enhancement.
The existing bus lane provides queue jumping benefits, although it is noted that bus laybys could
increase bus delay.
The busiest area on the corridor was observed to be between Balnagask Road and Greenbank
Road for most modes owing to the proximity of several retail, industrial, commercial and
residential properties. This area could be improved in terms of public realm, although
proportionately because the corridor is rather strategic in nature it is unlikely to be suitable or in
demand for significant public space.
Some images of the key observations are listed below.
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Queuing on Wellington Road (Northbound) was Turning lorries require most of the carriageway
observed to be caused by underlying traffic issues width to turn left onto Queen Elizabeth Bridge
on the north side of the River Dee. Queuing from North Esplanade West.
extends across Queen Elizabeth Bridge towards
Wellington Road (as shown). Poor pedestrian
crossing facilities on all approaches to Queen
Elizabeth Bridge were noted.

Existing lane lines could result in side swipe General issue with crossings throughout the study
collisions. Traffic for both lanes exits the area, note the drainage cover in the middle of the
roundabout to the left of the circulatory markings. crossing, slip / trip hazard.

Worn high friction surfacing could result in Evidence of drainage issues throughout the study
collision and negatively affects visual amenity.

area, as shown in this example of a blocked gully.
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Level area on top of River Dee embankment General

issue

with

pedestrian

crossings

could be used to maximise the width of the throughout the study area, note lack of tactile
carriageway.
paving, misaligned crossing, poor surfacing and
dropped kerbs with upstands,
presenting a tripping hazard.

potentially

Selected land associated with the housing General issue with pedestrian crossings,
development could be utilised for localised substandard inter-visibility at the Tesco access.
widening subject to a necessary agreement. Land
retention would likely be required.
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Noted damaged infrastructure throughout study Central reservations could be narrowed to
area, negatively affects local amenity.
accommodate wider footways, cycleways or
carriageways. It should be noted that the
reduction of central reservations may affect the
provision of some right turn facilities along the
route.

Wide junctions could be narrowed to improve Risk of pedestrians being stranded in an exposed
pedestrian crossing capabilities.
position in the middle of the carriageway as the
refuge is not enclosed.

Larger central reservations could be narrowed to Wide junctions provided are anticipated to cater
accommodate
carriageways.

wider footways, cycleways or for HGV movements.
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Bus passenger waiting facilities are dark and Verges throughout the scheme extents could be
uninviting.

utilised to accommodate
cycleways or carriageways.

wider

footways,

Several bus shelters severely constrain the Pedestrian crossing facilities at the roundabouts
footways and would prevent shared use with are limited.
cyclists. Most could be indented into verges
subject to confirmation of land ownership.

Some shared use walking / cycling facilities are Minor accesses could be tightened to reduce
provided along the Sections 3, 4 and 5.

crossing widths.
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Option 1

Walking

Section A: South Esplanade West

Polwarth Road

A predominantly functional pedestrian environment which links local
residential areas with the City centre and local services. Footways are
provided on both sides of the carriageway which are generally in excess of
Existing Environment 2m wide. Crossings are predominantly uncontrolled, however one signal
controlled staggered crossing is provided.
The general amenity of the area is functional and could be enhanced with
the reduction of street clutter, replacement of damaged infrastructure and
refurbishment of worn railings.
Dropped kerbs, tactile paving and crossing alignments are not to
standard which may impact on road safety, accessibility and social
inclusion.

Observed Issues

Pedestrian crossing facilities are limited in and around Queen Elizabeth
Bridge and could be a barrier to walking to / from the City centre.
Areas of uneven footway surfacing were observed which presented
tripping hazards and negatively affects visual amenity.
Railings associated with the controlled crossing are damaged and
should be replaced.
Delivery of an appropriate walking environment is generally achievable
within the curtilage of the existing road environment.

Opportunities

Due to its proximity to the City centre, this section offers a significant
opportunity to encourage walking as a main mode of transport. The provision
of an appropriate walking environment could be achieved through a series of
localised minor schemes.
Road is bounded on one side by residential properties and on the other by

Constraints

the banks of the River Dee, limiting the possibility of significant footway
widening.
Network performance may be affected by increased crossing provision in
and around Queen Elizabeth Bridge.
Resurface existing footways.
Improve side road crossings at Grampian Place and Polwarth Road.

Options

Tighten junction radii to reduce crossing distances at Grampian Place
and Polwarth Road
Provide improved crossing facilities at Queen Elizabeth Bridge.
General reduction of street clutter, replacement
infrastructure and refurbishment of worn railings.

of

damaged
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Section B: Polwarth Road

Greenbank Road

A predominantly functional pedestrian environment which links local
residential areas with industrial employment areas and local services. It was
observed as the busiest area along Wellington Road for pedestrian
movements as a result of the mix in retail, industrial and residential
development.
Existing Environment Generally the footway widths are reasonable, however pedestrian crossing
infrastructure requires enhancement. Footways are provided on both sides
of the carriageway which are generally in excess of 2m wide. Crossings are
predominantly at signal controlled junctions.
The general amenity of the area is functional and could be enhanced with
the reduction of street clutter, replacement of damaged infrastructure and
refurbishment of worn railings.
Dropped kerbs, tactile paving and crossing alignments are not to
standard which may impact on road safety, accessibility and social
inclusion.
Pedestrian refuge islands are too narrow and potentially leave
pedestrians exposed to live traffic.
Observed Issues

Long crossings, without appropriate refuge increases exposure to live
traffic.
Areas of uneven footway surfacing were observed which presented
tripping hazards and negatively affects visual amenity.
Areas of constrained footway widths were observed.
Delivery of an appropriate walking environment is generally achievable
within the curtilage of the existing road environment.

Opportunities

The area was observed to be a reasonable busy environment for
pedestrians. The close proximity of food retailers, residential properties,
employment facilities (including industrial estates) results in this section
forming a local centre.
Wellington Road passes over the bridge at Girdleness Road across the main
railway line into Aberdeen

Constraints

A number of third party properties are developed to the Wellington Road
property line, limiting useful land acquisition possibilities.
Several signalised crossings, with dedicated right turn facilities, are situated
in this section. Footway improvements may impact on network performance
if they result in reduced carriageway widths.
Resurface existing footways.

Options

Improve pedestrian provision at all crossings. Where crossing distances
are in excess of 15m, provide staggered crossings. Improve tactile
paving, dropped kerbs and overall condition of all crossings.
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Tighten junction radii to reduce crossing distances at Greenbank Road
and private / commercial accesses.
Indent bus shelters into verges, or relocate to ensure they do not
reduce footway widths.
General

reduction

of

street

clutter,

replacement

of

damaged

infrastructure and refurbishment of worn railings.

Section C: Greenbank Road

Hareness Roundabout

A predominantly functional pedestrian environment generally linking various
car retail and industrial facilities to Wellington Road. There are minimal direct
frontages along this section which very much has the feel of a strategic road.
Generally the footway widths are of good quality, however pedestrian
Existing Environment crossing infrastructure requires enhancement. Footways are provided on
both sides of the carriageway which are generally in excess of 2m wide.
Crossings are predominantly uncontrolled at side roads. Signalised
crossings are provided at Greenbank Road, Craigshaw Drive and Hareness
Roundabout.
The general amenity of the area is functional and generally clear of clutter.
Dropped kerbs, tactile paving and crossing alignments are not to
standard which may impact on road safety, accessibility and social
inclusion.
Pedestrian refuge islands are too narrow and potentially leave
pedestrians exposed to live traffic.

Observed Issues

Areas of constrained footway widths were observed when passing bus
shelters.
Other than localised improvements at crossings and relocation of some bus
Opportunities

shelters, the pedestrian environment is generally considered appropriate for
existing usage.

Constraints

N/A
Improve pedestrian provision at all crossings and tighten junction radii
to reduce crossing distances at private / commercial accesses.

Options

Indent bus shelters into verges, or relocate to ensure they do not
reduce footway widths.
General reduction of street clutter, replacement
infrastructure and refurbishment of worn railings.

of

damaged
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Section D: Hareness Roundabout

Charleston

A predominantly functional pedestrian environment. There are minimal direct
frontages along this section which very much has the feel of a strategic road.
This is with the exception of Charleston which has new residential housing
and local shops, situated approximately 1 mile north of the A90(T) junction.
Existing Environment

Generally the footway widths are of good quality, however pedestrian
crossing infrastructure requires enhancement. Footways are provided on
both sides of the carriageway which are generally in excess of 2m wide.
Crossings at Harness and Souterhead roundabouts are uncontrolled, a
signalised crossing is provided between the two roundabouts and at the
signalised junction at Charleston Road North.
The general amenity of the area is functional and generally clear of clutter.
Dropped kerbs, tactile paving and crossing alignments are not to
standard which may impact on road safety, accessibility and social
inclusion.

Observed Issues

Areas of constrained footway widths were observed when passing bus
shelters.
Other than localised improvements at crossings and relocation of some bus
Opportunities

shelters, the pedestrian environment is generally considered appropriate for
existing usage.

Constraints

N/A
Improve pedestrian provision at all crossings and tighten junction radii
to reduce crossing distances at private / commercial accesses.
Provide a signalised crossing near Shell Garage and The Wellington
Hotel.
Significantly enhance pedestrian crossing facilities at Hareness and

Options

Souterhead Roundabouts.
Indent bus shelters into verges, or relocate to ensure they do not
reduce footway widths.
General

reduction

of

street

clutter,

replacement

of

damaged

infrastructure and refurbishment of worn railings.
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Section E: Charleston
Existing Environment

A90(T)

A predominantly functional pedestrian environment. Beyond Charleston
towards the A90(T), a footway is provided on the eastern side of Wellington
Road only. This is considered appropriate for the current environment.

Observed Issues

N/A

Opportunities

N/A

Constraints

N/A

Options

No new infrastructure requirements anticipated.
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Option 2

Cycling

Section A: South Esplanade West

Polwarth Road

Cycling is predominantly an on-carriageway activity, although some signage
Existing Environment suggests cycling is permitted on the western footway to access the
Wellington Suspension Bridge (which forms part of National Cycle Route 1)
over the River Dee. A number of cyclists were observed using the route.
Due to the level of traffic on Wellington Road, it is considered that offcarriageway cycling by way of a segregated cycleway or shared walking and
cycling facility would be required. This would generally require approximately
Opportunities

4-5m of the existing cross section to be allocated for cycling.
A large number of residential, employment and retail areas, including
Aberdeen City centre are within 2km (10mins) cycle.
Width requirements for a segregated cycleway may require carriageway
space to be allocated for cycling.
Wellington Road passes over the bridge at Girdleness Road across the main
railway line into Aberdeen.

Constraints

Network performance may be affected by carriageway space being allocated
for cycling.
A successful scheme would need to integrate and connect into Aberdeen
City centre, preferably via a continuous traffic free route.
Provide one-way segregated cycling on both sides of the carriageway.
Provide two-way segregation of cycling on one side of the carriageway.

Options
Shared walking and cycling path either on one or both sides of the
carriageway.

Section B: Polwarth Road

Greenbank Road

Existing Environment Cycling is only permitted on-carriageway.
Within the proximity of the section are numerous employers, retailers and
Opportunities

residential properties. If good quality cycling facilities were provided more
people may choose to cycle to these locations.
Width requirements for a segregated cycleway may require carriageway

Constraints

space to be allocated for cycling. Wellington Road crosses the National Rail
Network via an overbridge adjacent to Girdleness Road. Any intervention is
likely to only be deliverable within the existing cross-section of the bridge
deck.
Network performance may be affected by carriageway space being allocated
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for cycling.
High pedestrian movements observed, therefore footway provision should
not be reduced to accommodate cycling.
Provide one-way segregated cycling on both sides of the carriageway.
Provide two-way segregation of cycling on one side of the carriageway.
Options
Shared walking and cycling path either on one or both sides of the
carriageway.

Section C: Greenbank Road

Hareness Roundabout

Existing Environment Cycling is only permitted on-carriageway.
Within the proximity of the section are numerous employers, retailers and
Opportunities

residential properties. If good quality cycling facilities were provided more
people may choose to cycle to these locations.
Width requirements for a segregated cycleway may require carriageway
space to be allocated for cycling.
Network performance may be affected by carriageway space being allocated

Constraints

for cycling.
Steep uphill gradient (i.e. southbound) may be a barrier to on-road cycling.
High pedestrian movements observed, therefore footway provision should
not be reduced to accommodate cycling.
Provide one-way segregated cycling on both sides of the carriageway.

Options

Provide two-way segregation of cycling on one side of the carriageway.
Shared walking and cycling path either on one or both sides of the
carriageway.

Section D: Hareness Roundabout

Charleston

Cycling is permitted on a shared walking and cycling facility along both
footways, although it is not signed between the Shell garage and Hareness
Existing Environment Roundabout. There is no clear transition or route information at the northern
extent of the route.
Some junction accesses are unnecessarily wide.
Opportunities

Wide carriageway, verges and vacant land to the rear of footways provide
opportunities to provide dedicated cycling facilities.
Some land to the rear of the footways slope downwards and if utilised would
need to be raised.

Constraints

Provision of traffic free cycling at Hareness and Souterhead Roundabouts
may impact junction performance.
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Provide one-way segregated cycling on both sides of the carriageway.
Options

Provide two-way segregation of cycling on one side of the carriageway.
Provide a fully compliant shared walking and cycling path either on one
or both sides of the carriageway.

Section E: Charleston

A90(T)

Existing Environment Cycling is permitted on a shared walking and cycling facility along the
eastern footway.
Opportunities

Wide carriageway, verges and vacant land to the rear of footways provide
opportunities to provide dedicated cycling facilities.

Constraints
Options

No obvious constraints which represent a barrier to this option.
Provide one-way segregated cycling on both sides of the carriageway.
Provide two-way segregation of cycling on one side of the carriageway.
Widen the footways to provide shared walking and cycling path on one
or both sides of the carriageway.
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Option 3

Public Transport

Section A: South Esplanade West

Polwarth Road

Four bus stops are provided, two in either direction. All except one are within
a layby and have shelters. The standard of the shelters are reasonably dated
and small but benefit from seating.
All of the bus stops are not marked correctly, in terms of the Traffic Signs
Regulations and General Directions 2016, which reduces their prominence
Existing Environment and could result (if unlikely), disabled drivers parking legitimately within
them.
A part-time bus lane is provided in the northbound direction between
Polwarth Road and Queen Elizabeth Bridge. This allows buses to progress
more quickly during periods of congestion. It was observed that the bus lane
did provide an operational benefit to buses, as queuing from Queen
Elizabeth Bridge was significant.
It is understood that feasibility work has been undertaken which suggests
that Wellington Road could be widened to two lanes in either direction at the
former HM Craiginches site. This could enable continuous bus lanes to be
Opportunities

provided in either direction.
The bus services along Wellington Road not only provide access to the City
centre but also to Aberdeen Royal Infirmary.
Despite the presence of the bus lane, general traffic congestion is likely to
impact operational efficiency.

Constraints

The service provision is subject to the private market and may be subject to
change.
Lay-by bus stops tend to reduce operational efficiency as the bus needs to
wait for a gap in traffic to emerge from a bus stop.
Provide high quality waiting areas for passengers (i.e. bus shelters,
lighting and passenger information).
Where practical, provide bus stop shelters where there are none
currently.

Options

Real time passenger information.
Improved passenger access routes (see Option 1).
Provide correct bus stop markings.
Improve general network efficiency which will provide benefits to bus
services.
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Section B: Polwarth Road

Greenbank Road

Five bus stops are provided, three northbound and two southbound. The two
southernmost stops are within laybys, the remainder are on-carriageway. All
bar one have shelters, although none of these are fully enclosed. The
standard of the shelters are reasonably dated (i.e. marked with Grampian
Existing Environment Regional Council) and are small but they benefit from seating. However, they
do severely constrain the footway widths which is neither ideal for
pedestrians nor passengers.
All of the bus stops are not marked correctly which reduces their prominence
and could result (if unlikely) disabled drivers parking legitimately within them.
Within the proximity of the section are numerous employers, retailers and
residential properties. There is an opportunity to attract bus patronage to the
Opportunities

area. In addition, it is far enough from the City centre that some people are
more likely to choose the bus than walk.
South of Abbotswell Road the verges behind the footway could enable bus
shelters to be indented and off the footway.
North of Abbotswell Road third party land and footway widths are unlikely to
enable full enclosed bus shelters to be installed. In addition, it is unlikely
shelters could be indented off the footway.

Constraints

Without significant third party land acquisition or loss of a traffic lane it will
not be possible to move the on-carriageway bus stops into laybys.
Wellington Road passes over the bridge at Girdleness Road across the main
railway line into Aberdeen.
Provide high quality waiting areas for passengers (i.e. bus shelters,
lighting and passenger information).
Where practical indent shelters into the rear of the footway to minimise
width constraints.
Where practical provide bus stop shelters where there are none
currently.

Options

Real time passenger information.
Improved passenger access routes (see Option 1).
Provide correct bus stop markings.
Improve general network efficiency which will provide benefits to bus
services.
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Section C: Greenbank Road

Hareness Roundabout

Five bus stops are provided, two in the northbound direction and three in the
southbound. All bar one are situated in laybys and have shelters. The quality
of the shelters is reasonable and they are enclosed. However, they do
Existing Environment severely constrain the footway widths which is neither ideal for pedestrians
nor passengers.
All of the bus stops are not marked correctly which reduces their prominence
and could result (if unlikely) disabled drivers parking legitimately within them.
Within the proximity of the section are numerous employers, retailers and
residential properties. There is an opportunity to attract bus patronage to the
Opportunities

area. In addition, it is far enough from the City centre that some people are
more likely to choose the bus than walk.
There appears to be sufficient space, subject to any land acquisition, to
indent bus shelters verges at the back of the footway, minimising the
detrimental impacts on footway widths.
Third party land may be required to indent bus shelters or adjustments to
carriageway widths.

Constraints

Without significant third party land acquisition or loss of a traffic lane it will
not be possible to move the on-carriageway bus stops into laybys.
Provide high quality waiting areas for passengers (i.e. bus shelters,
lighting and passenger information).
Where practical indent shelters into the rear of the footway to minimise
width constraints,
Where practical provide bus stop shelters where there are none
currently.

Options

Real time passenger information.
Improved passenger access routes (see Option 1).
Provide correct bus stop markings.
Improve general network efficiency which will provide benefits to bus
services.
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Section D: Hareness Roundabout

Charleston

Six bus stops are provided, three in either direction. Two are situated in
laybys with the remainder on the carriageway. The quality of the shelters
varies from poor to reasonable. They do generally severely constrain the
Existing Environment footway widths which is neither ideal for pedestrians nor passengers.
With the exception of the two layby bus stops, all of the bus stops are not
marked correctly which reduces their prominence and could result (if
unlikely) disabled drivers parking legitimately within them.
Opportunities

Constraints

Wide carriageway, verges and vacant land to the rear of footways provide
opportunities to provide indented bus shelters.
Minimal constraints observed on-site.
Provide high quality waiting areas for passengers (i.e. bus shelters,
lighting and passenger information).
Where practical indent shelters into the rear of the footway to minimise
width constraints.
Where practical provide bus stop shelters where there are none
currently.

Options

Real time passenger information.
Improved passenger access routes (see Option 1).
Provide correct bus stop markings.
Improve general network efficiency which will provide benefits to bus
services.

Section E: Charleston

A90(T)

There are no bus facilities along this section and as it is currently
Existing Environment

understood, there is no demand for services on this particular part of the
corridor.

Opportunities

N/A

Constraints

N/A

Options

N/A
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Option 4

Freight / Private Transport

Section A: South Esplanade West

Polwarth Road

In the northbound two lanes are provided, and in the southbound it varies
from one to two, to accommodate the island associated with a staggered
signalised crossing and a right turn facility at Polwarth Road. One of the
northbound lanes is predominantly a bus lane during the morning and
evening peaks.
Significant queuing was observed both in the morning and late afternoon
peak on Wellington Road. This appeared to stem from South College Street
rather than being an issue on Wellington Road itself.
Existing Environment Traffic leaving the City centre via Queen Elizabeth Bridge predominantly
appears to use one lane (the left lane) to turn right onto Wellington Road.
This is likely to be due to the lanes merging shortly thereafter into Wellington
Road. Traffic turning from North Esplanade West onto the bridge needs most
of the two lane width to safely manoeuvre.
A part-time bus lane is provided in the northbound direction between
Polwarth Road and Queen Elizabeth Bridge. This allows buses to progress
more quickly during periods of congestion. It was observed that the bus lane
did provide an operational benefit to buses, as queuing from Queen
Elizabeth Bridge was significant.
It is understood that feasibility work has been undertaken which suggests
that Wellington Road could be widened (at the former HM Craiginches site),
enabling two lanes to operate in either direction. If this is the case then more
carriageway space could be provided in either direction. However, the
benefits to northbound traffic would be limited by traffic issues further
downstream.
Similarly if the carriageway could be widened then there is an opportunity to
Opportunities

form a bus only or shared bus and freight lane. To maximise the benefits of
this measure, it should be provided in both directions. This option may
improve general traffic performance as large vehicles would be out of the
general traffic flow.
The northbound bus lane could be removed although this would reduce
operational benefit and would likely only result in additional queueing
capacity, rather than significantly improving flow.
Polwarth Road and / or Grampian Place could be stopped up at Wellington
Road to reduce turning movements and potentially redistribute traffic, as
alternative routes are available.
The building lines and river embankment whilst not preventing expansion of
the road cross section are likely to increase complexity and cost.

Constraints

Improved capacity northbound is unlikely to significantly improve network
performance as congestion appears to be caused downstream.
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Provide an additional lane in either north or southbound direction.
Form a dual carriageway, including removal of the bus lane.
Stop up Polwarth Road and / or Grampian Place.
Options

Provide a bus only or combined bus / freight lane in both directions,
based on a dualling scenario.
Examine opportunities to improve network performance downstream of
Wellington Road (it is understood that wider studies are being
undertaken to examine issues associated with South College Street).

Section B: Polwarth Road

Greenbank Road

Existing Environment A dual carriageway with three signalised junctions and several priority
accesses / junctions. Right turn facilities are provided at most locations.
The existing road environment is reasonable in terms of cross section; the
main flow is accommodated in two lanes in either direction.
There is an opportunity to form a bus only or shared bus and freight lane. To
maximise benefits of a shared bus and freight lane, it would be
recommended that this be provided in both directions as premises accessed
by HGVs are on both sides of the road. This option may improve general
traffic performance as large freight vehicles would be out of the general
traffic flow.

Opportunities

A number of side roads could potentially be stopped up to reduce the
number of junctions, in particular the accesses to the West Tullos industrial
estate, which could be accessed alternatively via Hareness Roundabout and
West Tullos Road. Similarly access to East Tullos Industrial Estate could be
rationalised from two to one junctions. This could reduce the number of
signalised junctions and signal phases potentially resulting in improved
network performance. However, impacts on points of access for emergency
vehicles in this situation would require additional consideration.
Sections of verge could be used to provide isolated widening.
Some junction geometries could be narrowed to improve traffic calming and
improve pedestrian crossings.
Land between the Balnagask Road and Abbotswell Road junctions is

Constraints

developed up to the road boundary, constraining the ability to widen the
carriageway.
Wellington Road passes over the bridge at Girdleness Road across the main
railway line into Aberdeen, limiting further widening capability.
Narrow junction geometries.

Options

Stop up selected side road junctions.
Provide a bus only or combined bus / freight lane in both directions.
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Section C: Greenbank Road

Hareness Roundabout

Existing Environment A dual carriageway with one signalised junction and two priority junctions.
The existing road environment is reasonable in terms of cross section; the
main flow is accommodated in two lanes in either direction. For the purposes
of this exercise potential alterations of Hareness Roundabout have not been
considered.
Sections of verge could be used to provide isolated widening.
Opportunities

Some junction geometries could be narrowed to improve traffic calming and
improve pedestrian crossings.
There is an opportunity to form a bus only or shared bus and freight lane. To
maximise the benefits of this measure, it should be provided in both
directions. This option would however reduce general traffic space to one
lane in either direction.

Constraints

Narrowing of private accesses will require third party consultation.
Narrow junction geometries.

Options

Provide a bus only or combined bus / freight lane in both directions.

Section D: Hareness Roundabout

Charleston

A dual carriageway with two significant roundabout junctions, and one
Existing Environment

signalised junction, as well as several private accesses. It is strategic in feel
with minimal frontages.
For the purposes of this exercise alterations of Souterhead Roundabout
have not been considered.
There is an opportunity to form a bus only or shared bus and freight lane.

Opportunities

This would need to be provided in both directions as premises accessed by
HGVs are on both sides of the road. This option may improve general traffic
performance as large vehicles would be out of the general traffic flow.
However this option would reduce general traffic space to one lane in either
direction.
There is minimal opportunity to reduce the number of junctions along this
section of road.

Constraints

Minimal constraints observed on-site.
Narrow junction geometries.

Options

Provide a bus only or combined bus / freight lane in both directions.

Section E: Charleston

A90(T)

Existing Environment Predominantly a dual carriageway with minimal frontages. During the site
AECOM
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visit this section was subject to major road works associated with the AWPR
at its southern extents.
Opportunities

N/A

Constraints

N/A

Options

N/A
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Test of Principle
The purpose of this section is to evaluate the viability and deliverability of each option within the
existing Wellington Road Corridor. To aid this exercise a series of minimum widths have been
determined and are listed in Table 2.1 below.

Minimum Assumptions
Table 2.1

Desired minimum widths required (Absolute minimum widths required)
Width in Metres

Footway Widths

3 (2)

1

3 (2)

Shared Footway Widths
1

Segregated Cycleway (One-Way) Widths
2

Hybrid Cycleway (One Way)
Vehicle Lane

2

2.5 (2)*
2 (1.5)
3.25 (3)

*Including Segregation Strip
To inform the exercise below a review of cross sections along the corridor has been undertaken,
noting the assumptions listed in Table 2.1 above. This review is contained within Appendix A of this
note.

Option 1

Walking

It is recommended that in all scenarios the pedestrian environment is enhanced. It is considered that
significant improvements can be made within the curtilage of the existing road boundary.
Furthermore, significant walking enhancements could be provided without precluding enhancements
for other modes on the corridor. A point of note, widths are constrained at Halfords (Balnagask Road)
and should be widened which may require encroachment onto third party land (although information
supplied to AECOM suggests this may be owned and leased by Aberdeen City Council).

1
2

Cycling by Design
TFGM Cycle Design Guide
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Option 2

Cycling

Section A
It is envisaged that a segregated cycleway on both sides
of the road could be accommodated, although at the
absolute minimum widths. However, this will likely require
the use of additional land outside the curtilage of the
existing road boundary.
Wider shared use paths could be delivered, although
these are unlikely to be sufficiently wide to present a step
change in cycling provision.

Section B
It is envisaged that a segregated cycleway on both sides
of the road could be accommodated. This would require
significant alteration to the existing cross-section,
particularly near Tesco and Halfords. The situation in this
area would be improved by encroachment onto third
party land (although information supplied to AECOM
suggests this may be owned and leased by Aberdeen
City Council).
Wider shared use paths could be delivered, however
significant pedestrian activity was observed in this area
and enabling shared use could present safety issues.
South of the railway line segregated cycling is easier to
accommodate due to the presence of significant areas of
verge, central islands and wide lanes.
Sections C / D
Beyond Section B, southwards segregated cycling could
be accommodated due to the presence of significant
areas of verge, central islands and wide lanes. Although,
integration of cycling facilities at Hareness and
Souterhead Roundabouts would require careful design.
Shared use

cycling could

be accommodated, as

pedestrian and cycle flows were observed to be lower in
this area. In addition, the footways could be widened
significantly above the standard of a typical shared use
path. Light segregation with lining or landscaping could
also be delivered.
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Section E
As per the assessment of Sections C / D.

Option 3

Public Transport / Bus Priority

Section A
Operationally, whilst a continuous bus lane could be
provided within a dual carriageway situation*, due to the
traffic issues approaching the City centre it is unlikely to
deliver benefits, beyond that of the existing bus lane,
though it is noted that buses route via Menzies Road and
Victoria Road (and not Queen Elizabeth Bridge) so may
be less impacted by congestion on South College Street /
North Esplanade West.
Passenger waiting areas should be enhanced in all
scenarios. It may be challenging to provide a shelter at
the bus stop, adjacent to Kerloch Place, which is
currently a flag only. This is due to the existing footway
width being narrow and constrained by a building line and
the carriageway.
Section B
Operationally, whilst a continuous bus lane could be
provided, due to the traffic issues approaching the City
centre it is unlikely to deliver significant benefits in the
absence of wider improvements. It would likely increase
general traffic delay which would likely have a negative
effect on freight, private car and bus movements.
Vehicles turning right would be obstructed if all general
traffic was in a single lane.
Passenger waiting areas should be enhanced in all
scenarios. It may be challenging to provide a shelter at
the bus stop adjacent to Halfords. As discussed in Option
1 and 2, encroachment onto third party land may enable
improvements to be delivered.
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Sections C / D
Whilst bus priority could be provided at this location, it is
envisaged that, with the exception of the two large
roundabouts at Hareness and Souterhead, the potential
benefits may be limited.
Passenger waiting areas should be enhanced in all
scenarios.
Significant
enhancements
would
be
reasonably easy to deliver.

Section E
Whilst bus priority could be provided at this location, it is
envisaged that minimal benefits would be achieved.
Passenger waiting areas should be enhanced in all
scenarios.
Significant
enhancements
would
be
reasonably easy to deliver.

*Assumed a dual carriageway environment is achievable, as indicated by previous studies

Option 4

Freight / Private Transport

Section A
Whilst additional traffic space could be delivered, benefits
would likely be reduced by queuing extending back form
South College Street at peak times. Leaving the city
however the traffic situation could be improved by
removing the need for traffic to merge for a staggered
crossing and right turning queues approaching Tesco.
A bus only or combined freight / bus lane could offer
benefits (in either one or both directions) and may be
deliverable, assuming a dual carriageway environment is
achievable.
They may be merit in closing one or both of the Polwarth
Road and Grampian Place accesses onto Wellington
Road. Both are accessible by a relatively short detour off
the route. This would remove the need for a right turn
ghost facility at Polwarth Road.
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Section B
A bus only or combined freight / bus lane could offer
benefits (in either one or both directions), and may be
deliverable although it is likely that a general vehicle lane
would be lost in both directions.
They may be merit in reducing the number of accesses
and junctions along this section of route. Most areas
have alternative access routes; therefore it is not
considered essential that access is taken off Wellington
Road.
Sections C / D
Generally the road environment is sufficient and minor
changes, such as improved junction geometries, could be
accommodated.
A bus only, or combined freight / bus lane could offer
benefits and may be deliverable, although a vehicle lane
(or two) may need to be removed.

Section E
It is not envisaged that any alterations to the road
environment would be required in this section.

High Level Compatibility Review
In summary all, walking options are anticipated to be deliverable with any other option. However, if
footways are widened significantly towards the City centre, this may present some challenges for
other options due to the tight site constraints.
The provision of a segregated cycle lane, bus lane or combined bus and freight lane are unlikely to be
fully compatible with one another, without the loss of a vehicular lane. Each should be deliverable
individually without the loss of a lane, although towards the City centre, carriageway widths would, in
all likelihood, need narrowed as much as practically possible.
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DRAFT

Summary
AECOM has been commissioned to undertake a STAG Part 1 appraisal to define and assess the
options for improving strategic transport connections and active travel along the Wellington Road
corridor in Aberdeen.
This note examined what transportation options are potentially deliverable, from a technical
perspective, within the corridor. This exercise was predominantly based on site observations and
measurements. Key findings from the site visit are summarised below.
Pedestrian facilities could be improved throughout the scheme extents. Most uncontrolled
crossings are substandard.
Cycling provision is virtually non-existent within the corridor, with the exception of shared use
facilities to the south of the corridor.
Traffic congestion on Wellington Road northbound towards the City centre appears to originate
on South College Street. Provision of additional capacity on Wellington Road may not improve
traffic conditions.
Southbound traffic on Queen Elizabeth Bridge generally was observed using the left hand lane to
turn right at the roundabout. This is due to a merge early on the exit arm and that the other exit
arms appear reasonably lightly trafficked.
Merging lanes, passing right turning vehicles and stationary buses at on-carriageway bus stops
all appeared to result in localised delay.
Generally the amenity to the north of the route is reduced by clutter and damaged infrastructure.
Issues at uncontrolled and controlled crossings could be a barrier to pedestrian activity,
particularly those with mobility and visual impairments.
Bus passenger infrastructure requires enhancement.
The existing bus lane provides queue jumping benefits. Although it is noted that bus laybys could
increase bus delay.
The busiest area on the corridor was between Balnagask Road and Greenbank Road for most modes
owing to the proximity of several retail, industrial, commercial and residential properties. This area
could be improved in terms of public realm, although proportionately because the corridor is rather
strategic in nature. It is unlikely to be suitable or in demand for significant public space.
Following the site visit, a desktop exercise was undertaken to establish what interventions could be
deliverable on the corridor. These interventions were packaged and considered as four options
(Walking, Cycling, Public Transport and Freight and Private Transport). Each option was subject to a
high level appraisal and compatibility test. In summary, it is considered that significant enhancements
to active travel provision are reasonably achievable on the corridor. Various combinations of traffic
and public transport improvements are also considered achievable, although albeit more challenging.
It should be noted this technical note is based on site observations and a desktop study and has not
been subject of a design exercise, topographical survey or public utility check.
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Proposal Details
Name and address of authority or organisation promoting the proposal:
Proposal Name:

Do-Minimum

Proposal
Description:

The Do-Minimum, in line with STAG, “comprises
all schemes and proposals under construction or
for which statutory powers exist and funding is
available.” It represents the default status quo
scenario in the Wellington Road MMCS study
area, used as a baseline to compare the
performance of the improvement options
assessed as part of this STAG Part 1 appraisal.

Funding Sought
N/A
From: (if applicable)

Aberdeen City Council, Marischal College, Broad Street, AB10 1AB
Name of Planner:

AECOM, 22 Centurion Court,
North Esplanade West, Aberdeen, AB11 5QH
Capital Costs: Low Cost

Estimated Total Public
Sector Funding
Requirement

Annual Revenue Grant: N/A

Present Value of Cost to Govt: N/A

Amount of Application:

N/A

Background Information

1
2

Geographic
Context:

The Wellington Road Corridor is a strategic corridor located in the south of Aberdeen which links the City centre and the wider southern
extents of Aberdeen City to areas to the south. Strategically, the corridor connects Aberdeen City centre to the A90 (north) and A90 (south)
trunk roads. It stretches for approximately three miles from the Charleston Interchange at the A90 (south) junction to the Queen Elizabeth
Bridge in the north, which crosses the River Dee close to the City centre. The corridor serves as the primary HGV route into the city and is
one of two main entry points into the City centre from the south (the other being via the A90 and Riverside Drive). The corridor also
provides a north-south route through the city via North Esplanade West, Market Street, Guild Street, Virginia Street and Commerce Street.

Social Context:

The Wellington Road Corridor (Torry, Kincorth and Cove for the purposes of collating 2011 Census data) has a combined population of
over 26,000 people in nearly 12,000 households. Parts of the corridor, particularly in the north around Torry, are ranked amongst the
most deprived areas in Scotland according to the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD) 20161. Torry also records the highest
percentage of Universal Credit and Jobseeker’s Allowance claimants (5%) of any neighbourhood in Aberdeen2. A smaller proportion of
households on the corridor have access to a car/van in comparison to Aberdeen City and Scotland as a whole. A greater proportion of
Wellington Road residents travel to work by bus or coach than Aberdeen City and Scotland figures as a whole.

http://simd.scot/2016
http://www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/nmsruntime/saveasdialog.asp?lID=73563&sID=332

Economic Context:

The Wellington Road Corridor is the principal route for HGVs accessing Aberdeen City centre and Aberdeen Harbour. It is estimated that
approximately 20% of all vehicles on the corridor are Rigid, Heavy Van, Minibus or Articulated HGVs. The number of HGVs accessing the
corridor is anticipated to increase upon completion of the Aberdeen Harbour expansion. Economic activity on the study corridor is generally
focused at locations in the central area where the main industrial estates are located: West Tullos, East Tullos and Altens Industrial
Estates. The corridor is generally dependant on the oil and gas sector and supporting industries.

Planning Objectives
Objective:

Performance against planning objective:

1. Provide greater opportunity to
sustainable modes of transport on
the Corridor and facilitate locking
in of the benefits of the AWPR

0

The Do-Minimum would have a negligible impact on this TPO as other than the committed transport
improvements assumed as part of this scenario, there are no additional interventions that will help to
provide greater priority to sustainable modes of transport on the corridor.

2. Facilitate efficient movement of
freight on the Corridor.

0

The Do-Minimum would have a negligible impact on this TPO as there would be no interventions
designed to improve the efficiency of freight movements on the corridor.

3. Reduce and manage traffic
demands at key pinch points on
the Corridor, taking cognisance
of the framework provided by
the Roads Hierarchy.

0

The Do-Minimum would have a negligible impact on this TPO as it would not provide a mechanism to
support delivery of interventions to address the traffic problems and issues identified at pinch points on
the corridor, namely at Souterhead and Hareness Roundabouts, and on approach to Queen Elizabeth
Bridge. It would therefore not support the Roads Hierarchy by providing improved access to Aberdeen
City centre (via radial routes) by active and sustainable modes.

4. Improve accessibility to
employment and education areas
on the Corridor.

0

The Do-Minimum would generally have a negligible impact on this TPO in the absence of specific
interventions to enhance accessibility on the corridor.

5. Promote a Corridor which is safe
for all users.

0

The Do-Minimum would generally be expected to have a negligible impact on this TPO. For pupils
travelling to the new Lochside Academy, provision of a new controlled crossing south of Souterhead
Roundabout should support safe access to school, albeit the benefits of this will be limited to pupils in the
south of the corridor.

6. Promote a transport corridor
which supports air quality
improvement strategies and
improves public health.

-1

The Do-Minimum would have a minor negative impact on this TPO as in the absence of specific
measures to encourage increased uptake of more sustainable modes of transport, air quality issues
would be expected to remain or potentially worsen.

Rationale for Selection or Rejection of The Do-Minimum is used for the purposes of comparison and assessment of other options, and, in the result of no other
Proposal:
intervention, it represents the default status quo scenario.
Implementability Appraisal
Feasibility:
There would be no anticipated technical or operational feasibility issues associated with the Do-Minimum scenario.
0
Affordability:
Low Cost
Public
Acceptability:
-2

The Do-Minimum option would not involve any significant improvement works and therefore encounters no issues around affordability.
Standard ongoing revenue expenditure by ACC would continue to be associated with the Wellington Road Corridor under this scenario.
The extensive public and stakeholder engagement work undertaken for the Wellington Road MMCS demonstrated support for measures
to improve traffic conditions on the corridor. Therefore, in the absence of local and strategic transport improvements being delivered for
different users of the corridor, there is likely to be continued frustration amongst route users regarding existing problems on the route.
This would be the case in particular relating to congestion, safety and accessibility, particularly for active travel and public transport users.

STAG Criteria
Criterion

Assessment
Summary

Supporting Information
Measures included in the Do-Minimum scenario, such as VMS and the Craigshaw Drive cycling facility, would broadly
be expected to have a negligible impact against the environment criteria. No particular adverse impacts on the visual
and landscape character of the study area would be anticipated given the largely industrial setting of Wellington Road.
Kincorth Hill, a designated Local Nature Reserve, is located approximately 200m to the west of the Wellington Road
Corridor however it is anticipated that there will not be an impact on its biodiversity or habitats.

Environment:

0

The Do-Minimum has no predicted impact on any cultural heritage assets in the area and is not likely to impact on water
quality, drainage and flooding in the study area.
Minor negative impacts on air quality would be anticipated as there would be no interventions introduced to provide
support for improving this. Further assessment would be required at the next stage of the STAG process to examine in
detail the effects of the Do-Minimum on air quality, particularly with regards the AQMA.

Safety:

0

The Do-Minimum would have a broadly negligible impact on the safety criterion. There would be no significant impact
on the number of accidents on the corridor, or on the security of users on the corridor.

Economy:

0

The Do-Minimum would be anticipated to have a negligible impact on the economy criterion in the absence of specific
interventions that could lock in the potential benefits afforded by the development of the AWPR.

Integration:

0

Overall, the Do-Minimum would be expected to have a negligible impact on the integration criterion. It would not
promote transport integration, nor would it support transport and land-use integration (over and above any committed
development proposals). It would also not support wider policies of ACC, particularly the Roads Hierarchy, as there
would be no measures delivered that complement the framework set out by this, particularly with regard to providing
improved access to Aberdeen City centre (via radial routes) by active and sustainable modes.

Accessibility and
Social Inclusion:

-1

The Do-Minimum would have a minor negative impact on the accessibility and social inclusion criterion as it could
increase severance in some parts of the study area. There would be no opportunities to enhance public transport
network coverage under the Do-Minimum scenario.

Proposal Details
Name and address of authority or organisation promoting the proposal:
Proposal Name:

Option 1 –
Strategic Cycle Improvements

Proposal
Description:

This option considers provision of a segregated
(exclusive use) cycleway or shared (dual use)
walking and cycling facility on the Wellington
Road Corridor between Queen Elizabeth Bridge
and Souterhead Roundabout. It also includes
consideration of a toucan crossing on Langdykes
Road.

Funding Sought
N/A
From: (if applicable)

Aberdeen City Council, Marischal College, Broad Street, AB10 1AB
Name of Planner:

AECOM, 22 Centurion Court,
North Esplanade West, Aberdeen, AB11 5QH
Capital Costs: High Cost

Estimated Total Public
Sector Funding
Requirement

Annual Revenue Grant: N/A
Present Value of Cost to Govt: N/A

Amount of Application:

N/A

Background Information

1
2

Geographic
Context:

The Wellington Road Corridor is a strategic corridor located in the south of Aberdeen which links the City centre and the wider southern
extents of Aberdeen City to areas to the south. Strategically, the corridor connects Aberdeen City centre to the A90 (north) and A90 (south)
trunk roads. It stretches for approximately three miles from the Charleston Interchange at the A90 (south) junction to the Queen Elizabeth
Bridge in the north, which crosses the River Dee close to the City centre. The corridor serves as the primary HGV route into the city and is
one of two main entry points into the City centre from the south (the other being via the A90 and Riverside Drive). The corridor also
provides a north-south route through the city via North Esplanade West, Market Street, Guild Street, Virginia Street and Commerce Street.

Social Context:

The Wellington Road Corridor (Torry, Kincorth and Cove for the purposes of collating 2011 Census data) has a combined population of
over 26,000 people in nearly 12,000 households. Parts of the corridor, particularly in the north around Torry, are ranked amongst the
most deprived areas in Scotland according to the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD) 20161. Torry also records the highest
percentage of Universal Credit and Jobseeker’s Allowance claimants (5%) of any neighbourhood in Aberdeen2. A smaller proportion of
households on the corridor have access to a car/van in comparison to Aberdeen City and Scotland as a whole. A greater proportion of
Wellington Road residents travel to work by bus or coach than Aberdeen City and Scotland figures as a whole.

http://simd.scot/2016
http://www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/nmsruntime/saveasdialog.asp?lID=73563&sID=332

Economic Context:

The Wellington Road Corridor is the principal route for HGVs accessing Aberdeen City centre and Aberdeen Harbour. It is estimated that
approximately 20% of all vehicles on the corridor are Rigid, Heavy Van, Minibus or Articulated HGVs. The number of HGVs accessing the
corridor is anticipated to increase upon completion of the Aberdeen Harbour expansion. Economic activity on the study corridor is generally
focused at locations in the central area where the main industrial estates are located: West Tullos, East Tullos and Altens Industrial
Estates. The corridor is generally dependant on the oil and gas sector and supporting industries.

Planning Objectives
Objective:
1. Provide greater opportunity to
sustainable modes of transport on
the Corridor and facilitate locking
in of the benefits of the AWPR

2. Facilitate efficient movement of
freight on the Corridor.

Performance against planning objective:

+2

This option would be expected to have a moderate beneficial impact on this TPO by providing greater
priority to cycling on the Wellington Road Corridor, enhancing sustainable transport opportunities in the
study area. These benefits would be experienced greatest in the northern part of the study corridor,
where previous traffic modelling work has suggested that there is greater potential to lock in the benefits
of the released capacity afforded by the AWPR.

0

This option would have a broadly negligible impact on this TPO though, by segregating cycle movements,
could help to deliver some positive benefits for freight traffic by causing less delays for HGVs travelling on
the Corridor. Cognisance should be taken of the impact on freight movements if any road space
reallocation is required.
This option would have a broadly negligible impact on this TPO as this option would not specifically
address road traffic demand issues at key pinch points on the corridor. However, cognisance should be
taken of the impact on general traffic movements if any road space reallocation is required.

3. Reduce and manage traffic
demands at key pinch points on
the Corridor, taking cognisance
of the framework provided by
the Roads Hierarchy.

0

4. Improve accessibility to
employment and education areas
on the Corridor.

+1

This option would have a minor beneficial impact on this TPO by providing improved access to
employment and education by sustainable modes of transport.

+2

This option would have a moderate beneficial impact on this TPO by providing safe and segregated
provision for cyclists on the Corridor. By segregating cycle movements from other road users, there would
also be anticipated wider benefits (in terms of safety) for vehicular users on the corridor.

5. Promote a Corridor which is safe
for all users.

This option would be consistent with the principle of “locking in” the benefits of the AWPR, to prioritise
active and sustainable travel, in turn complementing the Roads Hierarchy.

The provision of a toucan crossing on Langdykes Road would improve the safety of cyclists (and
pedestrians) travelling in the Cove and Altens area.

6. Promote a transport corridor
which supports air quality
improvement strategies and
improves public health.

+2

This option would have a moderate beneficial impact on this TPO by supporting increased uptake of
cycling on the corridor, which will in turn have positive effects on air quality and public health.

On the grounds that this option has the potential to support several of the TPOs for this study, and complements a
Rationale for Selection or Rejection of number of elements of the STAG and Implementability criteria, it is recommended that this option is selected for further
assessment. This will require further consideration of the engineering issues associated with the option, and
Proposal:
determination of the form the strategic cycle improvements should take (i.e. segregated cycleways or off-road dual use
cycleways).
Implementability Appraisal
In technical feasibility terms, there are no significant issues relating to either the provision of off-road dual use cycleways, or the
introduction of a toucan crossing on Langdykes Road. However, on certain sections of the corridor, segregated lanes could require
carriageway space to be reduced or reconfigured to accommodate them.
Feasibility:
-1

In terms of operational feasibility, as roads authority, ACC would be responsible for the operation of this option. It is considered that
network performance on the Wellington Road Corridor could be affected by the allocation of carriageway space for cycling. Provision of
traffic free cycling infrastructure at Hareness and Souterhead Roundabouts could impact upon junction performance. Further work is
required to quantify the effects of this.
With regards to the provision of off-road dual use cycleways, or the introduction of a toucan crossing on Langdykes Road, no significant
operational issues would be expected.

Affordability:
High Cost

Public
Acceptability:
+1

Segregated cycle lanes would be a high cost option as these could involve works to the Wellington Road carriageway cross-sections.
Off-road dual use cycleways / a toucan crossing on Langdykes Road would be a lower cost measure.
Generally, consultation highlighted a desire for improved cycling conditions on the Wellington Road Corridor. Exclusive use cycle lanes
were considered to be more attractive relative to dual use paths during consultation. Cycle groups consulted suggested segregation
would benefit all road users.
Segregation would also be anticipated to receive support from vehicle drivers, albeit concerns would be expected should segregation
require a reduction of carriageway space for road vehicles.
The introduction of a toucan crossing on Langdykes Road would likely receive local support in the Cove, Altens and Charleston areas by
improving accessibility between residential areas.
At the public exhibition in November 2017, Option 1 was one of the most frequently cited as being likely to have positive impacts.

STAG Criteria
Criterion

Assessment
Summary

Supporting Information
Minor beneficial impacts on air quality would be supported by increased levels of cycling. Further assessment would
require to be undertaken at the next stage of the STAG process to examine in detail the effects the proposed change to
traffic flows and associated developments will have on air quality, particularly with regards the AQMA.

Environment:

+1

Off-Road dual use cycleways would have similar impacts as the above.
No additional environmental impacts would be anticipated with the construction of a toucan crossing on Langdykes
Road.
This option would have a moderate beneficial impact on the safety criterion as it would reduce the likelihood of collisions
between road vehicles and non-motorised users, as cyclist movements would be segregated. There would be an
increased sense of security on the corridor for cyclists using the segregated cycle infrastructure.

Safety:

+2

Provision of off-road dual use cycleways would also promote improved safety for similar reasons as stated above.
The provision of a toucan crossing on Langdykes Road would improve the safety of cyclists (and pedestrians) travelling
in the Cove and Altens area.

Economy:

Integration:

Accessibility and
Social Inclusion:

+1

Increased cycling would have health benefits for those travelling by this mode, and, as a result, there would be
associated economic benefits to society.

+2

This option would have a moderate beneficial impact on the integration criterion. In particular, it would support the wider
suite of Aberdeen City Council policies, including the Local Transport Strategy and Active Travel Action Plan. It would
also be consistent with the principle of “locking in” the benefits of the AWPR, to prioritise active and sustainable travel,
in turn complementing the Roads Hierarchy.

+1

This option would have a minor beneficial impact on accessibility and social inclusion by increasing the attractiveness of
cycling (and walking, in the case of off-road dual use cycleways) on the corridor for those without access to a car.
The provision of a toucan crossing on Langdykes Road would improve local accessibility between Cove, Altens and
Charleston.

Proposal Details
Name and address of authority or organisation promoting the proposal:
Option 2 – Shared Bus / HGV Priority Lane

Proposal Name:

Proposal Description:

Aberdeen City Council, Marischal College, Broad Street, AB10 1AB
Name of Planner:

AECOM, 22 Centurion Court,
North Esplanade West, Aberdeen, AB11 5QH

Capital Costs:
This option involves provision of a shared bus /
Alternative i: Medium-High Cost
HGV priority lane to provide greater priority for
Alternative ii: Low Cost
public transport and freight. At this stage of the
appraisal, two alternative options have been
considered:
Estimated Total
Annual Revenue Grant: N/A
Public Sector
Alternative i) Shared lane between Queen
Funding Requirement
Elizabeth Bridge and Souterhead
Roundabout (both directions).
Present Value of Cost to Govt: N/A

Alternative ii) Shared lane using existing
Wellington Road bus lane.
Funding Sought
From: (if applicable)

N/A

Amount of
Application:

N/A

Background Information

Geographic
Context:

The Wellington Road Corridor is a strategic corridor located in the south of Aberdeen which links the City centre and the wider southern
extents of Aberdeen City to areas to the south. Strategically, the corridor connects Aberdeen City centre to the A90 (north) and A90 (south)
trunk roads. It stretches for approximately three miles from the Charleston Interchange at the A90 (south) junction to the Queen Elizabeth
Bridge in the north, which crosses the River Dee close to the City centre. The corridor serves as the primary HGV route into the city and is
one of two main entry points into the City centre from the south (the other being via the A90 and Riverside Drive). The corridor also provides
a north-south route through the city via North Esplanade West, Market Street, Guild Street, Virginia Street and Commerce Street.

Social Context:

The Wellington Road Corridor (Torry, Kincorth and Cove for the purposes of collating 2011 Census data) has a combined population of
over 26,000 people in nearly 12,000 households. Parts of the corridor, particularly in the north around Torry, are ranked amongst the most
1
deprived areas in Scotland according to the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD) 2016 . Torry also records the highest percentage
2
of Universal Credit and Jobseeker’s Allowance claimants (5%) of any neighbourhood in Aberdeen . A smaller proportion of households on
the corridor have access to a car/van in comparison to Aberdeen City and Scotland as a whole. A greater proportion of Wellington Road
residents travel to work by bus or coach than Aberdeen City and Scotland figures as a whole.

The Wellington Road Corridor is the principal route for HGVs accessing Aberdeen City centre and Aberdeen Harbour. It is estimated that
approximately 20% of all vehicles on the corridor are Rigid, Heavy Van, Minibus or Articulated HGVs. The number of HGVs accessing the
Economic Context: corridor is anticipated to increase upon completion of the Aberdeen Harbour expansion. Economic activity on the study corridor is generally
focused at locations in the central area where the main industrial estates are located: West Tullos, East Tullos and Altens Industrial Estates.
The corridor is generally dependant on the oil and gas sector and supporting industries.
Planning Objectives
Objective:

1. Provide greater priority to
sustainable modes of
transport on the Corridor and
facilitate locking in of the
benefits of the AWPR

2. Facilitate efficient movement
of freight on the Corridor.

1
2

Performance against planning objective:

+1
(Alternative i)

The provision of a shared bus / HGV lane in both directions of Wellington Road between the Queen
Elizabeth Bridge and Souterhead Roundabout would be expected to have a minor positive impact on
this TPO through the provision of greater priority for buses along the corridor, increasing the
attractiveness of this mode. It is to be noted however that the level of priority would be reduced
through the use of the lane by HGV vehicles, which could potentially have a detrimental impact on bus
service operation.

-1
(Alternative ii)

Alternative ii) would be expected to have a minor negative impact against this objective as allowing
HGVs access to the existing section of bus lane would likely reduce the current priority benefits
afforded to public transport through this section.

+2
(Alternative i)

This option would have a moderate beneficial impact on this TPO, as it would introduce priority for
HGV movements on the Wellington Road Corridor (though sharing this space with public transport).

+1
(Alternative ii)

Benefits for HGVs would be felt over a longer section of the Wellington Road Corridor in the case of
Alternative i). Priority would only be provided for the extent of the existing bus lane in Alternative ii).

http://simd.scot/2016
http://www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/nmsruntime/saveasdialog.asp?lID=73563&sID=332

3. Reduce and manage traffic
demands at key pinch
points on the Corridor,
taking cognisance of the
framework provided by the
Roads Hierarchy.

4. Improve accessibility to
employment and education
areas on the Corridor.

5. Promote a Corridor which is
safe for all users.

6. Promote a transport corridor
which supports air quality
improvement strategies and
improves public health.

Rationale for Selection or
Rejection of Proposal:

-2
(Alternative i)

Moderate negative impacts would be anticipated on overall traffic flows on the study corridor, with
potential exacerbation of the existing problems experienced at key pinch points on Wellington Road.
This would be due to the reduced capacity available for all other vehicles.

0
(Alternative ii)

Alternative ii) would also promote benefits for both public transport and freight, albeit over a shorter
distance. There could be some benefits by prioritising buses and HGVs in the existing bus lane to
free up the other lane for all other vehicles on approach, but benefits would be relatively localised.

+1
(Alternative i)

This option would have a minor beneficial impact on this TPO by providing greater priority to public
transport, and through the provision of HGV priority, access to the key industrial areas of Altens and
Tullos for freight will be improved.

0
(Alternative ii)

Alternative ii) would likely have a negligible impact on this TPO overall, due to its comparatively
shorter distance.

-2
(Alternative i)
-2
(Alternative ii)

Unless accompanied by off-road/segregated cycle provision, there could be potential moderate
negative impacts on this TPO, in terms of cyclist safety, as the potential for accidents would be
increased with cycles and HGVs sharing the same space.

-2
(Alternative i)

While there may be air quality benefits associated with the provision of greater priority for large
vehicles on Wellington Road, as Alternative i) would be anticipated to have significant impacts on
overall traffic flows (causing greater delays) on the study corridor, it would be expected that moderate
negative impacts on air quality would be experienced for the corridor as a whole.

+1
(Alternative ii)

There could be some benefits for air quality in the immediate area of the Wellington Road AQMA with
HGVs being permitted access to the existing bus lane (Alternative ii).

On the grounds that this option (both alternatives) has the potential to support some of the TPOs for this study, and
complements some elements of the STAG and Implementability criteria, it is recommended that this option is selected for
further assessment at this stage. Further option development would require to be undertaken at the next stage of the STAG
process.

Implementability Appraisal
Feasibility:
Alternative i: +1
Alternative ii: +2

Between South Esplanade West and Polwarth Road, two lanes (to enable a bus and freight lane to operate) could be provided in
both directions, subject to widening of Wellington Road at the former HM Craiginches Prison Site. For the remainder of the
Wellington Road Corridor, it is considered technically feasible to form a shared bus and freight lane in both directions.
These options would result in a reduction of general traffic space to one lane in either direction.

Affordability:
Alternative i:
Medium-High Cost

With the exception of land and construction works to facilitate provision of road dualling at the former Craiginches prison site
assumed under Alternative i), this option would be primarily based on the reallocation of existing road space and the necessary
signing and lining to identify the shared bus / HGV priority and its exclusivity for these users.

Alternative ii: Low Cost
Public Acceptability:
Alternative i: -1
Alternative ii: 0

Freight industry bodies and local bus operators were both supportive of the concept of a shared lane during consultation. However,
public consultation indicated limited support for this option, though it should be highlighted that bus users were under-represented in
the profile of respondents.
At the public exhibition in November 2017, the alternatives for a shared bus / HGV priority lane were most frequently identified as
being likely to have negative impacts.

STAG Criteria
Criterion

Assessment
Summary
-2
(Alternative i)

Supporting Information

+1
(Alternative ii)

Moderate negative impacts on air quality would be anticipated due to the impacts on overall traffic flows on the study
corridor (Alternative i). Alternative ii) may be associated with some localised air quality benefits in the immediate area
of the AQMA. Further assessment would require to be undertaken at the next stage of the STAG process to examine
in detail the effects the proposed change to traffic flows and associated developments will have on air quality,
particularly with regards the AQMA.

-2
(Alternative i)

Unless accompanied by off-road/segregated cycle provision, there could be potential negative impacts in terms of
cyclist safety, as the potential for accidents would be increased with cycles and HGVs sharing the same space.

-2
(Alternative ii)

There would generally be a negligible impact on security in this option, though cyclists could feel less secure sharing
the same road space with HGVs.

+1
(Alternative i)

Alternative i) would be expected to have a minor beneficial impact on the economy criterion by promoting improved
movement of freight. This would enhance productivity of freight operations to and from the key commercial centres on
the corridor, including the Altens and Tullos Industrial Estates. However, the benefits would be lessened associated
with anticipated journey time increases for other road users.

0
(Alternative ii)

Economic benefits associated with Alternative ii) would be more limited, though in the case of freight, HGVs would
benefit from improved access into Aberdeen City centre and Aberdeen Harbour due to their ability to use the existing
bus lane prior to crossing Queen Elizabeth Bridge.

Environment:

Safety:

Economy:

+1
(Alternative i)
Integration:
+1
(Alternative ii)

This option would have a minor beneficial impact on the integration criterion. It would support a degree of transport
integration, though wider impacts on transport and land-use integration would possibly be more limited as this option
would not necessarily facilitate development. In terms of policy integration, this option would support some of the
wider suite of Aberdeen City Council policies, including elements of the Local Transport Strategy and Nestrans’ Bus
and Freight Action Plans which seek to increase the attractiveness of public transport and deliver efficiencies for
freight movements. However, by definition, it would not fully deliver on “locking in” the benefits of the AWPR through
the Roads Hierarchy as neither alternative gives full priority to active and sustainable travel modes, though provision
of public transport priority would provide a degree of support.

STAG Criteria
Criterion

Assessment
Summary

Supporting Information

0
(Alternative i)

Alternative i) would be anticipated to have a negligible impact on accessibility and social inclusion. While accessibility
would be increased for public transport and HGVs, this may be offset somewhat through the potentially detrimental
impact associated with increased journey times for other users of Wellington Road.

0
(Alternative ii)

In the case of Alternative ii) there would be no improvement (relative to the Do-Minimum) in terms of increasing
accessibility for public transport users, with accessibility potentially reduced associated with opening up access to the
bus lane to HGVs.

Accessibility and
Social Inclusion:

Proposal Details
Name and address of authority or organisation promoting the proposal:

Aberdeen City Council, Marischal College, Broad Street, AB10 1AB

Proposal Name:

Option 3 – Souterhead Roundabout
Improvements and More/Better crossings at
Souterhead Roundabout

Proposal Description:

This option involves reconfiguration of
Souterhead Roundabout to include full
signalisation and junction realignment, as
outlined in initial layouts previously developed
by ACC. It includes provision of crossing points
to aid the movement of non-motorised users at
the junction. It assumes the removal of the
existing roundabout to implement this
reconfiguration.

Estimated Total Public
Sector Funding
Requirement

N/A

Amount of Application:

Funding Sought
From: (if applicable)

Name of Planner:

AECOM, 22 Centurion Court,
North Esplanade West, Aberdeen, AB11 5QH
Capital Costs: Medium-High Cost
Annual Revenue Grant: N/A

Present Value of Cost to Govt: N/A

N/A

Background Information

1
2

Geographic
Context:

The Wellington Road Corridor is a strategic corridor located in the south of Aberdeen which links the City centre and the wider southern
extents of Aberdeen City to areas to the south. Strategically, the corridor connects Aberdeen City centre to the A90 (north) and A90 (south)
trunk roads. It stretches for approximately three miles from the Charleston Interchange at the A90 (south) junction to the Queen Elizabeth
Bridge in the north, which crosses the River Dee close to the City centre. The corridor serves as the primary HGV route into the city and is
one of two main entry points into the City centre from the south (the other being via the A90 and Riverside Drive). The corridor also
provides a north-south route through the city via North Esplanade West, Market Street, Guild Street, Virginia Street and Commerce Street.

Social Context:

The Wellington Road Corridor (Torry, Kincorth and Cove for the purposes of collating 2011 Census data) has a combined population of
over 26,000 people in nearly 12,000 households. Parts of the corridor, particularly in the north around Torry, are ranked amongst the
most deprived areas in Scotland according to the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD) 20161. Torry also records the highest
percentage of Universal Credit and Jobseeker’s Allowance claimants (5%) of any neighbourhood in Aberdeen2. A smaller proportion of
households on the corridor have access to a car/van in comparison to Aberdeen City and Scotland as a whole. A greater proportion of
Wellington Road residents travel to work by bus or coach than Aberdeen City and Scotland figures as a whole.

http://simd.scot/2016
http://www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/nmsruntime/saveasdialog.asp?lID=73563&sID=332

Economic Context:

The Wellington Road Corridor is the principal route for HGVs accessing Aberdeen City centre and Aberdeen Harbour. It is estimated that
approximately 20% of all vehicles on the corridor are Rigid, Heavy Van, Minibus or Articulated HGVs. The number of HGVs accessing the
corridor is anticipated to increase upon completion of the Aberdeen Harbour expansion. Economic activity on the study corridor is
generally focused at locations in the central area where the main industrial estates are located: West Tullos, East Tullos and Altens
Industrial Estates. The corridor is generally dependant on the oil and gas sector and supporting industries.

Planning Objectives
Objective:

Performance against planning objective:

1. Provide greater priority to
sustainable modes of transport on
the Corridor and facilitate locking
in of the benefits of the AWPR

+1

This option would be expected to have a minor beneficial impact on this TPO as the provision of
more/better crossing points at the Souterhead junction would improve opportunities to travel on foot and
by bike on this section of the Wellington Road Corridor.

2. Facilitate efficient movement of
freight on the Corridor.

+1

This option would be anticipated to deliver a minor beneficial impact on this TPO as it would improve
traffic flows through the Souterhead junction, thus having an associated positive effect on HGV
movements.

+2

This option would be anticipated to have a moderate beneficial impact on this TPO as it would improve
traffic flows through this key junction which currently experiences congestion, most notably at peak
times. Upgrading this junction will also complement the Roads Hierarchy by facilitating the movement of
traffic to and from the major AWPR junction at Charleston.

+2

By improving access to the Wellington and Altens Industrial Estates, and the new Lochside Academy,
this option would be expected to have a moderate beneficial impact on this TPO. More/better crossing
points at Souterhead should aid the movement of school pupils between the residential areas of
Cove/Altens and the school.

5. Promote a Corridor which is safe
for all users.

+2

This option would be expected to deliver a moderate beneficial impact on this TPO by improving the
number and quality of crossing opportunities at the Souterhead junction, thus enhancing safety for nonmotorised users in particular. There would also be added benefits for safety by introducing full signalcontrolled movements at the junction.

6. Promote a transport corridor
which supports air quality
improvement strategies and
improves public health.

0

By improving traffic flows through this junction, it is anticipated that there may be some positive impacts
on local air quality in the area, albeit overall impacts would be expected to be negligible.

3. Reduce and manage traffic
demands at key pinch points on
the Corridor, taking cognisance
of the framework provided by
the Roads Hierarchy.
4. Improve accessibility to
employment and education areas
on the Corridor.

Rationale for Selection or Rejection of
Proposal:

On the grounds that this option has the potential to support several of the TPOs for this study, and complements a
number of elements of the STAG and Implementability criteria, it is recommended that this option is selected for further
assessment. Further option development would require to be undertaken at the next stage of the STAG process.

Implementability Appraisal

Feasibility:

Previous outline designs for a reconfiguration of the Souterhead Roundabout have been prepared by ACC, suggesting that there are no
significant technical implementability issues associated with this option. It would be recommended that further option development be
undertaken at the next stage of the STAG process. This will require more detailed consideration of any land ownership issues.

+1

Further detailed assessment should be undertaken to understand the combined effects of the Hareness Roundabout Improvement Option
(Option 4) on this option. Further assessment will also be required to define how the provision of a third lane between Souterhead and
Hareness (Option 5) would affect this option.

Affordability:

In the context of wider options considered in this study, upgrades to Souterhead Roundabout would likely incur medium to high capital
costs, and would also be subject to ongoing revenue commitments related to maintenance of the system, albeit it is noted that Souterhead
is already signalised on a part-time basis. Further development of this option, including design work, will be required to develop an
estimated capital cost.

Medium-High
Cost
Public
Acceptability:
+2

Consultation revealed almost 40% of respondents to the online survey indicated that Souterhead/Hareness improvements (collectively)
was the most important option they would like to see introduced to address issues on the corridor. This option would therefore be expected
to perform positively against the public acceptability criteria.

STAG Criteria
Criterion

Environment:

Safety:

Assessment
Summary
0

+2

Supporting Information
There may be some positive impacts on local air quality in the area, albeit overall impacts would be expected to be
negligible. Further assessment would require to be undertaken at the next stage of the STAG process to examine in
detail the effects the proposed change to traffic flows and associated developments will have on air quality.
This option would have a moderate beneficial impact on the safety criterion as it would improve the number and quality of
crossing opportunities at the Souterhead junction, thus enhancing safety for non-motorised users in particular. Full
signalisation would also introduce control to vehicle movements, thus reducing the risk of collisions.
By improving the quality of crossing points at Souterhead, pedestrians and cyclists should feel an increased sense of
security.

Economy:

+1

This option would have a minor beneficial impact on the economy criterion, by promoting improved movement of both
people and goods. This would enhance productivity of freight operations to and from the key commercial centres on this
section of the corridor – the Altens and Wellington Industrial Estates.
Signalisation of Souterhead Roundabout would be expected to deliver a minor beneficial impact on the integration
criterion. It would support a degree of transport integration, by making it easier for non-motorised users to travel in the
area around the Souterhead junction. However, wider impacts on transport and land-use integration would possibly be
more limited. There could be some facilitation of development aspirations on the corridor, including at Charleston and
Loirston.

Integration:

+1
In terms of policy integration, measures to improve the efficiency of network pinch points would be expected to support
the wider suite of Aberdeen City Council policies, including elements of the LTS and Nestrans’ Bus and Freight Action
Plans. There would also be positive impacts in terms of “locking in” AWPR benefits, as the provision of more/better
crossing points at the Souterhead junction would enable an improvement in the level of priority for active and sustainable
travel modes at the junction.

Accessibility and
Social Inclusion:

+2

This option would have be anticipated to have a moderate beneficial impact on accessibility and social inclusion by
enhancing connectivity through the Souterhead junction for all road users, including pedestrians and cyclists.

Proposal Details
Name and address of authority or organisation promoting the proposal:

Aberdeen City Council, Marischal College, Broad Street, AB10 1AB

Proposal Name:

Option 4 – Hareness Roundabout
Improvements and More/Better crossings at
Hareness Roundabout

Capital Costs: Medium-High Cost

Proposal Description:

This option involves reconfiguration of
Hareness Roundabout to include full
signalisation and junction realignment, as
outlined in initial layouts previously developed
Estimated Total Public Sector
by ACC. It includes provision of crossing points
Funding Requirement
to aid the movement of non-motorised users at
the junction. It assumes the removal of the
existing roundabout to implement this
reconfiguration.
N/A

N/A

Funding Sought
From: (if applicable)

Name of Planner:

Amount of Application:

AECOM, 22 Centurion Court,
North Esplanade West, Aberdeen, AB11 5QH

Annual Revenue Grant: N/A

Present Value of Cost to Govt: N/A

Background Information

1
2

Geographic
Context:

The Wellington Road Corridor is a strategic corridor located in the south of Aberdeen which links the City centre and the wider southern
extents of Aberdeen City to areas to the south. Strategically, the corridor connects Aberdeen City centre to the A90 (north) and A90 (south)
trunk roads. It stretches for approximately three miles from the Charleston Interchange at the A90 (south) junction to the Queen Elizabeth
Bridge in the north, which crosses the River Dee close to the City centre. The corridor serves as the primary HGV route into the city and is
one of two main entry points into the City centre from the south (the other being via the A90 and Riverside Drive). The corridor also
provides a north-south route through the city via North Esplanade West, Market Street, Guild Street, Virginia Street and Commerce Street.

Social Context:

The Wellington Road Corridor (Torry, Kincorth and Cove for the purposes of collating 2011 Census data) has a combined population of
over 26,000 people in nearly 12,000 households. Parts of the corridor, particularly in the north around Torry, are ranked amongst the
most deprived areas in Scotland according to the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD) 20161. Torry also records the highest
percentage of Universal Credit and Jobseeker’s Allowance claimants (5%) of any neighbourhood in Aberdeen2. A smaller proportion of
households on the corridor have access to a car/van in comparison to Aberdeen City and Scotland as a whole. A greater proportion of
Wellington Road residents travel to work by bus or coach than Aberdeen City and Scotland figures as a whole.

http://simd.scot/2016
http://www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/nmsruntime/saveasdialog.asp?lID=73563&sID=332

Economic Context:

The Wellington Road Corridor is the principal route for HGVs accessing Aberdeen City centre and Aberdeen Harbour. It is estimated that
approximately 20% of all vehicles on the corridor are Rigid, Heavy Van, Minibus or Articulated HGVs. The number of HGVs accessing the
corridor is anticipated to increase upon completion of the Aberdeen Harbour expansion. Economic activity on the study corridor is generally
focused at locations in the central area where the main industrial estates are located: West Tullos, East Tullos and Altens Industrial
Estates. The corridor is generally dependant on the oil and gas sector and supporting industries.

Planning Objectives
Objective:

Performance against planning objective:

1. Provide greater priority to
sustainable modes of transport
on the Corridor and facilitate
locking in of the benefits of the
AWPR

+1

This option would be expected to have a minor beneficial impact on this TPO as the provision of
more/better crossings at the Hareness junction would improve opportunities to travel on foot and by bike on
this section of the Wellington Road Corridor.

2. Facilitate efficient movement of
freight on the Corridor.

+1

This option would be anticipated to deliver a minor beneficial impact on this TPO as it would improve traffic
flows through the Hareness junction, thus having an associated positive effect on HGV movements.

+2

This option would be expected to have a moderate beneficial impact on this TPO as it would improve traffic
flows through this key junction which currently experiences congestion. Upgrading this junction will also
complement the Roads Hierarchy by facilitating the movement of traffic to and from the major AWPR
junction at Charleston, and the Bay of Nigg Harbour development.

+2

By improving access to the Altens and Tullos Industrial Estates, this option would be expected to have a
moderate beneficial impact on this TPO. More/better crossings will also increase pedestrian access to the
North East Scotland College campus in the Altens Industrial Estate from bus stops located on Wellington
Road.

+2

This option would be anticipated to deliver a moderate beneficial impact on this TPO by improving the
number and quality of crossing opportunities at Hareness Roundabout, thus enhancing safety for nonmotorised users in particular. Additional safety benefits would be introduced via full signal control of
movements.

3. Reduce and manage traffic
demands at key pinch points
on the Corridor, taking
cognisance of the framework
provided by the Roads
Hierarchy.
4. Improve accessibility to
employment and education
areas on the Corridor.

5. Promote a Corridor which is
safe for all users.

6. Promote a transport corridor
which supports air quality
improvement strategies and
improves public health.
Rationale for Selection or Rejection
of Proposal:

0

By improving traffic flows through this junction, it is anticipated that there may be some positive impacts on
local air quality in the area, albeit overall impacts would be expected to be negligible.

On the grounds that this option has the potential to support several of the TPOs for this study, and complements a number
of elements of the STAG and Implementability criteria, it is recommended that this option is selected for further
assessment. Further option development would require to be undertaken at the next stage of the STAG process.

Implementability Appraisal

Feasibility:
+1

Affordability:
Medium-High
Cost
Public
Acceptability:
+2

Previous outline designs for a reconfiguration of the Hareness Roundabout have been prepared by ACC. These have suggested that there
are no significant technical implementability issues. It would be recommended that further option development would require to be
undertaken at the next stage of the STAG process. This will require more detailed consideration of any land ownership issues.
Further detailed assessment should be undertaken to understand the combined effects of the Souterhead Roundabout Improvement
Option (Option 3) on this option. Further assessment will also be required to define how the provision of a third lane between Souterhead
and Hareness (Option 5) would affect this option.
Improvements to Hareness Roundabout would likely incur medium to high capital costs, and would also be subject to ongoing revenue
commitments related to maintenance of the system. Further development of this option, including design work, will be required to develop
an estimated capital cost.
This option would be expected to perform positively against the public acceptability criteria with online survey results revealing that almost
40% of respondents indicated that Souterhead/Hareness improvements (collectively) was the most important option they would like to see
introduced to address issues on the corridor.

STAG Criteria
Criterion

Environment:

Safety:

Assessment
Summary

0

+2

Supporting Information

Minor beneficial impacts on air quality would be supported by improved traffic flows through this junction. Further
assessment would require to be undertaken at the next stage of the STAG process to examine in detail the effects the
proposed change to traffic flows and associated developments will have on air quality.
This option would be expected to deliver moderate beneficial impacts on the safety criterion as it would improve the
number and quality of crossing opportunities at the Hareness junction, thus enhancing safety for non-motorised users in
particular. Full signalisation would also introduce control to vehicle movements, thus reducing the risk of collisions.
Improving the quality of crossing points at Hareness would also increase the sense of security for pedestrians and cyclists
travelling through this junction.

Economy:

+1

This option would have a minor beneficial impact on the economy criterion, by promoting improved movement of both
people and goods. This would enhance productivity of freight operations to and from the key commercial centres on this
section of the corridor – the Altens and Tullos Industrial Estates, with access to the Bay of Nigg Harbour, via the Coast
Road, being enhanced.
This option would be expected to deliver a minor beneficial impact on the integration criterion by improving the movement
of all road users through the junction. Wider impacts on transport and land-use integration would be more limited though it
could provide, to a small extent, some support to help facilitate development aspirations on the corridor, including at
Charleston and Loirston.

Integration:

+1
In terms of policy integration, this option would support some of the wider suite of Aberdeen City Council policies,
including elements of the LTS and Nestrans’ Bus and Freight Action Plans. Providing more/better crossing points at
Hareness would provide support for “locking in” AWPR benefits, as well as complementing the Roads Hierarchy by
introducing priority for active and sustainable travel modes (walking and cycling).

Accessibility and
Social Inclusion:

+2

This option would be expected to have a moderate beneficial impact on accessibility and social inclusion by enhancing
connectivity at Hareness. These benefits would be particularly felt for non-motorised users, who would benefit from
dedicated crossing points at the junction.

Proposal Details
Name and address of authority or organisation promoting the proposal:
Proposal Name:

Option 5 – Additional capacity between
Souterhead and Hareness Roundabouts

Aberdeen City Council, Marischal College, Broad Street, AB10 1AB
Name of Planner:

This option involves provision of additional
road capacity in the south of the study area. In
assessing this option, two alternative options
have been considered:

Capital Costs: Medium-High Cost (both alternatives)
Annual Revenue Grant: N/A

Alternative i) Additional road lane between Estimated Total Public
Charleston Road North and Hareness
Sector Funding
Roundabout (northbound).
Requirement

Proposal Description:

Present Value of Cost to Govt: N/A

Alternative ii) Alternative i) above +
additional road lane between Hareness
Roundabout and Souterhead Roundabout
(southbound).
Funding Sought
From: (if applicable)

AECOM, 22 Centurion Court,
North Esplanade West, Aberdeen, AB11 5QH

N/A

Amount of Application:

N/A

Background Information

Geographic
Context:

The Wellington Road Corridor is a strategic corridor located in the south of Aberdeen which links the City centre and the wider southern
extents of Aberdeen City to areas to the south. Strategically, the corridor connects Aberdeen City centre to the A90 (north) and A90 (south)
trunk roads. It stretches for approximately three miles from the Charleston Interchange at the A90 (south) junction to the Queen Elizabeth
Bridge in the north, which crosses the River Dee close to the City centre. The corridor serves as the primary HGV route into the city and is
one of two main entry points into the City centre from the south (the other being via the A90 and Riverside Drive). The corridor also provides
a north-south route through the city via North Esplanade West, Market Street, Guild Street, Virginia Street and Commerce Street.

Social Context:

The Wellington Road Corridor (Torry, Kincorth and Cove for the purposes of collating 2011 Census data) has a combined population of
over 26,000 people in nearly 12,000 households. Parts of the corridor, particularly in the north around Torry, are ranked amongst the most
1
deprived areas in Scotland according to the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD) 2016 . Torry also records the highest percentage
2
of Universal Credit and Jobseeker’s Allowance claimants (5%) of any neighbourhood in Aberdeen . A smaller proportion of households on
the corridor have access to a car/van in comparison to Aberdeen City and Scotland as a whole. A greater proportion of Wellington Road
residents travel to work by bus or coach than Aberdeen City and Scotland figures as a whole.

Economic Context:

The Wellington Road Corridor is the principal route for HGVs accessing Aberdeen City centre and Aberdeen Harbour. It is estimated that
approximately 20% of all vehicles on the corridor are Rigid, Heavy Van, Minibus or Articulated HGVs. The number of HGVs accessing the
corridor is anticipated to increase upon completion of the Aberdeen Harbour expansion. Economic activity on the study corridor is generally
focused at locations in the central area where the main industrial estates are located: West Tullos, East Tullos and Altens Industrial Estates.
The corridor is generally dependant on the oil and gas sector and supporting industries.

Planning Objectives
Objective:
1. Provide greater priority
to sustainable modes of
transport on the
Corridor and facilitate
locking in of the benefits
of the AWPR

2. Facilitate efficient
movement of freight on
the Corridor.

1
2

Performance against planning objective:
-1
(Alternative i)
-1
(Alternative ii)

This option would be expected to have a minor negative impact on this TPO. Additional capacity may have the
effect of increasing the available road space for vehicular traffic. As a consequence, this would tend to
contravene the ethos of “locking in the benefits”. If, however, the additional capacity was to be restricted for
certain modes, then there could be minor beneficial impacts, but considering the scope of this option currently,
minor negative impact would be expected.

+1
(Alternative i)

Alternative i) would have a minor beneficial impact on this TPO as it would be expected to improve traffic flows
between Charleston Road North/Souterhead and Hareness, thus having an associated positive effect on HGV
movements, particularly those accessing the Wellington Industrial Estate.

+2
(Alternative ii)

Alternative ii) would be expected to deliver moderate beneficial impacts by providing improved traffic flows in
both directions (between Souterhead and Hareness), which would assist in facilitating the movement of freight
to and from the major AWPR junction at Charleston.

http://simd.scot/2016
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3. Reduce and manage
traffic demands at key
pinch points on the
Corridor, taking
cognisance of the
framework provided
by the Roads
Hierarchy.

4. Improve accessibility to
employment and
education areas on the
Corridor.

+1
(Alternative i)

Alternative i) would have a minor beneficial impact on this TPO as it would improve traffic flows between key
interchanges on the corridor, although careful consideration would be required to ensure increased road
capacity on approach to the roundabout does not lead to greater queuing at the roundabout junction itself.
Providing additional capacity will also complement the Roads Hierarchy by facilitating the movement of traffic
locally within Aberdeen with West Tullos Road, via Hareness junction, identified as a key distributor road for
local traffic accessing the north and west of the City centre, as directed by the new post-AWPR Aberdeen City
signing strategy.

+2
(Alternative ii)

The provision of additional capacity between Hareness and Souterhead Roundabouts in both directions (as
part of Alternative ii) could provide the added benefit of promoting improved traffic flow for outbound journeys
from the south of Aberdeen to the major AWPR junction at Charleston.

+1
(Alternative i)

This option would be expected to deliver a minor beneficial impact against this TPO by improving access to
the Altens, Tullos and Wellington Industrial Estates (in both alternatives).

+1
(Alternative ii)
-1
(Alternative i)

5. Promote a Corridor
which is safe for all
users.

6. Promote a transport
corridor which supports
air quality improvement
strategies and improves
public health.
Rationale for Selection or
Rejection of Proposal:

Impacts on access to education areas may be more limited. However, accessibility to Lochside Academy by
walking and cycling could be negatively impacted by additional road lanes which would increase crossing
distances to varying extents (between Alternative i) and Alternative ii)).
This option would have a minor negative impact on this TPO. In isolation, additional capacity (in both
alternatives) could cause deflection issues, potentially increasing traffic speeds (and therefore increasing the
risk of collision). However, overall, there would not be significant additional safety implications in three-lane
scenarios (relative to the existing dual carriageway) in either Alternative i) or Alternative ii).

-1
(Alternative ii)

Nevertheless, as crossing widths for non-motorised users would increase in both alternatives (to varying
extents); these could have a road safety implication. There may also be road safety implications for on-road
cyclists requiring to change lane on approach to the roundabouts.

-1
(Alternative i)

This option would have a minor negative impact on this TPO by introducing additional road space on the
Wellington Road Corridor. These impacts could range from minor to moderate negative with the provision of
additional capacity in both directions between Hareness and Souterhead (Alternative ii)). If, however, the
additional capacity was restricted for certain modes, then negative impacts on air quality and public health
could potentially be mitigated.

-2
(Alternative i)

On the grounds that this option (both alternatives) has the potential to support several of the TPOs for this study, and complements a
number of elements of the STAG and Implementability criteria, it is recommended that this option is selected for further assessment.
Further option development would require to be undertaken at the next stage of the STAG process.

Implementability Appraisal
Feasibility:
+1 (both
alternatives)
Affordability:

At this stage of STAG assessment, no significant technical or engineering challenges associated with the provision of additional lanes
between Charleston Road North/Souterhead and Hareness have been identified. However, it would be recommended that further option
development is undertaken at the next stage of the STAG process.
Further work would need to be undertaken to understand how the additional lane(s) tie into the remaining sections of Wellington Road both up
and downstream, as well as the impacts on existing accesses and junctions.

Medium-High
Cost (both
alternatives)

Provision of additional road capacity would be expected to incur medium to high capital costs in the context of this study, although design
development work would be required to ascertain likely cost. Alternative option ii) would incur higher costs than Alternative i) given this would
involve providing the additional road capacity in both directions of Wellington Road between Souterhead and Hareness roundabouts. It is
understood however that there may be the potential for developer contributions to support implementation of this scheme, which would
improve option affordability.

Public
Acceptability:

Consultation revealed that 47% of respondents to the online survey indicated that additional road lanes was the most important option they
would like to see introduced to address issues on the corridor. No other option was ranked as a higher priority in the consultation.

+2 (both
alternatives)

As part of the public exhibition, Cove and Altens Community Council noted that an additional lane in this area is desirable, but highlighted the
importance of safe routes to Lochside Academy.

STAG Criteria
Criterion

Assessment
Summary
-1
(Alternative i)

Environment:
-1
(Alternative ii)

Supporting Information

Minor negative impacts on air quality would be anticipated due to the provision of additional capacity in this area. Further
assessment would require to be undertaken at the next stage of the STAG process to examine in detail the effects the
proposed change to traffic flows and associated developments will have on air quality, in the case of both alternatives.

-1
(Alternative i)

This option would have a minor negative impact on safety due to the potential for increased traffic speeds on the links
between Charleston Road North/Souterhead and Hareness. These impacts would be slightly greater in the case of
Alternative ii), as this involves providing greater overall capacity than Alternative i). However, overall, there would not be
significant additional safety implications in three-lane scenarios (relative to the existing dual carriageway) in either
Alternative i) or Alternative ii).

-1
(Alternative ii)

As crossing widths for pedestrians would increase in both alternatives, there would also be additional minor negative
impacts, as well as potential impacts on the perception of user security. This could potentially introduce greater risk for
school children (including those cycling) accessing Lochside Academy, due to the requirement to cross an additional
lane(s) of the Wellington Road carriageway.

Safety:

+1
(Alternative i)
Economy:
+1
(Alternative ii)

+1
(Alternative i)
Integration:
+1
(Alternative ii)

This option would have a minor beneficial impact on the economy criterion by promoting improved connectivity to
employment in this section of the Wellington Road Corridor, and, similarly, improved access for freight for commercial
activity in the local industrial estates.

This option would have a minor beneficial impact on the integration criterion. It could support a degree of transport/transport
and land-use integration in the south of the corridor by helping to facilitate development aspirations on the corridor,
including at Charleston and Loirston.
Depending on the use of the additional capacity, both alternatives could support the wider suite of ACC policies, including
elements of the LTS and Nestrans’ Bus and Freight Action Plans. There could also be some positive impacts in terms of
“locking in” AWPR benefits, and some synergy with the Roads Hierarchy (in terms of facilitating movements in line with the
new post-AWPR Aberdeen City signing strategy), but wider impacts on integration, particularly in terms of active and
sustainable travel, would only be anticipated if the additional road capacity was used to facilitate sustainable modes.

STAG Criteria
Criterion

Accessibility
and Social
Inclusion:

Assessment
Summary
-1
(Alternative i)

-1
(Alternative ii)

Supporting Information
The provision of additional lane(s) would be expected to increase traffic flows, with associated additional crossing distances
for non-motorised users to locations east or west of Wellington Road between the Souterhead and Hareness junctions,
including Cove/Altens, local industrial estates, Wellington Circle Retail Park and Lochside Academy. As a result, this option
would be expected to have adverse impacts on the accessibility for vulnerable road user groups, including non-motorised
users. However, for road users, accessibility benefits would be expected associated with improved journey times owing to
increased network capacity. Accessibility would be increased for other road users e.g. public transport users, should the
additional road capacity be used to facilitate the provision of bus priority.

Proposal Details
Name and address of authority or organisation promoting the proposal:

Aberdeen City Council, Marischal College, Broad Street, AB10 1AB

Proposal Name:

Option 6 – Upgrade to dual carriageway at
former HM Craiginches Prison Site

Proposal Description:

This option involves upgrading the current
single carriageway section of Wellington Road
to provide a higher capacity route by removing
this current pinch-point on the network and
supporting wider programmed improvements
across the city. This option assumes that the
additional capacity between Craig Place and
Polwarth Road would be available to use by all
road users.

Estimated Total Public
Sector Funding
Requirement

N/A

Amount of Application:

Funding Sought
From: (if applicable)

Name of Planner:

AECOM, 22 Centurion Court, North Esplanade West,
Aberdeen, AB11 5QH
Capital Costs: Medium-High Cost
Annual Revenue Grant: N/A

Present Value of Cost to Govt: N/A

N/A

Background Information
The Wellington Road Corridor is a strategic corridor located in the south of Aberdeen which links the City centre and the wider southern
extents of Aberdeen City to areas to the south. Strategically, the corridor connects Aberdeen City centre to the A90 (north) and A90 (south)
Geographic Context: trunk roads. It stretches for approximately three miles from the Charleston Interchange at the A90 (south) junction to the Queen Elizabeth
Bridge in the north, which crosses the River Dee close to the City centre. The corridor serves as the primary HGV route into the city and is
one of two main entry points into the City centre from the south (the other being via the A90 and Riverside Drive). The corridor also provides
a north-south route through the city via North Esplanade West, Market Street, Guild Street, Virginia Street and Commerce Street.

Social Context:

1
2

The Wellington Road Corridor (Torry, Kincorth and Cove for the purposes of collating 2011 Census data) has a combined population of
over 26,000 people in nearly 12,000 households. Parts of the corridor, particularly in the north around Torry, are ranked amongst the most
deprived areas in Scotland according to the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD) 20161. Torry also records the highest percentage
of Universal Credit and Jobseeker’s Allowance claimants (5%) of any neighbourhood in Aberdeen2. A smaller proportion of households on
the corridor have access to a car/van in comparison to Aberdeen City and Scotland as a whole. A greater proportion of Wellington Road
residents travel to work by bus or coach than Aberdeen City and Scotland figures as a whole.

http://simd.scot/2016
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Economic Context:

The Wellington Road Corridor is the principal route for HGVs accessing Aberdeen City centre and Aberdeen Harbour. It is estimated that
approximately 20% of all vehicles on the corridor are Rigid, Heavy Van, Minibus or Articulated HGVs. The number of HGVs accessing the
corridor is anticipated to increase upon completion of the Aberdeen Harbour expansion. Economic activity on the study corridor is generally
focused at locations in the central area where the main industrial estates are located: West Tullos, East Tullos and Altens Industrial Estates.
The corridor is generally dependant on the oil and gas sector and supporting industries.

Planning Objectives
Objective:

Performance against planning objective:

1. Provide greater priority to
sustainable modes of transport on
the Corridor and facilitate locking
in of the benefits of the AWPR

-1

This option would be expected to have a minor negative impact on this TPO. As it assumes the
additional capacity created would be available to use by all road users, it would have the effect of
increasing the available road space for vehicular traffic. As a consequence, this would tend to
contravene the ethos of “locking in the benefits”. However, while not being “exclusive use”, the
additional capacity would help to create more space for cyclists than the current section of road.

2. Facilitate efficient movement of
freight on the Corridor.

+1

This option would have a minor beneficial impact on this TPO as it would improve southbound HGV
movements, compared with the single-carriageway section associated with the Do-Minimum.

+2

This option would be expected to deliver a moderate beneficial impact on this TPO by addressing traffic
flow issues at this key pinch point on the Wellington Road Corridor, which has frequently been cited
during consultation on key issues and constraints in the study area. Currently, vehicles require to funnel
into the single lane after exiting the Craig Place roundabout travelling south on Wellington Road.

+1

This option would have a minor beneficial impact on this TPO by reducing a key pinch point on the
network and in doing so improves southbound access to workplace accesses via Wellington Road,
including the Tullos Industrial Estate. As a relatively small improvement (in the context of the overall
study corridor), impacts on access to education areas will be more limited.

0

In isolation, additional capacity could potentially increase traffic speeds (and therefore increase the risk
of collision). Increasing capacity could however reduce the potential for conflicts as vehicles leave the
Craig Place roundabout onto Wellington Road where two lanes narrow to one. Overall no significant
additional safety implications would be anticipated with the provision of the additional lane between
Craig Place and Polwarth Road and therefore this option would generally be expected to have a
negligible impact on this TPO.

3. Reduce and manage traffic
demands at key pinch points on
the Corridor, taking cognisance
of the framework provided by
the Roads Hierarchy.
4. Improve accessibility to
employment and education areas
on the Corridor.

5. Promote a Corridor which is safe
for all users.

6. Promote a transport corridor
which supports air quality
improvement strategies and
improves public health.

Rationale for Selection or Rejection of
Proposal:

0

This option would be expected to have a negligible impact on this TPO. While this option would provide
the opportunity for traffic to move more freely in this area, which is currently part of the Wellington Road
AQMA, it may also be associated with an increase in private vehicle trips which could have an adverse
impact on the AQMA. On balance, it is considered that this option would have a neutral impact against
this objective.

On the grounds that this option has the potential to support several of the TPOs for this study, and complements a number
of elements of the STAG and Implementability criteria, it is recommended that this option is selected for further
assessment. Further option development would require to be undertaken at the next stage of the STAG process.
It should also be noted that, in addition to recommending selection of this option as an option in its own right, it may also
allow further exploration of other improvements that have been explored within the scope of other options and packages,
such as the provision of a segregated cycleway or bus priority along the route.

Implementability Appraisal

Feasibility:
+1

At this stage of STAG assessment, no significant technical or engineering challenges associated with the provision of the additional lane
between Craig Place and Polwarth Road have been identified. However, it would be recommended that further option development would
require to be undertaken at the next stage of the STAG process.
In terms of operational feasibility, ACC would be responsible for the operation of this option. Implementation of the option would be expected
to lead to improved general traffic performance on this section of the Wellington Road Corridor. However, it is noted that purchase of this land
is still under negotiation by ACC and this could affect the deliverability of this option for the Wellington Road Corridor.

Affordability:
Medium-High
Cost

Public
Acceptability:
+2

This option would be expected to incur medium to high capital costs in the context of this study. Detailed engineering works will be required to
prepare a capital cost estimate for this scheme.
Consultation revealed that 47% of respondents to the online survey indicated that additional road lanes was the most important option they
would like to see introduced to address issues on the corridor. As such, this option would perform positively in public acceptability terms. It
would, however, be expected that some user groups would expect to see the additional capacity assigned for sustainable modes specifically,
in line with wider policy commitments.
At the public exhibition in November 2017, Option 6 was one of the most frequently cited as being likely to have positive impacts. Upgrading
this section of Wellington Road was regarded as essential by Cove and Altens Community Council.

STAG Criteria
Criterion

Environment:

Safety:

Assessment
Summary

0

0

Supporting Information
Minor beneficial impacts on air quality could be promoted by traffic moving more freely in this area, though an increase in car
trips could equally introduce negative impacts. Further assessment would require to be undertaken at the next stage of the
STAG process to examine in detail the effects the proposed change to traffic flows and associated developments will have
on air quality, particularly with regards the AQMA.
This option would have a negligible impact on the safety criterion. In isolation, additional capacity could cause deflection
issues, potentially increasing traffic speeds (and therefore increasing the risk of collision), though overall, it is not anticipated
that there would be additional safety implications associated with the provision of the additional lane between Craig Place
and Polwarth Road.
No specific impacts would be expected on the perception of user security.

Economy:

+1

This option would be expected to provide minor positive impacts on the economy criterion, by promoting improved journey
times and journey time reliability for the movement of both people and goods.
This option would be expected to alleviate traffic flow issues at this key pinch point on the Wellington Road Corridor, and
is consistent with sought outcomes in the Aberdeen City LTS including improved journey time reliability.

Integration:

+1

There may be limited impacts on wider policy integration, particularly as this option assumes that the additional capacity
created would be available to use by all road users. Therefore, there would not be direct support for measures in other policy
areas relating to sustainable transport.
In land-use integration terms, it is understood that purchase of this land is still under negotiation by ACC.

Accessibility and
Social Inclusion:

0

While removing the current pinch point on the network will increase accessibility for road users, accessibility and social
inclusion benefits for other route users will be limited. As a relatively small improvement (in the context of the overall study
corridor), overall impacts in terms of accessibility and social inclusion are considered to be negligible.

Proposal Details
Name and address of authority or organisation promoting the proposal:
Proposal Name:

Option 7 – Wellington Road Bus Quality
Package

Aberdeen City Council, Marischal College, Broad Street, AB10 1AB
Name of Planner:

AECOM, 22 Centurion Court, North Esplanade West,
Aberdeen, AB11 5QH

This option package considers bus quality options
for the corridor. It includes:
Capital Costs: Medium-High Cost
Extending the existing bus lane south prior to
the signals at Balnagask Road (at Lidl).
Providing a new bus lane southbound to
extend from the existing bus lay-by north of
Grampian Place to the signalised Balnagask /
Wellington Road junction (based on allocation
of additional road capacity between Craig
Place and Polwarth Road – see Option 6).

Proposal Description:

Estimated Total Public
Sector Funding
Requirement

Complementary package of measures
including review of bus lane operating hours,
enhanced public transport service
frequencies/reconfiguration (potentially via a
statutory quality partnership agreement) and
bus stop infrastructure review and upgrades.
Funding Sought
From: (if applicable)

N/A

Annual Revenue Grant: N/A

Present Value of Cost to Govt: N/A

Amount of Application:

N/A

Background Information

Geographic
Context:

The Wellington Road Corridor is a strategic corridor located in the south of Aberdeen which links the City centre and the wider southern
extents of Aberdeen City to areas to the south. Strategically, the corridor connects Aberdeen City centre to the A90 (north) and A90 (south)
trunk roads. It stretches for approximately three miles from the Charleston Interchange at the A90 (south) junction to the Queen Elizabeth
Bridge in the north, which crosses the River Dee close to the City centre. The corridor serves as the primary HGV route into the city and is
one of two main entry points into the City centre from the south (the other being via the A90 and Riverside Drive). The corridor also provides
a north-south route through the city via North Esplanade West, Market Street, Guild Street, Virginia Street and Commerce Street.

Social Context:

The Wellington Road Corridor (Torry, Kincorth and Cove for the purposes of collating 2011 Census data) has a combined population of
over 26,000 people in nearly 12,000 households. Parts of the corridor, particularly in the north around Torry, are ranked amongst the most
deprived areas in Scotland according to the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD) 20161. Torry also records the highest percentage
of Universal Credit and Jobseeker’s Allowance claimants (5%) of any neighbourhood in Aberdeen2. A smaller proportion of households on
the corridor have access to a car/van in comparison to Aberdeen City and Scotland as a whole. A greater proportion of Wellington Road
residents travel to work by bus or coach than Aberdeen City and Scotland figures as a whole.

Economic Context:

The Wellington Road Corridor is the principal route for HGVs accessing Aberdeen City centre and Aberdeen Harbour. It is estimated that
approximately 20% of all vehicles on the corridor are Rigid, Heavy Van, Minibus or Articulated HGVs. The number of HGVs accessing the
corridor is anticipated to increase upon completion of the Aberdeen Harbour expansion. Economic activity on the study corridor is generally
focused at locations in the central area where the main industrial estates are located: West Tullos, East Tullos and Altens Industrial Estates.
The corridor is generally dependant on the oil and gas sector and supporting industries.

Planning Objectives
Objective:

1
2

Performance against planning objective:
This option would be anticipated to deliver a moderate positive impact against this TPO through the provision
of interventions designed to increase the level of priority given to public transport and in doing so improve
journey times and increase the attractiveness of public transport as a mode choice on the Wellington Road
Corridor.

1. Provide greater priority to
sustainable modes of
transport on the Corridor and
facilitate locking in of the
benefits of the AWPR

+2

2. Facilitate efficient movement
of freight on the Corridor.

-1

There would be stronger support for prioritising sustainable transport and “locking in” AWPR benefits if both an
extension to the existing bus lane and introduction of a new bus lane southbound were provided together,
particularly with cyclists able to access bus lanes during peak times. Other elements of the bus quality
package will also complement this TPO.
This option would have a minor negative impact on this TPO, where more road space is allocated to public
transport.

http://simd.scot/2016
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3. Reduce and manage traffic
demands at key pinch
points on the Corridor,
taking cognisance of the
framework provided by the
Roads Hierarchy.

4. Improve accessibility to
employment and education
areas on the Corridor.

5. Promote a Corridor which is
safe for all users.

6. Promote a transport corridor
which supports air quality
improvement strategies and
improves public health.

Rationale for Selection or
Rejection of Proposal:

0

Extension of the bus priority lane northbound on Wellington Road would be anticipated to address reported
problems of buses having difficulty accessing the bus lane due to queued back traffic. Provision of the new
southbound bus lane would also enable buses to bypass the current pinch point adjacent to the former
Craiginches prison site in the event that the additional carriageway space assumed is used for public transport
priority. While these options would deliver clear benefits for public transport users, existing congestion at key
pinch points in the north of the corridor could be exacerbated northbound due to a slight reduction in
carriageway capacity for other road users associated with the extension of the existing bus lane. However,
overall impacts are anticipated to be negligible.

+1

This option would have a minor beneficial impact on this TPO by providing greater priority to public transport,
and subsequently enhancing northbound access to Aberdeen City centre by bus (with the existing bus lane
extended). Providing a new bus lane southbound would also have some benefits in terms of improving access
to employment and education areas by public transport.

0

This option would generally have a negligible impact on this TPO. Extension of the existing bus lane/provision
of a new bus lane southbound (with cyclists permitted to use these facilities) could have some benefits by
removing cyclists from the general traffic flow, but overall, no elements of the bus quality package would be
expected to have significant impacts (beneficial or negative) on safety.

0

The implementation of additional bus priority measures would be expected to have a positive impact on air
quality, particularly if accompanied by mode shift from private transport to public transport. However, it is
noted that as extension of the existing bus lane would introduce a requirement for other road vehicles to
vacate this lane of the carriageway earlier than the current arrangement; this could have the effect of “pushing
back” queuing in the peak periods, and causing, by consequence, some impact on air quality. Provision of a
new bus lane southbound could deliver beneficial impacts on air quality in the immediate environment of the
AQMA by allowing a more efficient flow of vehicle movements in the other lane, as this scenario assumes that
the existing pinch point between Craig Place and Polwarth Road is removed by dualling. Overall, a neutral
effect would be anticipated.

On the grounds that this option has the potential to support several of the TPOs for this study, and complements a number of
elements of the STAG and Implementability criteria, it is recommended that this option is selected for further assessment. Both
an extension to the existing bus lane and provision of a new southbound bus lane should be considered in more detail through
further option development.

Implementability Appraisal
No significant technical implementability issues would be anticipated in extending the existing bus lane. This would however result in a
reduction of general traffic space further south than the existing situation.
Feasibility:
+1

Affordability:
Medium-High Cost

At this stage of STAG assessment, no significant technical or engineering challenges associated with the provision of a new bus lane
southbound (based on the provision of the additional lane between Craig Place and Polwarth Road) have been identified. However, it
would be recommended that further option development would require to be undertaken at the next stage of the STAG process.
Some elements of the Bus Quality Package would be out with control of ACC, such as enhancing public transport service
frequencies/configuration which would require consultation and co-ordination with bus operators to identify potential improvements.
Operational feasibility of some elements of the Bus Quality Package (such as enhancing service frequencies) would require to be
understood as part of consultation with bus operators, potentially through the Local Authority and Bus Operator Forum (LABOF).
Relatively minor costs would be associated with the necessary signing and lining required to identify the revised position of the existing bus
lane, reviewing and upgrading bus stop infrastructure on the Wellington Road Corridor, and implementing Traffic Regulation Orders
(TROs), though there would be higher costs associated with provision of enhanced bus priority, including a new bus lane southbound,
which would be expected to incur medium to high capital costs in the context of this study, although design development work would be
required to ascertain likely cost. Further work would require to be undertaken to assess the commercial implications for operators of any
public transport service changes brought about to deliver complementary elements of the package.
The provision of greater bus priority along Wellington Road was not identified as a key option by public consultees, though it should be
highlighted that bus users were under-represented in the profile of respondents in the online public consultation.

Public
Acceptability: +1

The elements within this option were generally supported by public transport stakeholders.
As part of the public exhibition, Cove and Altens Community Council noted that routes and timetables should be geared towards the safe
transportation of pupils and commuters to Lochside Academy and the City centre.

STAG Criteria
Criterion

Environment:

Assessment
Summary

0

Supporting Information
The improvement/introduction of bus lanes will have a broadly (minor) beneficial impact on air quality. Further
assessment would require to be undertaken at the next stage of the STAG process to examine in detail the effects the
proposed change to traffic flows and associated developments will have on air quality, particularly with regards the
AQMA.
No elements of the Bus Quality Package would be expected to have significant impacts (beneficial or negative) on safety.

Safety:

Economy:

0

+1

There may be some beneficial impacts on security (user perception) with cyclists having access to a longer (or new) bus
lane, but this would not be considered to be to any significant extent.
This option would have a minor beneficial impact on the economy criterion by promoting improved connectivity to
employment areas on the corridor for public transport users. However, extension of the existing bus lane could have a
negative impact on the journey times of other vehicles as they would require to vacate the lane earlier than the current
arrangement, which may have the effect of “pushing back” queuing in the peak periods.
This option would be expected to have a moderate beneficial impact on the integration criterion. It would support a
degree of transport integration, though wider impacts on transport and land-use integration would possibly be more
limited.

Integration:

+2

Accessibility and
Social Inclusion:

+2

In terms of policy integration, there would be moderate beneficial impacts as the Bus Quality Package would support
many of the wider suite of ACC policies, including elements within the LTS, and the Nestrans Bus Action Plan. The
objective of the package to promote increased public transport use on the Wellington Road Corridor would be consistent
with the ethos of “locking in” AWPR benefits.
This option would have a moderate beneficial impact on community accessibility by enhancing public transport
infrastructure and services on the Wellington Road Corridor. Enhanced opportunities to travel by public transport on the
Corridor would also provide more options for those without a car to travel to reach services on the Corridor, and beyond.

Proposal Details
Name and address of authority or organisation promoting the proposal:
Proposal Name:

Proposal
Description:

Aberdeen City Council, Marischal College, Broad Street, AB10 1AB

Option 8 – Wellington Road Corridor Right-turn
Name of Planner:
/ Traffic Signals Priorities Review Package
This option package considers prohibition of rightturns to/from Wellington Road with review of
existing signal arrangements to alleviate
congestion and potential road safety issues.
Based on review of the route and subsequent
client discussions, the following junctions have
been identified for specific consideration:
Girdleness Road; and

AECOM, 22 Centurion Court, North Esplanade West, Aberdeen,
AB11 5QH

Capital Costs: Low Cost

Estimated Total
Public Sector
Funding
Requirement

Annual Revenue Grant: N/A

Abbotswell Road.
This package also provides the opportunity to
assess closure / access restriction at the Redmoss
Road / West Tullos Road Central Reserve.
Funding Sought
From: (if applicable)

N/A

Present Value of Cost to Govt: N/A

Amount of
Application:

N/A

Background Information

Geographic
Context:

The Wellington Road Corridor is a strategic corridor located in the south of Aberdeen which links the City centre and the wider southern
extents of Aberdeen City to areas to the south. Strategically, the corridor connects Aberdeen City centre to the A90 (north) and A90 (south)
trunk roads. It stretches for approximately three miles from the Charleston Interchange at the A90 (south) junction to the Queen Elizabeth
Bridge in the north, which crosses the River Dee close to the City centre. The corridor serves as the primary HGV route into the city and is
one of two main entry points into the City centre from the south (the other being via the A90 and Riverside Drive). The corridor also provides a
north-south route through the city via North Esplanade West, Market Street, Guild Street, Virginia Street and Commerce Street.

Social Context:

The Wellington Road Corridor (Torry, Kincorth and Cove for the purposes of collating 2011 Census data) has a combined population of over
26,000 people in nearly 12,000 households. Parts of the corridor, particularly in the north around Torry, are ranked amongst the most
1
deprived areas in Scotland according to the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD) 2016 . Torry also records the highest percentage
2
of Universal Credit and Jobseeker’s Allowance claimants (5%) of any neighbourhood in Aberdeen . A smaller proportion of households on
the corridor have access to a car/van in comparison to Aberdeen City and Scotland as a whole. A greater proportion of Wellington Road
residents travel to work by bus or coach than Aberdeen City and Scotland figures as a whole.

Economic Context:

The Wellington Road Corridor is the principal route for HGVs accessing Aberdeen City centre and Aberdeen Harbour. It is estimated that
approximately 20% of all vehicles on the corridor are Rigid, Heavy Van, Minibus or Articulated HGVs. The number of HGVs accessing the
corridor is anticipated to increase upon completion of the Aberdeen Harbour expansion. Economic activity on the study corridor is generally
focused at locations in the central area where the main industrial estates are located: West Tullos, East Tullos and Altens Industrial Estates.
The corridor is generally dependant on the oil and gas sector and supporting industries.

Planning Objectives
Objective:

1. Provide greater priority to
sustainable modes of
transport on the Corridor
and facilitate locking in of
the benefits of the AWPR

2. Facilitate efficient
movement of freight on the
Corridor.

Performance against planning objective:

0

This option would have a negligible impact on this TPO. While the rationalisation of right-turns at Girdleness Road
and Abbotswell Road as part of this package would promote freer flow traffic movement on Wellington Road itself;
as an option, there would be no discernible benefits for sustainable modes of transport. Buses may be unable to
make the right turn from Girdleness Road onto Wellington Road if this movement was banned.
Closure of the central reserve at Redmoss Road / West Tullos Road would block buses from crossing the
carriageway at this point to join Wellington Road, which may adversely impact this TPO.

-1

This option would be expected to have a minor negative impact on this TPO as it would reduce the capability for
HGVs and other goods vehicles to make cross-corridor movements, for example between the East and West
Tullos industrial estates. This package could adversely affect freight movements, particularly where any vehicles
requiring to access the opposite side of the Wellington Road carriageway were required to perform a turning
manoeuvre at the next appropriate junction (such as Hareness Roundabout).
Closure of the central reserve at Redmoss Road / West Tullos Road would have a negligible impact on freight
movements.

1
2

http://simd.scot/2016
http://www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/nmsruntime/saveasdialog.asp?lID=73563&sID=332

3. Reduce and manage
traffic demands at key
pinch points on the
Corridor, taking
cognisance of the
framework provided by
the Roads Hierarchy.

4. Improve accessibility to
employment and education
areas on the Corridor.

5. Promote a Corridor which
is safe for all users.

+1

This option would have a minor beneficial impact on this TPO as it would be expected to improve traffic flows on
the Wellington Road mainline. Providing restrictions on right-turn movements will also complement the Roads
Hierarchy by prioritising movements on the route, facilitating the movement of traffic to the major AWPR junction at
Charleston, and locally within Aberdeen as directed by the new post-AWPR Aberdeen City signing strategy.
However, by consequence, the closure of some right-turns may place localised constraints on other junctions on
the corridor, including Hareness Roundabout.
Closure of the central reserve at Redmoss Road / West Tullos Road would generally be expected to have a
negligible impact on this TPO.
This option would be anticipated to have a minor negative impact on this TPO as it would reduce the capability for
vehicles to make cross-corridor movements, thus potentially reducing accessibility to employment locations within
the East and West Tullos industrial estates.

-1

+1

With closure of the central reserve at Redmoss Road / West Tullos Road, there would be impacts on bus routeing
from Kincorth to Wellington Road; thus affecting school pupils travelling from Kincorth Academy to Cove at present,
or from Kincorth to Lochside Academy from August 2018.
This option would be expected to have a slight positive impact on this TPO. While data shows that the number of
accidents involving right-turn manoeuvres on the corridor has decreased in recent years, many junctions on
Wellington Road (where a right-turn is available) have recorded at least one incident since 2011. Although neither
Girdleness Road nor Abbotswell Road have recorded accidents (as a result of a right-turn) in this time period,
banning right turns reduces the potential for vehicle conflicts and also the need for following vehicles to shift lanes
to avoid getting caught behind right-turning vehicles, which site observations indicate to be a particular issue
associated with Abbotswell Road for vehicles travelling southbound
With regards to a closure of the central reserve at Redmoss Road/West Tullos Road, while accident data does not
suggest there is a major safety issue at this junction, a high number of vehicles have been observed turning left
into Redmoss Road/Abbotswell Crescent (on exiting Hareness Roundabout onto West Tullos Road), obstructing
visibility for motorists waiting to turn right from Redmoss Road, making this a potentially dangerous manoeuvre.

6. Promote a transport
corridor which supports air
quality improvement
strategies and improves
public health.

0

This option would have a minor positive impact on this TPO by reducing stacking traffic on the Wellington Road
mainline (consequently promoting better traffic flow), though there could be localised air quality impacts where
HGVs, for example, require to perform right-turn manoeuvres at junctions such as Hareness in order to access
cross-carriageway destinations. Therefore, the overall impact on this TPO is considered negligible.
Closure of the central reserve at Redmoss Road / West Tullos Road would have a negligible impact on this TPO.

Rationale for Selection or
Rejection of Proposal:

On the grounds that this option has the potential to support a number of TPOs for this study, and complements some elements of
the STAG and Implementability criteria, it is recommended that this option is selected for further assessment.

Implementability Appraisal
From a technical feasibility perspective, no significant implementability issues are anticipated with this option.
Feasibility:
+1

In terms of operational feasibility, further consideration would require to be given to the implications for bus routeing if right-turn
movements at Girdleness Road were banned. It is understood that some residential streets within Torry (including Old Church Road) are
not suitable to accommodate large vehicles such as buses.
Impacts on points of access for emergency vehicles would require additional consideration in the event of junction rationalisation.
This option would be expected to incur low capital costs in the context of this study

Affordability: Low Cost
No significant costs would be associated with closing the central reserve at Redmoss Road / West Tullos Road.

Public Acceptability:
-1

Right-turn issues (e.g. impeding on traffic flows on Wellington Road itself) have been cited across several consultation responses and
discussions. However, in terms of public acceptability, reducing/banning the number of right turn movements from/onto Wellington Road
was not regarded as a high priority by respondents to the online consultation, with one in four identifying this measure as the least
important for the corridor.
Closing the central reserve at Redmoss Road / West Tullos Road could lead to some local opposition from residents of Redmoss and
Nigg.

STAG Criteria
Criterion

Environment:

Assessment
Supporting Information
Summary
0

Overall impacts on air quality are anticipated to be negligible. Further assessment would require to be undertaken at the
next stage of the STAG process to examine in detail the effects the proposed change to traffic flows and associated
developments will have on air quality.
Although neither Girdleness Road nor Abbotswell Road have recorded accidents due to a right-turn since 2011, the
banning of these movements would have a positive impact by reducing the potential for conflicts between vehicles. The
need for other vehicles to change lanes to avoid queueing traffic waiting to turn right would also be reduced.

Safety:

+1

Impacts on security would be negligible.
Closure of the central reserve at Redmoss Road / West Tullos Road would be expected to have a negligible impact
against the safety criterion.

Economy:

-1

This option would have a minor negative impact on the economy criterion by reducing cross-corridor connectivity. In
particular, this would have a potentially adverse effect on freight movements, thereby causing some negative impact on
commercial activity in the industrial estates parallel to the Wellington Road Corridor.
Closure of the central reserve at Redmoss Road / West Tullos Road would be expected to have a negligible impact
against the economy criterion.

Integration:

0

This option would be anticipated to have a typically negligible impact on the integration criterion. While a generally limited
impact on transport integration and transport and land-use integration would be expected, there could be opportunities to
extend bus priority on the route if the banning of right-turns at Abbotswell Road facilitates an extension of the current
northbound bus lane to this junction.
In terms of policy integration, there would also be limited impacts against local, regional and national policy.
The banning of right-turns would reduce accessibility (in terms of cross-corridor movements) on the Wellington Road
Corridor.

Accessibility and
Social Inclusion:

-1

Closure of the central reserve at Redmoss Road / West Tullos Road would block buses from crossing the carriageway at
this point to join Wellington Road.
There would be negligible impacts on the movements of non-motorised users.

